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ABSTRACT 

 The purpose of this study is to discover how church-based ESL programs affect 

immigrant adult learners’ second language socialization. Also, this study is to examine the ways 

in which immigrant adult learners’ second language socialization through the programs may, in 

turn, be associated with changes in cultural capital in their families. The findings indicate that 

newly arrived immigrant families in which English is not the primary language of parents 

encounter an increasing linguistic and cultural disjuncture and a communication gap between 

parents and children. The intergenerational disjuncture and community gap lead to family 

estrangement and parental dysfunction. This has become the main reason for immigrant adult 

learners’ participation in the programs. The church-based ESL instructors act not merely as 

friends, facilitators, and mentors, but they also serve as community brokers and advocates for 

social justice. The programs have developed into places where immigrant adults are provided 

with legitimate speaking positions and their voices and linguistic and cultural identities are 

affirmed. Further, the programs provide immigrant adult learners with access to social 

integration and authentic language practice in real life contexts. The findings indicate that 

church-based ESL programs enhance immigrant adults’ second language socialization and 

community engagement. Learners’ increasing language socialization promotes cultural capital in 

their families and community-family connecting. The multiple effects of immigrant adults’ 

increasing participation in the programs are discussed, such as immigrant adults’ increasing 

school involvement, family-together language and literacy practices, reclaimed ownership of 

home language, and transformation into advocates for families and ethnic communities. This 

study argues that church-based ESL programs are figured worlds that are not natural but nurtured 
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and naturalized. English education in the figured worlds is a process of being and empowerment 

of immigrant adults’ self-authoring agency. Cultural and religious dispositions embedded in the 

church-based discourse seem to impose orders of power and Christianity on learners, which in 

turn cause some immigrant adults’ resistance and non-participation in the programs. 
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CHAPTER I: 

INTRODUCTION 

To have a language means to be a member of a community (Wittgenstein, 1974, p. 157). 

“我的儿子和我说话不多。我不明

白他说的英语，对他的学校活动知

道不多。他不太懂我说的中文。我

感觉好像在失去他。 我需要学习

英文，需要和他做游戏、交流。有

时候我也需要管教他。”  

 

“My son does not talk to me much. I do not 

understand his English, know little about his 

school events. He does not understand my 

Chinese fully. I feel like losing him. I need 

to learn English. I need to play and talk with 

him. Sometimes I need to discipline him.” 

(Zhao, an immigrant Chinese mother of a 6-

year-old child, Oct 14, 2009)

“I taught ESL at a church for approximately ten years – from 1995 to 2005. The most memorable 

and difficult situation that I experienced was communication gap between my immigrant adult 

students and their children. One lady shared with me in tears that she could not understand her 

child, communicate with her, and consequently could not discipline her. The child’s association 

with English speaking children in a daycare facility while the parents worked, the child learned 

English very rapidly.” (Troy, January 10, 2009)  

The two quotations are excerpts from my personal conversation with Troy (All names of 

persons and places in this study are pseudonyms) and ethnographic interview with Zhao. Troy is 

my close friend who served as a volunteer instructor in an ESL program hosted by his church for 

10 years, and Zhao is one of immigrant adult learner from a church-based English as a second 

language (ESL) program in a Southeastern U.S. city. As the two quotations illustrate, language 

situation in immigrant families where English is not the language of the parents shows the 
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salience of parent-child disconnect in language. In this case, immigrant parents as Zhao felt 

increasingly shut out of their children’s schooling, social activities, and emotional development 

(Chao, 2010). As the parents encounter the dilemma of communication with their children, their 

desire for English learning and life fulfilling becomes stronger. The two quotations reflect some 

questions: What dynamics and access to language, cultural, and social support construct 

immigrant adults’ second language (L2) learning? What is the role of immigrant parents’ L2 

learning in (re)construction and (re)production of cultural awareness, identity, and community 

integration? How do community structures contribute to immigrant parents’ adaptation to the 

host society? Significantly, these questions need to be viewed in relation to a wider phenomenon 

that “these successful social and economic transitions lay foundations that are needed if the 

children of immigrants are to be effective citizen-worker of the next generation” (Meissner, 

Hormats, Walker, & Ogata, 1993, p. 14). Given the fact that immigrant children will represent 

future American society, how do we understand parents with low English proficiency and 

acculturation rate to be expected to guide their children’s school education, sociocultural 

participation, and emotional development? How would immigrant parents’ community 

participation impact family interactions?    

With these questions in mind, I have been serving as a volunteer teaching assistant and a 

supporter of a church-based ESL program in a Southeastern U.S. city for three years. I have 

witnessed how the program runs. My voluntary experience at the church-based ESL program not 

only facilitates me to understand the net of people, spaces, symbolic objects, and activities at the 

sites of church-based ESL programs, but it also empowers me to place this study within a larger 

context of the scholarly literature and seek how immigrant adaptation outcomes are determined 

by structural conditions in the host society (Portes & Rumbaut, 1996).  
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From a poststructuralist approach to L2 learning and use (Agha, 2003; Bourdieu, 1991; 

Fairclough, 2001; Mantero, 2006; McKay & Wong, 1996; Norton Peirce, 1995; Pavlenko, 2003; 

Pennycook, 1990), this study delves into two ESL programs hosted by the different churches in a 

Southeastern U.S. city to examine how and to what extent the programs may serve as 

mechanisms or change agents for immigrant adults’ second language socialization (SLS) and 

family cultural capital. The poststructuralist approach to L2 learning and use looks at L2 learners 

as active and complete persons rather than passive L2 recipients with fixed L2 characteristics 

within the linguistic context only. It argues that learners have multiple desires for L2 learning 

within social, cultural, and political contexts (Norton Peirce, 1995; Pennycook, 1990, 2003). The 

poststructuralist approach to L2 learning and use conforms to the call that second language 

acquisition (SLA) and learning should focus on the role of social dynamics in L2 learning and 

use. As Norton and Toohey (2001) indicate that further research attention should be shifted to 

exploring how community organization provides positions for immigrant L2 learners’ 

participation in community practices. Grounded in the poststructuralist approach to SLA and use, 

this study is to understand how immigrant parents’ participation in church-based ESL programs 

may affect their L2 learning and use, (re)construct their social relations and identity, and 

empower family cultural capital.       

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this multi-sited ethnography (Marcus, 1994) is to understand how and to 

what extent two church-based ESL programs in a Southeastern U.S. city may work as 

mechanisms for immigrant adults’ second language socialization and family cultural capital. 

Specifically, this study attempts to integrate two bodies of research. One is to explore how 

immigrant adults in church-based ESL programs are socialized through English language and 
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socialized to use it (Ochs, 1988). The other body of research is to examine how immigrant 

adults’ L2 learning and use through church-based ESL programs may be associated with changes 

in their family cultural capital.  

Research Questions 

In examining the roles of church-based ESL programs in immigrant adults’ second 

language socialization and family cultural capital, two overarching research questions guide this 

study. The first research question is to discover the perspectives of immigrant adult L2 learners, 

program coordinators, and ESL instructors on immigrant adults’ L2 learning and use, and second 

language socialization into the U.S. society. The second research question is to examine the 

impact of immigrant adults’ second language socialization through church-based ESL programs 

on their family cultural capital.  

1. Do church-based ESL programs facilitate immigrant adult learners’ second language 

socialization? 

If yes, how do they facilitate immigrant adult learners’ second language socialization? 

1. In what ways may immigrant adult learners’ second language socialization through 

church-based ESL programs impact cultural capital in their families?                                 

    Rationale for the Study                                                    

This section is to explain the rationale for this study, which includes rapid growth of 

immigrants in Alabama State of U.S., the researcher’s local knowledge of church-based ESL 

programs, and current studies on language use in immigrant families.  

Changing Demographic Profiles of Latino and Asian Immigrants  
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The U.S. Census Bureau (2011) reports that Latinos and Asians are two rapidly growing 

immigrant groups due to high immigration and birth rate. Latino population soared by 43 percent 

from 2000 to 2010, accounts for more than half of the overall U.S. population. Rodriguez (2002) 

uses “the browning of America” to indicate the burgeoning Latino immigrant population in the 

U.S. Even though the growth rate for Asians makes up a much smaller segment of the overall 

U.S. population, they are the highly immigrant group. The U.S. Census Bureau (2011) 

documents that the increase of newly arrived immigrants was most striking in Southern states 

which do not traditionally have high concentration of immigrant communities such as Alabama, 

Georgia, Kentucky, North Carolina, and Louisiana. Among all U.S. states, Alabama State is 

ranked with the fifth in the rate of immigrant growth and the third in its proportion of immigrants 

who arrived in the U.S. since 2000. Given the increasing number of Latino and Asian immigrants 

in the Southern U.S. states, this study is to discover the ways that church-based ESL programs as 

community structures in a Southeastern U.S. city may contribute to the recently arrived Latino 

and Asian immigrant adults’ L2 learning and family cultural capital.  

“To an ethnographer, the shapes of knowledge are always ineluctably local” (Geertz, 1983, 

p. 4).  

As Troy’s and Zhao’s quotations in the introduction illustrate, language situation in these 

immigrant families where English is not the language of the parents shows the salience of parent-

child disconnect in language. Troy’s mention of immigrant parent-child communication 

problems caused by disconnect in language was sustained by my ethnographic interview with 

Zhao. Zhao’s sentiment demonstrates the influence and importance of immigrant parents’ 

English proficiency and acculturation levels in facilitating parent-child interaction, one form of 

family cultural capital. Also, Zhao presents a compelling example of some U.S. immigrant 
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parents’ desire to learn English and American culture in order to transform their marginalized 

parental identity into functional parental identity (Chao, 2010). Scholarly literature indicates that 

parent-child communication difficulties in immigrant families where English is not the primary 

language of the parents are associated with native “language loss” (Fishman, 1978; Gandara, 

2002; Krashen, 1996; Wong-Fillmore, 1991, 2000), “a language gap” (Kouritzin, 1999; Liu, 

Benner, Lau, & Kim, 2009; Qin, 2006; Tseng & Fuligni, 2000; Weaver & Kim, 2008; Wong-

Fillmore, 2000; Worthy, 2006), and “an acculturation gap” (Birman, 2006; Lim, Yeh, Liang & 

McCabe, 2009; Nguyen & Williams, 1989; Portes & Rumbaut, 1996; Sluzki, 1979; Smokowski, 

Rose & Bacallao, 2008; Szapocznik, Scopetta, Kurtines & Aranalde, 1978; Szapocznik & 

Kurtines, 1980). Parent-child interaction breakdown in immigrant families sparks the interest of 

this study. This study attempts to discover the ways of church-based ESL programs in affecting 

immigrant parents’ English proficiency improvement and interactions with their children.  

Linking Up Through Research Gaps: Immigrant Family Level & Community Level  

Language use in immigrant families has been studied in the fields of sociolinguistics, 

family psychology, anthropology, and multicultural education. Findings in those fields rest on 

two categories, immigrant family contexts and community contexts.  

In the context of immigrant families, research attention has focused predominantly on 

immigrant children as the first to be socialized into the new host society due to school as an 

arena for their cultural assimilation (Patthey-Chavez, 1993) and a myriad of opportunities for 

their second language acquisition (SLA) (Cummins, 2001; Platt & Troudi, 1997; Wong-Fillmore, 

1991). This emphasis, however, neglects immigrant parents’ limited access to English and 

acculturation due to their remaining in homes, jobs, or ethnic communities (Portes & Rumbaut, 

1996). Scholarly attention creates a research gap between importance of immigrant adults’ SLA 
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and the support mechanisms for their L2 learning and cultural contacts with the host society. 

Previous research has discovered a dissonance in language and acculturation between immigrant 

parents and their children which in turn disrupts family functions in various ways. Tse (1995, 

1996) explores the fact that immigrant children act as language brokers for their parents with 

limited English proficiency. She finds that such a role usually leads to greater dependence of 

parents on children, children’s sense of burden and more opportunities to confront some people 

who show little patience toward their parents. Tse’s finding is in line with other scholars’ 

conclusions about the impact of immigrant children as language brokers on the parental 

functioning of their parents (Abel Valenzuela, 1999; Hall & Sham, 2007; Weisskirch, 2007; Wu 

& Kim, 2009; Zhou, 1997). 

Also, language gap and acculturation gap are associated with family discord such as 

family estrangement, parent-child conflict, and communication gap (Buki, et al., 2003; Hwang, 

Wood, & Fujimoto, 2010; Krashen, 1996; Portes & Rumbaut, 1996; Rumbaut, 1997; Waters, 

1997). Studies further indicate that immigrant parents’ limited English proficiency blocks them 

from participation in children’s school activities (Turney & Kao, 2009), which in turn challenges 

immigrant parents’ school involvement and threatens their parental functions (McKay & Wong, 

2000; Portes & Rumbaut, 2001; Rimer, 1992). Research has revealed that language as an identity 

marker mediates and widens identification gap of ethnic identity between immigrant parents and 

their children (Heller, 1986; Norton Peirce, 1995; Zhou, 1997). The previous studies underscore 

a need for intervention programs and social mechanisms to bridge language gap, acculturation 

gap and parent-child interaction breakdown in immigrant families.  

In the context of community, some studies on community engagement demonstrate a 

significant role that community organizations play in providing immigrant adults with access to 
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genuine L2 input and use and community involvement (Dudley, 2007; Duff, Wong & Early, 

2000; Harrell, 2000). For example, Dudley’s (2007) study indicates that immigrant adults’ 

volunteering experience promotes their opportunity to learn and use English as well as the local 

culture. Such studies present that immigrant adults’ participation in community-based activities 

is one of the ways to enhance their social engagement and L2 learning, whereas they do not 

address how their language and cultural acquisition through participation in the community 

activities affect their family dynamics. Further, relatively little research has tapped into the faith 

settings to explore opportunities that churches may provide immigrant adults with L2 learning 

and cultural acquisition. Hence, this study is to examine the interactions between immigrant 

adults’ church-based ESL learning and cultural capital in their families.                                          

     Theoretical Perspectives                                                   

 An embodiment of social interaction occurs in church-based ESL programs in which 

different social origins, lifestyles, cultures, and languages freely intermingle, and are constantly 

transformative, complex, and fluid (Chao, 2010). In this sense, this study is anchored in the 

poststructuralist approach to SLA to examine immigrant adults’ second language socialization 

through church-based ESL programs and its influence on their family dynamics. The 

poststructuralist approach to SLA primarily focuses on L2 learning as language socialization 

(Agha, 2007; Garrett & Baquedano-Lopez, 2002; Schieffelin & Ochs, 1986), SLA as situated 

participation in communities of practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991) and figured worlds (Holland et 

al., 1998), and language as a form of cultural capital and invisible symbolic power in production 

and reproduction of social interactions (Bourdieu, 1991; Fairclough, 2001; Gal, 1989; McKay & 

Wong, 1996; Norton Peirce, 1995; Pavlenko, 2002; Weedon, 1987). The following section 

specifically discusses the theoretical perspectives of this study. It first discusses language 
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socialization theory in L1 and L2 contexts and its analytical foundation in examining immigrant 

adults’ church-based ESL learning. Then, the section examines situated learning theory (Lave & 

Wenger, 1991) and the concept of “figured worlds” (Holland et al., 1998), and how they may 

help this study understand immigrant adults’ L2 learning through participation in church-based 

ESL programs. Finally, this section highlights how Bourdieu’s (1984, 1991) concept of cultural 

capital facilitates this study to examine the ways that immigrant adults’ church-based ESL 

learning may affect their parent-child interactions and other forms of cultural capital in the 

families.                                                                                                                                        

Language Socialization and Complexity of Second Language Socialization                                   

 This study is grounded in the perspective of language socialization by regarding church-

based immigrant adult L2 learners as selective and active agents in acquiring L2, adjusting 

themselves to the host culture, and integrating in local communities. The perspective of language 

socialization is rooted in several bodies of literature which include sociolinguistics (Heath, 1983; 

Hymes, 1972; Schecter & Bayley, 1997; Schieffelin & Ochs, 1986), sociology (Blumer, 1969; 

Bourdieu, 1977), and cultural psychology (Rogoff, 1990). The process of language socialization 

is identified as ways in which people are socialized through language and socialized to use 

language (Schieffelin & Ochs, 1986). This study stands on the ideas and concepts of the first 

language (L1) and second language socialization (Duff, 2007; Garrett & Baquedano-Lopez, 

2002; Heath, 1983; Hymes, 1972; Schecter & Bayley, 1997; Schieffelin & Ochs, 1986; Watson-

Gegeo & Nielson, 2003) to understand how immigrant adults are socialized through language as 

well as socialized to use language through their participation in church-based ESL programs. 

Four tenets of language socialization are identified with their theoretical foundation and 

ethnographic orientation in facilitating this study to understand how church-based ESL programs 
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affect immigrant adults’ second language socialization. From a theoretical position, the 

perspective of language socialization gives prominence to four tenets: “language as symbol and 

tool” (Ochs, 1988, p. 210), language socialization as a nonlinear, inter-relational, and co-

constructed community activity, language socialization participants as active and selective 

agents, and language socialization as a lifelong process.                                                                  

 First, the perspective of language socialization indicates “language as symbol and tool, … 

encodes local social and cultural structures, but also a tool for establishing social and 

psychological realities” (Ochs, 1988, p. 210). This tenet argues that language is a tool to acquire 

sociocultural knowledge and participate in community activities. It indicates that language 

acquisition and socialization occur simultaneously and interdependently. The tenet of language 

as symbol and tool in the perspective of language socialization highlights this study to think 

immigrant adults’ church-based L2 learning as a process of language socialization and the 

programs as speech communities. Hymes (1972) explains a speech community as “a community 

sharing rules for the conduct and interpretation of speech, and rules for the interpretation of at 

least one linguistic variety” (p. 54). Heath (1983) explains that language socialization is the way 

individuals become members of both their primary speech communities and their secondary 

communities. Hymes’s (1972) and Heath’s (1983) arguments provide this study with insights in 

discovering how immigrant adults learn to use English language at the programs in both 

linguistically and socioculturally appropriate ways and to what extent their L2 learning may 

affect their community engagement.                                                                                                                               

 The second tenet of language socialization stresses that language socialization is 

“complex, nonlinear, relational models” (Kramsch, 2002, p. 16). This tenet underscores 

interactions between the meanings of language and social life. According to Norton Peirce’s 
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(1995) case study of Canadian immigrant adults’ second language acquisition and socialization, 

Norton Peirce contends that language learning is driven by an individual’s emotion, motivation, 

self-positioning, positioning by others, and the positions that the environments provide. Norton 

Peirce’s study facilitates this study to look at what practices, events, and positions provided by 

church-based ESL programs may facilitate or constrain immigrant adults to establish 

relationships with English speakers and a desire to learn L2.                         

The third tenet of language socialization perspective emphasizes language socialization 

participants as active and selective agents. While traditional language socialization studies 

emphasize old, competent, or more experienced community members play an important role in 

language socialization of a novice or a child, they neglect the active role of the novice or the 

child in the construction of social life (Bourdieu, 1977). This tenet informs the present study to 

examine the nuances of the bidirectional interaction between church ESL instructors and 

coordinators as proficient community members and immigrant adult L2 learners as novices. 

Grounded in the tenet of language socialization participants as selective and active agents, this 

study is to explore in what ways immigrant adult learners at church-based ESL programs become 

selective or active agents in the process of second language socialization. The tenet also 

accentuates this study to examine how ESL instructors implicitly and explicitly teach immigrant 

adult learners traditions, cultural knowledge, values, and ways of doing in the host society.                                                                                                                                                         

 The fourth tenet of language socialization perspective indicates that language 

socialization comes across life span. It addresses that a newcomer of a community needs to 

acquire local culture and ways of acting and communicating in order to function effectively and 

appropriately in the new social life. Duff (2007) highlights the complexity of SLS that adult L2 

learners already “possess a repertoire of linguistic, discursive, and cultural traditions and 
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community affiliations when encountering new one” (p. 310). The existed linguistic and cultural 

traditions and community connection in immigrant adult L2 learners may cause their resistance 

or withdraw from SLS. Duff (2007) explains that SLS participants “may not experience the same 

degrees of access, acceptance, or accommodation within the new discourse communities as their 

L1 counterparts do” (p. 310). According to Duff (2007), the complexity of SLS reminds this 

study to explore the extent to immigrant adults’ primary cultural, personal, and relational 

experiences may hinder or facilitate L2 learning and use.                                                                    

 Sanjek (1990) indicates that “charting of the ethnographic terrain is filtered through 

theory …” (p. 396). The four tenets of language socialization perspective not only provide this 

study with theoretical positions, but also reinforce the ethnographic methodology choice of this 

study. A study of language socialization merits longitudinal, contextualized, sociohistorical, and 

sociocultural research. It is committed to ethnographic research methods that enable researchers 

to look into “agents, props, contexts, roles, and trajectories of learning” (Heath & Street, 2008, p. 

100). The ethnographic orientation of language socialization studies informs this study to 

understand church-based ESL programs as an embodiment of social interactions. Garrett and 

Baquedano-Lopez (2002) address that multiple sites of observation and participation tend to 

“capture cultural and linguistic movement across time and space” (p. 343). Thus, this study 

employs multi-sited ethnography (Marcus, 1994, 1995) to discover similarities and differences in 

immigrant adults’ L2 practices in two church-based ESL programs.                                                           

Situated Learning in Community of Practice and Identity in Figured Worlds                                       

 In addition to language socialization theory, this study is also built on the theory of 

situated learning in community of practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991) and identity formation in 

“figured worlds” (Holland, Lachiocotte, Skinner, & Cain, 1998). Lave and Wenger (1991) 
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acknowledge learning as an increasing social participation, legitimacy, and identity negotiation 

within an individual’s particular community of practice. According to Lave and Wenger (1991), 

learning is a situated activity outside school settings. The process of situated learning is referred 

to legitimate peripheral participation, which means an individual newcomer becomes integrated 

into a community of practice. In Lave and Wenger’s (1991) words, legitimate peripheral 

participation is “a descriptor of engagement in social practice that entails learning as an integral 

constituent” (p. 35) and “a way to speak about the relations between newcomers and old-timers, 

and about activities, identities, artifacts, and communities of knowledge and practice” (p. 29). 

Peripherality in a learning process is “an open, a way of gaining access to sources for 

understanding through growing involvement” (Lave & Wenger, 1991, p. 37). Legitimate 

peripheral participation indicates an increasing engagement of learning and access to more 

learning recourses. Lave and Wenger’s (1991) situated learning in community of practice helps 

this study regard church-based ESL programs as community of practice and immigrant adults’ 

L2 learning process as legitimate peripheral participation. The theory of situated learning (Lave 

& Wenger, 1991) highlights this study to explore how immigrant adult learners may shift from 

peripheral participation to fuller participation in community of practice. Specifically, it anchors 

this study to seek what cultural events, social activities, and interactions between immigrant 

adult learners and their instructors facilitate the learners’ legitimate peripheral participation. It 

also attempts to explore how immigrant adult learners’ peripheral participation may affect their 

evolving identity from peripheral members to full members.  

Lave and Wenger’s (1991) community of practice share similar meanings to the concept 

of “figured worlds” coined by Holland and her colleagues (1998). Community of practice 

emphasizes the effect of shared practices on learning opportunities and participation, while the 
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concept of figured worlds centers on cultural activities through which participants learn to relate 

to each other and shape their identities by authoring themselves and acted on by others in social 

fields. Activities in these figured worlds are socially organized and reproductive, in which 

“people are sorted and learn to relate to each other in different ways” (Urrieta, 2007, p. 108). The 

concept of figured worlds facilitates this study to view church-based ESL programs as figured 

worlds. It guides this study to examine how immigrant adults figure and develop their identities 

in relation to others who perform in the activities.                                  

Language as a Form of Cultural Capital and Symbolic Power                                                                                       

 This study also employs the concept of Bourdieu’s (1984, 1991) cultural capital as an 

analytical lens to interpret the impact of immigrant adults’ participation in church-based ESL 

programs on cultural capital in their families. Bourdieu (1984) identifies cultural capital with 

cultural and linguistic competence and the familiarity with the dominant culture. The dominant 

culture consists of knowledge, cultural dispositions, behaviors, and language use. Particularly, 

language use is an important part of cultural capital and function of social experience and 

enrichment (Bourdieu, 1991). This indicates that people who do not own access to particular 

social communities have no more opportunities to develop their capacity to speak (Bourdieu, 

1991). In terms of parental involvement in children’ school activities, Lareau (1987) lists the 

indicators of cultural capital which include interactions with other parents, parents’ 

understanding of school processes, contact with school, and parents’ communication skills. 

These indicators require immigrant parents’ high level of English language use in order for their 

active school involvement.    

Norton Peirce (1995) uses cultural capital to address her Canadian immigrant adult 

participants’ investment in L2 learning. She explains that investment indicates sociocultural 
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relationship of learners to the target language and their desire to learn the language. Thompson 

(1991) and Sullivan (2001) also enunciate Bourdieu’s view that people’s language use secures 

their advantage in exploiting the system of difference and mediates cultural capital passing from 

one generation to the next. Accordingly, this study is to understand how immigrant parents’ L2 

learning through church-based ESL programs may invest in cultural capital in their families such 

as parent-child interactions and parent-school interactions. This study insists that Bourdieu’s 

(1984, 1991) cultural capital is not static. It requires mechanisms to constantly activate it. This 

study intends to hold this stance for seeking the roles of church-based ESL programs in cultural 

capital transmission and reproduction in immigrant families.  

 This study is grounded in an integration of multiple theories in exploring the interaction 

between immigrant adult L2 learner behaviors and contexts on the different layers. Specifically, 

not only does the integration of multiple theories see immigrant adult L2 learners as active 

agents in shaping their own identities and ideologies, but it also promotes this study to 

understand how immigrant adults’ L2 learning occurs at the individual, community, and family 

levels. The integration of multiple theories also informs this study to use an ethnographic 

methodology.                                                                                                                                        

    Definitions of the Key Terms                                                               

 The purpose of this study is to examine how church-based ESL programs affect 

immigrant adults’ second language socialization and family cultural capital. The key terms are 

clarified to understand what and how the terms are interpreted and enacted.                       

Church-based ESL Programs 
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The term “church-based ESL programs” in this study refers to programs hosted by 

churches that teach ESL to immigrants through volunteer native English-speaking instructors. 

There are no constraints on entering the programs such as no tuition fees, no prior academic 

experience, and no requirements to profess Christian faith or follow religious rituals. The only 

relationship to church is the facilities provided by church. The programs offer conversational 

English classes once a week, except national holidays. 

Figured Worlds  

The ethnographic concept of “figured worlds” by coined by Holland and her colleagues 

(1998) indicates that people figure who they are through “the coproduction of activities, 

discourses, performances, and artifacts” (p. 51). Figured worlds provide the loci for people to 

locate their social positions, shape social relationships, and form identities socially, linguistically, 

and materially. This study considers church-based ESL programs as figured worlds. It is to 

explore how the programs engage immigrant adults to identify and be identified through their L2 

learning and cultural acquisition. 

 Community 

This study employs Garrett and Baquedano-Lopez’s (2002) definition of community, 

which refers to mutual social and interactive engagement, not only in terms of geography, but 

also language(s) spoken, racial or ethnic categories.  

Second Language Socialization (SLS)   

Language socialization means that children and other novices are socialized through 

language use and socialized to use language (Schieffelin & Ochs, 1986). Duff (2007) addresses 

that SLS is concerned with “a process that is mediated by language and whose goal is the 

mastery of linguistic conventions, pragmatics, the adoption of appropriate identities, stances (e.g. 
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epistemic or empathetic) or ideologies, and other behaviors associated with the target group and 

its normative practices” (p. 310). Language socialization emphasizes Luria’s (1976) and 

Vygotsky’s (1986) research on language as primary “semiotic mediation,” which carries “not 

only meaning but also the fundamental units of consciousness reflecting the external world” 

(Luria, 1976, p. 9). L1 socialization underlies that language serves as a means to socialize 

immigrant adults into linguistic and cultural behaviors of the host society in this study. Also, 

second language socialization theory highlights the nature of immigrant newcomers’ SLS is to 

“gain communicative competence, membership, and legitimacy in the group” (Duff, 2007, p. 

310). 

Cultural Capital 

According to Bourdieu (1984, 1991), cultural capital consists of not only economic goods, 

but also symbolic resources or power which include linguistic and cultural capital, such as values, 

language use, education, social networks, daily practices, effective parent-child interaction, and 

familiarity with the dominate culture of the society. Cultural capital is transmitted from older 

generation to younger generation in socialization practice of families and communities. In this 

study, cultural capital includes immigrant parents’ communication skills with children and 

schools, the capacity to speak, heritage cultural values, community bond, social network, etc. 

Cultural capital provides an important theoretical perspective for understanding the impacts of 

immigrant adults’ participation in church-based ESL programs on their investment in family 

cultural capital. Specifically, the concept of cultural capital is applied to interpret the degree to 

which the programs may provide institutional support in immigrant adults’ cultural knowledge, 

social networks, community engagement, and family dynamics.  

Language as Symbolic Power  
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In addition to the concept of cultural capital, Bourdieu (1991) also indicates there are 

other forms of capital, such as, economic capital (i.e. material wealth as money and property), 

symbolic capital (i.e. accumulated prestige or honor), and linguistic capital (the mastery of and 

relation to language). Particularly, he views language as symbolic power, which is “not so much 

to a specific type of power, but rather to an aspect of most forms of power as they are routinely 

deployed in social life” (Thompson, 1991, p. 23). Bourdieu (1991) explains that language is not 

only a tool for communication but also an invisible mechanism for power. As Thompson (1991) 

discusses, “the more linguistic capital that speakers possess, the more they are able to exploit the 

system of differences to their advantage and thereby secure a profit of distinction” (p. 18). In this 

study, immigrant adults’ English acquisition is regarded as symbolic empowerment, which may 

bring changes in their social integration and family dynamics.  

Human Agents 

Norton Peirce (1995) portrays L2 learners and users as “diverse, contradictory, and 

dynamic; multiple rather than unitary, decentered rather than centered agents” (p. 15). She views 

that structure and human agency are interdependent. On one hand, Norton Peirce (1995) argues 

that L2 agents actively shape their language learning experiences in which they may “resist the 

subject position or even set up a counter discourse which positions the person in a powerful … 

subject position” (p. 16). On the other hand, Norton Peirce (1995) addresses that language 

learners are shaped by their situated sociocultural environment. In this study, the immigrant 

adults are seen as human agents in constructing their L2 learning and selective participation in 

community of practice.  

Other Further Definitions of Terms for Understanding 

English as a Second Language (ESL)  
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 ESL student is often used interchangeably with English learner (EL) to refer to those 

whose English proficiency has not yet development to a degree where they can fully 

communicate with English-speaking people.  

Second Generation Immigrant Children 

 According to the emerging literature on the new second generation (Gans, 1992; Portes, 

1996; Zhou, 1997), second generation immigrant children are described not only US-born 

children – the true second generation – but also contemporary immigrant children who have 

arrived in the United States before they reach adulthood. 

Overview of the Chapters  

 This study includes six chapters. Drawing on the researcher’s fieldwork (Chao, 2010) and 

prior studies on language use and acculturation rate in immigrant families where English is not 

the language of the parents, Chapter I presents an introduction and problem statement of this 

study, followed by the purpose of the study, research questions, rationale for the study, 

theoretical perspectives, and definitions of the key terms. Chapter II reviews the relevant studies 

and knowledge in the field of a language gap and an acculturation gap in immigrant families, the 

nature of language, perspectives of L1 and L2 socialization and learning, and church 

involvement in family interactions and family-community connection. Chapter II provides a 

foundation in theories, methods, and current literature on language socialization and community-

family connecting for this study. Chapter III discusses methodology employed in this study, 

including symbolic interactionism as research philosophy and multi-sited ethnography approach 

to this study. Multi-sited ethnography approach adopted in this study is specifically explained in 

this chapter, which includes the introduction of three research sites in a Southeastern U.S. city, 

participants, researcher reflexivity, data collection and analysis, and trustworthiness of the 
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research. Chapter IV synthesizes the findings across two church-based ESL programs while 

connecting the emerged themes to the current literature. Specifically, Chapter IV addresses the 

participants’ ways of second language socialization through church-based ESL programs, as well 

as the problems and dilemmas they encounter in the process of second language socialization. 

Chapter IV also presents the findings about how immigrant parents’ church-based ESL learning 

may influence family cultural capital and community integration. Chapter V discusses the 

changes in terms of immigrant adults’ L2 learning and use, identity reconstruction, community-

family connecting, and family cultural capital through participation in church-based ESL 

programs. The summary of the findings of this study and implications for future research will 

also be addressed in detail in Chapter VI.  
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CHAPTER II:  

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

Overview 

 Chapter 1 maps out the context and theoretical framework for this study. Chapter 2 

reviews current knowledge related to this study in five sections. They include immigrant 

families’ English language and acculturation needs, foundational considerations of language, 

paradigms of language learning, substantive findings of language socialization in L1 and L2 

contexts, and prior studies on church as a support system for families. The first section presents a 

general picture of a language gap and an acculturation gap in immigrant families where English 

is not the language of the parents and their impacts on family dynamics. The second section 

discusses what language is and the roles of language in human society. This part serves as a 

foundation for highlighting how immigrant adults understand English language and reconstruct 

their understanding of English learning through participation in church-based ESL programs. 

The third section focuses on key findings of L1 and L2 socialization studies within formal and 

informal educational contexts. It illustrates the interdependence of language acquisition and 

socialization as well as the social roles of experts, novices, and community. This section 

facilitates this study to account for immigrant adults’ pathways of second language socialization. 

The fourth section addresses two language learning theories: the sociocultural theory and the 

ecological theory. This section provides insights into how church-based ESL programs may 

provide positions for immigrant adults’ L2 learning and use and the dilemmas they may 

encounter during their church-based L2 learning. Finally, current literature about church 

intervention in family dynamics is discussed. 

Acculturation Gap and Language Gap in Immigrant Families 
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This section illustrates current research on an acculturation gap and a language gap in 

immigrant families as well as their influences on parent-child interactions, parental involvement 

in children’s development, and family cohesion.  

Acculturation Gap in Immigrant Families 

 Berry (1980) explains that acculturation is a process in which one cultural group 

members adopt the habits, culture, beliefs, and behaviors of another group. He addresses that the 

process of acculturation is associated with intercultural interaction. Scholars in the field of 

cultural and family psychology argue that different acculturation rates between immigrant adults 

and their children may lead to an acculturation gap (Kwak, 2003; Phinney, Ong, & Madden, 

2000). For example, after surveying the relationship between acculturation levels and perceived 

intergenerational differences of 29 high school students from Hmong refugee families, Rick and 

Forward (1992) report significant differences among the parents’ and their children’s level of 

acculturation. They stress that second generation immigrant children acculturate faster and with 

more ease than their first generation immigrant parents. Buki, Ma, Strom, and Strom’s (2003) 

study of 100 Chinese immigrant mothers’ perceptions on acculturation rates between their 

children and themselves confirms and expands Rick and Forward’s (1992) conclusions. The 

study indicates a growing acculturation gap between Chinese immigrant mothers and their 

children. Buki, Ma, Strom, & Strom’s (2003) study discovers that an acculturation gap entails 

parent-child communication difficulties and an increase of parents’ dissatisfaction with their 

parenting. Even though these studies involve only one ethnic group, they demonstrate that an 

acculturation gap is connected with immigration in immigrant families.  

After examining the process of acculturation in immigrant families, Portes and Rumbaut 

(2006) use “generational consonance” or “generational dissonance” to indicate immigrant parent-
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child different acculturation rates. The fact of generational consonance occurs when parents and 

children both remain unacculturated, or both acculturate at the same rate, or both agree on 

selective acculturation. Generational dissonance occurs when parents’ or children’s acculturation 

rates fall behind each other. Portes and Rumbaut (2006) indicate that generational dissonance 

may increase children’s risk for diverse development and hinder the transmission of parents’ 

heterogeneous cultural values and beliefs to their children. Similarly, Zhou (1997) underscores 

that dissonant acculturation “severs ties between children and their adult social world, deprives 

children of family or community resources, and leads them farther and farther away from 

parental expectations” (84-85). Rumbaut (1997) enumerates that intergenerational estrangement 

may result in getting parental authority at risk and insufficient family communications, which in 

turn have significantly negative effects on children’s self-esteem, psychological well-being, and 

academic aspirations. According to the current literature on acculturation gap in immigrant 

families, the following paragraph enumerates the specific influences of acculturation gap in 

different immigrant ethnic familial groups.  

Birman’s (2006) research examines an acculturation gap on family adjustment of 115 

adolescent refugees from the former Soviet Union. It discovers that the intergenerational gap, 

family discord and dysfunctional parenting are caused by the conflict of American identity, 

behavior, and Russian language use. Birman’s (2006) conclusion is in line with that of Pena’s 

(2010), parental involvement in children’s development is influenced by several factors, among 

which language and cultural influences are of primary importance. Another study with a 

sampling of 105 Chinese American high school students and their mothers highlights that the 

greater the acculturation difference, the more depressed the immigrant youth become (Hwang, 

Wood, & Fujimoto, 2010). Kim et al’s (2009) study of Chinese immigrant youth’s depression in 
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a sample of 388 father-adolescent and 399 mother-adolescent dyads reveals that the higher the 

level of discrepancy in American cultural acceptance between fathers and adolescents the more 

severe the adolescent depressive symptoms. Additionally, from a sample of 180 Asian Indian 

adolescents, Farver, Narang, & Bhadha (2002) examine that the fact that the matched 

acculturation styles of parents and children creates family harmony whereas mismatched 

acculturation causes adolescents’ lower self-esteem, higher anxiety levels, and weaker social 

skills. This result is an agreement of a study led by Pawliuk and his colleagues (1996) about 48 

families from diverse immigrant backgrounds in Montreal, Canada. Similarly, several studies 

about Latino immigrant families also suggest that the parent-adolescent acculturation gap hinders 

family dynamics such as family cohesion, adaptability, effective parenting practice, child-parent 

communication and harmony (Martinez, 2006; Schofield et al., 2008; Smokowski, Rose, & 

Bacallao, 2008; Starrels & Holm, 2000).  

The prior studies clearly indicate that an acculturation gap in immigrant families may be 

associated with greater degree of parent-child conflict and interaction breakdown. However, 

these studies do not address the prevention and intervention programs inside and outside the 

contexts of family in ways of facilitating a matched intergenerational acculturation. Hwang, 

Wood, & Fujimoto (2010) call for a need of research attention to intervention programs which 

target immigrant families’ generational dissonance. While these quantitative studies above use 

large research population and eliminate subjectivity of judgment of an acculturation gap and its 

effects on family dynamics, they are unable to provide the contextual complexity in which an 

acculturation gap exists and its impacts on family interactions. Accordingly, through examining 

immigrant adults’ participation in church-based ESL programs, this study attempts to reveal the 

contextual complexity of an acculturation gap and how immigrant adults’ participation in 
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church-based ESL programs may promote their acculturation rates which in turn affect family 

dynamics.  

Language Gap in Immigrant Families 

 In addition to an acculturation gap in immigrant families, previous research also indicates 

that with years of attending the United States schools, immigrant children acquire strong English 

proficiency (Okamura-Bichard, 1985). At the same time, they face the risk of losing their ethnic 

language (Wong Fillmore, 1991, 2000; Portes & Rumbaut, 2006). Scholars report that it is harder 

for immigrant parents to achieve English language proficiency as well as their school children 

(Wong Fillmore, 1991; Gorman, 1998; Roizblatt & Pilowski, 1996). In this case, a language gap 

occurs between immigrant parents and their children (Birman, 2006; Kouritzin, 1999). 

Children’s ethnic language loss and a language gap between children and their parents add 

complexity to immigrant family interactions.  

 Some studies have been done to reveal that parents’ English proficiency is a main 

predictor in family functioning and child outcome (e.g. Bleakey & Chin, 2004; Valenzuela, 

1999). For example, Tseng and Fuligni’s (2000) survey study of over 620 adolescents with East 

Asian, Filipino, and Latin American backgrounds discovers that adolescents who speak a 

language different from that of their parents report less cohesion with parents. Rumbaut (1994) 

finds that adolescents who prefer communicating in nonreciprocal languages with their parents 

are likely to have greater parent-child conflicts. Some ethnographic case studies reveal a growing 

alienation between parents and children and less opportunities for parents to shape their 

children’s values and education in immigrant Chinese and Latino families where English is not 

the language of the parents (e.g., Qin, 2006; Worthy, 2006). In terms of the importance of 

language in immigrant families, Yeh et al. (2008) suggest that “communication is crucial to the 
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adjustment process, and language is the fundamental means of effective communication” (p. 

784). These studies indicate that language barriers may hinder effective parent-child 

communication and parenting practices in immigrant families. Relatively little research, 

however, has been done to explore the dynamics within immigrant families’ situated contexts 

such as communities and schools, which may affect immigrant parents’ English language 

learning. Thus, this study intends to fill in the literature gap by examining the ways of immigrant 

parents’ L2 learning and use through church-based ESL programs.  

 An acculturation gap and a language gap in immigrant families are interdependent and 

overlapped. Schumann’s (1976) acculturation model has posited that L2 groups’ social and 

psychological distance from the target language group accounts for SLA. This model explains 

that acculturation of the L2 group can enhance their L2 learning. In this sense, considering a 

language gap and an acculturation gap in immigrant families provides valuable insights into the 

motivations of parents’ participation in church-based ESL programs. Also, current studies about 

a language gap and an acculturation gap keep this study sensitive to identify how the programs 

may affect family dynamics.  

Nature of Language 

 This section reviews theoretical issues for understanding the nature of language. Different 

from Saussure’ (1986) and Chomsky’ (1978) perception of language as a set of formal structures 

isolated from everyday life, the nature of language perceived from the sociolinguistic perspective 

indicates language as social semiotic and behavior, language as culture, language as power, and 

language as relationship. The nature of language from the sociolinguistic perspective highlights 

this study to explore the patterns of immigrant adults’ second language socialization.  

Language as Social Semiotic and Behavior  
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 Most sociolinguists and linguistic anthropologists regard language as social semiotics and 

social behaviors. For example, Halliday (1978) conceptualizes language as social semiotics to 

emphasize the role of language in the formation of a social man. He argues that language does 

not merely consist of words and sentences, but discourse. He refers discourse to various 

interpersonal contexts in which exchanges of meaning occur. Similarly, Gee (2005) uses the term 

“Discourse” with a capital “D” to indicate “always language plus ‘other stuff’” (p. 26). He 

explains “other stuff” as “ways of combining and integrating language, actions, interactions, 

ways of thinking, believing, valuing, and using various symbols, tools, and objects to enact a 

particular sort of socially recognizable identity” (Gee, 2005, p. 26). The concept of language as 

social semiotic and social behavior originates from anthropological linguistics. Hymes (1974) 

argues that if someone wants to be a member of a speech community, he or she must share ways 

of speaking with others. In Hymes’s words, a speech community is “a community sharing rules 

for the conduct and interpretation of speech, and rules for the interpretation of at least one 

linguistic variety” (1972, p. 54). Hymes (1974) describes the notion of a communicative event, 

including a range of components that characterize language use – settings, participants, norms, 

and genres – becomes a helpful framework for the documentation of language use in and out of 

school settings. In this sense, language and social life is interrelated.  

The nature of language as social semiotic and behavior is underpinned by extensive 

research in the field of sociolinguistics and linguistic anthropology. The nature of language as 

social semiotic and behavior highlights this study to explore immigrant adults’ language needs in 

a natural situated context.  Therefore, this study is anchored in an ethnographic research 

orientation.  

Language as Culture 
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 In addition to language as social semiotic and behavior, some scholars of sociolinguistics 

regard language as culture. For instance, Hymes (1974) argues that cultural values are parts of 

linguistic reality. Kramsch (1998) further confirms and expands the relationship of language and 

culture. She notes that language expresses, embodies, and symbolizes cultural reality. In other 

words, people use verbal or nonverbal language to express experience, values, and beliefs that 

other people share in their speech community. She notes that people identify each other through 

their language use. In line with Kramsch’s (1998) understanding of language and culture, Agar 

(1995) uses “languaculture” to indicate that language and culture are intrinsic. In addition to 

Agar’s (1995) notion of languaculture, Freire and Macedo (1987) claim that “language is also 

culture. Language is the mediating force of knowledge; but it is also knowledge itself” (p. 58). 

Similarly, Wells (1999) further emphasizes the argument of Vygotsky (1987) and Halliday 

(1978) that language is a cultural tool. In Wells’s words, “language plays in the development of 

the individual as a member of a particular culture” (1999, p. 76). 

The nature of language as culture provides this study with insights into exploring how 

immigrant adults may acquire “languaculture” (Agar, 1995) through the linguistic and cultural 

church-based ESL activities.  

Language as Power and Social Relations 

 Some scholars see language as an integrated part of social life as well as a mechanism of 

power. For instance, Bourdieu (1991) views language as a form of symbolic power, which 

manifests communication participants’ positions in social arena. He argues that the social arena 

shapes “not only the symbolic value but also the meaning of discourse” (1991, p. 38). 

Particularly, Bourdieu (1991) explains legitimate language can exercise people’s social 

competence, power, and authority. In line with Bourdieu, Foucault (1980) asserts that language 
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and power are closely connected, since language discourse establishes and affirms one’s own 

social roles and practices. In other words, language provides a means for challenging power 

(Wodak, 2001). Scholars (e.g., Blackledge, 2005; Fairclough, 2001) focus on language as a key 

factor in creating social relations. Agha (2007) asserts that language mediate social relations. Or 

in Fairclough’s (2001) words, “Language use can contribute to changing social relationships” (p. 

16). The nature of language as power and social relations guides this study to understand how 

immigrant adults’ L2 learning and use through church-based ESL programs may empower self-

positioning and parent-child interactions. Also, it facilitates this study to enclose how immigrant 

adults perceive and negotiate their social relations outside home context.   

 The nature of language as social semiotic and social behavior, language as culture, and 

language as power and social relations helps this study perceive immigrant adults’ SLA and L2 

learning beyond cognitive and individual phenomenon. As Fowler (1996) notes that a novice 

learns culture mainly through learning the language of the culture. Fowler (1996) underscores 

that “language is the chief instrument of socialization, which is the process by which a person is, 

willy-nilly, moulded into conformity with the established systems of beliefs of the society in 

which s/he happens to be born” (p. 30). In what follows, the section is to present a review of a 

language socialization perspective and empirical studies related to it.  

Studies of Language Socialization 

This section first highlights the interdependence of socialization and language 

development. It then moves to review language socialization studies in the contexts of L1 and L2.  

Socialization and Language Socialization  

Socialization refers to “the process through which a child or other novice acquires the 

knowledge, orientations, and practices that enable him or her to participate effectively and 
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appropriately in the social life of a particular community” (Garrett & Baquedano-Lopez, 2002, p. 

339). The perspective of language as the primary symbolic medium realizes the process of 

socialization (Garrett & Baquedano-Lopez, 2002). Garrett and Baquedano‐López’s (2002) 

illustration of interrelationship of language and socialization is in line with Schieffelin and 

Ochs’s (1986) clarification of language socialization. Schieffelin and Ochs (1986) explain 

language socialization as “socialization through the use of language and socialization to use 

language” (1986, p. 163). They reveal “the interdependence of language and sociocultural 

structure and processes” (1986, p. 163). Zuengler and Miller (2006) further argue that “language 

learners are embedded in and learn to become competent participants in culturally, socially, and 

politically shaped communicative contexts. Linguistic forms used in these contexts and their 

social significance affect how learners come to understand and use language” (p. 40).  

Language socialization has been regarded as “a lifelong process” (Schieffelin & Ochs, 

1986) and “trajectory of socialization” (Wortham, 2005). The former one underscores that not 

only young children but also adults need to “be socialized into new roles, statuses, and practices” 

(Garrett & Baquedano‐López, 2002, p. 348). The latter one indicates “a connected series of 

events across which individuals come to participate in forms of life” (p. 95). The notions of “a 

lifelong process” and “trajectory of socialization” highlight this study to examine how immigrant 

adults continue to be socialized into the new social and familial roles and practices. Also, the 

perspective of language socialization provides this study with a suitable analytical perspective to 

interpret identity construction and negotiation, language acquisition and use, and knowledge 

transmission and transformation from immigrant adults to their children.  

Studies of First Language Socialization 
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First language socialization in 1980s has been largely investigated. Among them, 

Blount’s (1972) study of early Luo socialization stresses the importance of interaction to 

language acquisition. Cook’s (1999) study focuses on how Japanese children acquire attentive 

listening in Japanese elementary school classroom interactions. It finds that children acquire 

language and culture through interactional routines. Another study by Paugh (2008) reveals the 

process of language socialization is facilitated through everyday family activities and social 

interaction. Among the current literature of first language socialization, Ochs’s (1988) study in 

Samoan village has pioneered for recent studies of language soicalizaiton. It discovers that 

children’s language and sociocultural knowledge acquisition is an integrated process through 

caregiver-child communication. Ochs’s (1988) study provides empirical evidence to Hymes’s 

(1972) argument, “… a normal child acquires knowledge of sentences, not only as grammatical, 

but also as appropriate” (p. 277).  

In another landmark study of language socialization, Heath (1983) advocates that 

children acquire the ways of language use through experiences in local community activities and 

interactions as well as the values of their families and communities’ expectation. For example, 

Heath’s (1983) study portrays that children from Trackton community exhibited fantasizing 

story-telling, whereas children from Roadville community tend to recount factual information. 

Heath (1983) argues that these different ways with words in Trackton and Roadville 

communities may affect their children’s school attainment. Similarly, the study of Crago, 

Annahatak, and Ningiuruvik (1993) on home patterns of communicative interaction between 

Inuit caregivers and their young children in two communities of Northern Quebec discovers that 

family discourse primarily focuses on cultural knowledge transformation in order to align with 

school academic discourse. Also, Blum-Kulka’s (2008) study on the impact of dinnertime 
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discourse on children’s language socialization notes that dinnertime discourse represents only 

one trajectory among the children’s various language socialization experiences they go through. 

The study argues that dinnertime discourse may offer unique affordances for socialization 

through language and for the appropriate use of language, with all the richness of language 

socialization at dinner.  

In spite of much research attention to first language socialization, relatively little research 

attempts to explore immigrant adults’ second language socialization through community 

structures.  

Studies of Second Language Socialization 

Second language socialization studies have been conducted in some contexts in the past 

decade. Bayley and Schecter’s (2003) collection of studies on SLS in the bilingual or 

multilingual home, school, and community contexts has progressed language socialization 

paradigm for SLA. However, this collection of research pieces has not addressed transformation 

of an individual’s second language socialization in community contexts into family cultural 

capital. SLS in formal contexts has been appearing. For example, Willett’s (1995) study in one 

classroom of an international school on a U.S. university campus reveals that ESL children and 

other members of the classroom co-construct social relations, identities, and communicative 

competence. Also, Vickers’s (2007) ethnographic study on interactional processes surrounding 

SLS among engineering students finds that learning an L2 is a process of coming to understand 

socially constructed meaning distinctions. The study demonstrates that SLS is a part of 

socialization in human development, which is dependent on the L2 learners’ access to 

opportunities for communicating with the target community members. Similar to Vickers’s 

(2007) study, Matsumura’s (2001) research on changes over time university-based Japanese 
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students’ pragmatic use of English in Canada indicates that the living and studying in a target 

speech community is effective in developing pragmatic competence. Vickers’s (2007) and 

Matsumura’s (2001) studies reflect Duff’s (2007) discussion on the opportunities to be socialized 

into the target language community during SLS. In Duff’s (2007) words, “SLS participants, for a 

variety of reasons, may not experience the same degrees of access, acceptance, or 

accommodation within the new discourse communities as their L1 counterparts do” (p. 310). 

SLS studies have been conducted in the bilingual or multilingual contexts of home and 

non-profit organizations over the past decade. In the context of home, studies reinforce that SLS 

is a dynamic and interactive process in which people redefine themselves according to the new 

roles and relationships with others. For example, based on a long-term ethnographic 

investigation of home language practices in Mexican background families in the United States, 

Schecter and Bayley (2004) conceptualize language socialization “as a unidirectional processes, 

that is, as a process by which adults socialize children into the cultural framework and linguistic 

repertoire of their society or social subgroup” (p. 614). Fogle’s (2009) SLS study in the 

internationally adoptive families demonstrates that international adoptees socialized in middle-

class American families not only acquire linguistic, pragmatic, and sociocultural knowledge, but 

also become agents to obtain and negotiate such knowledge. In the context of non-profit 

organizations, studies have noted that immigrant adults’ volunteering experiences promote 

access to genuine L2 input, exposure to a variety of English dialects and registers, increasing 

confidence in communicating with native English speakers (Dudley, 2007; Harrell, 2000). These 

studies are in line with the report of Kenny and Cap (2002) that Canada’s community-based 

language training programs are designed for non-confident, isolated immigrant women who need 

English for their daily life such as parenting, labor market preparation, and socialization. Recent 
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studies also examine that workplace training in language involves more than language 

acquisition. It enhances immigrant adults’ socialization into the discourse of the workplace, 

integration into the broader communities, construction of intercultural competence, and 

reconstruction of their identities (e.g., Duff, Wong, & Early, 2000; Katz, 2000; Li, 2000). 

Outside Canada, Perren’s (2008) study on directive use and the perceptions and experiences of 

six international L2 users of English in two U.S. nonprofit organizations indicates that L2 users 

challenge unequal social meanings by contributing to conversations with culturally based 

interactions. The study demonstrates that L2 users’ opportunities for SLS is enhanced or 

constrained through social interaction.  

While a growing body of research addresses the role of the families, schools, and 

communities in SLS, little attention has been paid to church as a space for immigrant adults’ 

second language socialization.  

Perspectives of Second Language Acquisition and Learning 

 Language socialization research is closely identified with the sociocultural theory in SLA 

and the ecological theory of language learning. The sociocultural theory provides insights that 

language socialization is part of a larger process of socialization in human development. The 

ecological theory of language learning sees language learners as whole persons. It puts emphasis 

on the role of interactions among cultural, personal, situational, and relational experiences in 

human development. In what follows, the section begins with some reflections that SLA cannot 

be investigated separately from language use in contexts. Then, it turns to two paradigms of 

language learning: the sociocultural theory and the ecological theory.  

Sociocultural and Contextual Orientation in Second Language Acquisition  
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The field of language acquisition used to downplay the role of an individual’s situated 

context such as the metaphor of language learner as computer (Ellis, 1997) and the acquisition of 

language as an information-processing activity. However, the accounts of the nature of language 

as social semiotic and behavior, language as culture, and language as power and social relations 

emphasize that second language acquisition is a sociocultural and co-constructive phenomenon, 

rather than only a cognitive and individual phenomenon. Firth and Wagner (2007, 1997) 

advocate that SLA is a social accomplishment and a pathway to SLA is through social practice. 

An individual’s local and situated context including family, school, community, and workplace 

affect language acquisition and use. In this sense, Firth and Wagner’s concept of language 

acquisition as a social accomplishment gears language research toward discovering influences of 

an individual’s social contexts, learner identities, and settings on language learning.  

Similar to Firth and Wagner (2007, 1997), some scholars reframe SLA as social process 

and knowledge as social action (e.g., Kramsch & Whiteside, 2007). Heller (1987) argues that 

social network gives learners the opportunity to speak. Also, based on the understanding of 

poststructural approach to SLA acquisition, Norton Peirce (1995) constructs investment to make 

a connection between a learner’s desire to speak and his or her context of a given community. 

She argues that “the notion of investment conceives of the language learner, not as ahistorical 

and unidimensional, but as having a complex social history and multiple desire” (1995, p. 9). 

Norton Peirce (1995) indicates that language learners are participating social agents. She claims 

that gaining acceptance from the target language group is of essence for L2 learners’ high 

communicative competence. Her investment theory of language learning has sparked 

considerable SLA research interest to explore a learner’s historical, dimensional, and contextual 

investment in L2 (Chao, 2013; Costa, 2010).  
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Theories of Second Language Learning  

Poststructural approach to SLA realizes that “learning is a nonlinear, relational human 

activity, co-constructed between humans and their environment, contingent upon their position in 

space and history, and a site of struggle for the control of social power and cultural memory” 

(Kramsch, 2002, p. 5). It invites social, cultural, and contextual orientation in second language 

learning. Two paradigms have been dominated in terms of concerning contextual factors in 

second language learning. First, it is sociocultural theory in SLA. It is anchored in Vygotsky’s 

(1986) identification that language not only functions as a medium of social activity to enable 

people to do things, but also to facilitate an individual’s mental development through 

participation in linguistically mediated interactions. Interactionists in the field of SLA also 

accentuate the role of interaction, natural and meaning communications with highly competent 

speaker of the target language (Canale & Swain, 1980; Krashen, 2003). Among them, Long 

(1996) stresses that collaborative dialogs can promote negotiation of meaning, when learners’ 

communication breakdowns take place. During the process of meaning negotiation, the learners 

receive interactionally modified input, which in turn they are pushed to produce modified output 

(Swain, 2000) and restructure their interlanguage grammar. Call and Sotillo’s (1995) study 

argues that interactions with native speakers facilitate learners to recognize the obligatory 

contexts of grammar tenses. Both Vygotskian sociocultural theory and the interactionists in the 

field of SLA underscore the importance of interaction in SLA and learning.  

Grounded in sociocultural perspective in SLA, Lantolf (2006) contends that language 

learning results from mentorship and language-mediated social activities. Mentorship and social 

activities are well explained by Rogoff’s (1995) guided participation. She explains that guided 

participation is “the processes and systems of involvement between people as they communicate 
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and coordinate efforts while participating in culturally valued activity” (p. 142). Rogoff (1995) 

stresses this process as an interpersonal process in which people manage their own and others’ 

roles and structure access to participation in sociocultural activities. Likewise, Lave and Wenger 

(1991) note “learning as increasing participation in community of practice” (p. 49). They further 

give an explanation of L2 learning process, in which a learner becomes competent from 

legitimate peripheral participation to “full participation” (p. 37) under the guidance of masterful 

speakers. Wenger (1998) reinforces that the increasing participation is not “just to local events of 

engagement in certain activities with certain people, but to a move encompassing process of 

being active participations in the practices of social communities and constructing identities in 

relation to these communities” (p. 4). Accordingly, the sociocultural theory of learning 

emphasizes that L2 learning is guided by experts or old times in community of practice. As 

Atkinson (2002) argues that learning is a part of everyday life because novices and experts are 

regularly paired in interactions. Sociocultural theory highlights this study to understand what 

practices are created and shared and how positions are provided to L2 learners in church-based 

ESL programs. 

The ecological theory stresses the contextual factors in L2 learning. van Lier (2004) notes 

the ecology of metaphor as “a way of thinking about teaching and learning that should be 

applicable in all situations, and as a way of working that takes the engaged and active learner as 

a starting point” (p. 224). The ecological theory sees an individual L2 learner as a whole person, 

rather than grammar processing machine. This point indicates that language learning should be 

“experiencing, contextual, activity-based, and developmental’ (van Lier, 2002, p. 157). Leather 

and Dam (2003) explain that language learners’ cognitive development is interwoven with their 

experiences in physical and social worlds. The metaphor of ecology in language learning 
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particularly underscores the poststructural approach to L2 learning as spatial and temporal 

positioning and as mediated, social semiotic activity (Kramsch, 2002). Specifically, van Lier 

(2002) explains four constructs in the ecological perspective of L2 learning. The first is 

emergence, which indicates that language emerges as an embodied and situated activity. The 

second is called affordance, a myriad of opportunities for meaningful action and interaction 

offered to an actively engaged participant. The third is triadic interaction, an engaging format 

arising from interlocutors’ interactions structured by the objects or the activities of their joint 

attention. Finally, van Lier (2002) addresses that there is more to the quality of educational 

experience than scores and objectives. Van Lier’s (2002) four constructs guide this study to see 

immigrant adult L2 learners as whole persons and explore “contextualized character” (p. 168) of 

church-based ESL programs.  

 Church Involvement in Family Interactions and Community-family Connection 

Church, which forms the context for this study, can be an important place for developing 

community focused programs (Anderson, 2006; Moss, 1996). Recent research has been focusing 

on its role playing in language education and family-community connection. For example, 

Heath’s (1983) study reveals church as a site for children’s language socialization. Also, the 

ethnographic study by Baquedano‐López (2003) demonstrates that the Spanish-speaking 

program’s practices help the children establish membership and link them to the worldviews of 

their larger Mexican community. Among second language studies in the context of church, 

Frye’s (1999) study on participatory education as critical framework for an immigrant women’s 

ESL class finds that the class provides the Latina immigrant women with opportunities to think 

critically about effect change in their lives. The study concludes that the class works as an 

empowerment to broaden the narrow scope of the immigrant women. A dissertation by 
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Kristjansson (2003) focuses on the relationship of ESL tutors and the newcomer Canadian 

immigrant adult L2 learners in a church-sponsored ESL program. It finds that the program 

creates a caring community which facilitates the immigrant adults’ cultural transition and 

adjustment to life in Canada through particular kinds of discourse in the classrooms.  

In addition to Kristjansson’s (2003) study, Punetha, Giles, & Young (1987) recognize 

that the potentially formative role of spirituality brought to the language classroom by learners 

and teachers may affect classroom perceptions. In some other recent studies on language and 

religion, Ferguson (1982) claims that religion has been one of the most powerful forces leading 

to language change and spread. Spolsky (2003) views religion as a site of language contact. 

Pennycook and Coutand-Marion (2003) further indicate that English language teaching (ELT) is 

“a legitimate site for missionary work” (p. 337). Urgent attention of language effects of 

Christianity is called for in current research (Pennycook & Coutand-Marion, 2005). Wenski’s 

(1998) article proposes that the arrival of immigrants presents challenges and tensions for church 

in America in the areas of language and intercultural interactions. Wenski (1998) indicates that 

the challenge is to make the church visible to recent immigrants, at the same time, make recent 

immigrants more visible to the church. Current studies do not further explore the role of faith and 

spirituality of teachers and learners in influencing their behaviors and attitudes of language 

learning. They also keep an unclear room about how immigrant adults’ participation in church-

based ESL programs may facilitate or constrain their opportunities to learn English.  

In addition to church as a site for language education, recent studies demonstrate that 

church serves as a family dynamic and community-family enrichment. For example, in the Black 

communities, Ogbu (1978) indicates that church has served as the center of recurring struggles 

for civil rights. Similarly, Peele-Eady’s (2011) two-year ethnographic study explores how a 
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Black church Sunday school in northern California facilitates African American children develop 

positive membership identity. Molock et al. (2007) find that the parents in African American 

churches stressed the importance of church involvement and spirituality as one of protective 

factors in adolescent substance use. Among research on the role of church in other ethnic groups, 

Cao’s (2005) ethnographic study in a New York Chinatown church finds that the emotionally 

open culture of the church facilitates youth socialization. The study also indicates that the church 

becomes a nurturing surrogate family that compensates for the weakness of immigrant families 

and the lack of parental resources. Vadeboncoeur’s (2006) study discovers that church engages 

young people into learning in informal contexts. Also, Obst and Tham’s (2009) quantitative 

study based on 5127 participants’ feedback of religiosity, sense of community, social support, 

and identification within a church community context indicates that people can develop a strong 

sense of community and religiosity with well-being in this context. In this study, a sense of 

community refers to “a feeling that members have of belonging, a feeling that members matter to 

one another and to the group, and a shared faith that members’ need swill be met through their 

commitment to be together” (cited in McMillan & Chavis, 1986, p. 9). Additionally, Sanders’s 

(1996) mixed method study examines 826 students’ perceptions on effects of teacher, family, 

and church support in an urban school district in the Southeastern U.S. The study finds that 

partnership activities among these institutions may enhance students’ academic self-concepts, 

achievement ideology, and school behavior.  

 On the basis of the empirical literature, it is clear that church involvement may work as a 

protective factor for youth development and a complement for family functioning. However, 

there are few studies reporting the influences of immigrant adults’ involvement in church-based 

ESL programs on their sense of community and family activity enrichment. Hence, the above 
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literature will promote this study to understand how immigrant adults’ participation in church-

based ESL programs may affect their second language socialization, family dynamics, and 

community integration.  

Summary 

 Chapter II provides this study with a review of previous studies ranging from an 

acculturation gap and a language gap in immigrant families, the nature of language and its role in 

human society, L1 and L2 socialization studies, perspectives of second language acquisition and 

learning, and church involvement in family interactions and family-community connecting. This 

chapter indicates a research gap and a methodological gap for this study in relation to the current 

literature. In terms of the research gap in current literature, Chapter II first presents the need for 

scholars to examine the intervention programs within the communities of immigrant families in 

promoting immigrant adults’ language and social contacts. Then, the review of the current 

literature discovers that little research has been conducted to explore immigrant adults’ second 

language socialization and its impact on cultural capital in their families. Chapter II also 

indicates that less research attention has been given to church as a space of immigrant adults’ 

second language socialization. Finally, the review of the current literature finds that few studies 

have been done to understand American church as a support mechanism for immigrant family-

community connecting.  

To the methodological gap, this chapter reveals an overweight of quantitative studies in 

understanding church as an intervention of immigrant family interactions and community 

engagement. Less qualitative research is done to explore this topic. Also, this chapter discusses 

the perspectives of language and language learning and their theoretical and methodological 

contribution to this study. The perspectives favor language socialization studies to be conducted 
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in everyday embedded contexts. Additionally, the challenges that immigrant adults face in the 

host society are not simply linguistic, but a complex mix of language acquisition and use, 

cultural adjustment, community engagement, and parental positioning. Thus, a wider range of 

methodology to explore the patterns beneath immigrant adaptation is required. Weisner (1997) 

suggests that ethnography is best suited to “understanding human development as an adaptive 

project of individuals and communities – that is, what families and communities are trying to 

accomplish to meet their goals in their cultural world, and the cultural pathways that are 

available for children to achieve those goals” (p. 177). Therefore, ethnography is appropriate for 

this study to understand immigrant adults’ second language socialization through church-based 

ESL programs and its impact on family cultural capital. Traditional ethnographic studies tend to 

examine one research group within one site, whereas this study is to adopt multi-sited 

ethnography to examine immigrant adults’ second language socialization through church-based 

ESL programs. The following chapter is to specifically describe the methodology of ethnography 

used in this study.  
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CHAPTER III:  

ETHNOGRAPHY IN TWO CHURCHES 

Overview  

This study attempts to explore how church-based ESL programs in a Southeastern US 

city may work as mechanisms for investment in immigrant adults’ second language socialization 

and family cultural capital. The previous chapter addresses a theoretical and ethnographic 

concern with empirical language socialization research. This chapter turns to the discussion of 

methodology, including symbolic interactionism (Blumer, 1969) as research philosophy, the 

multi-sited ethnography design, data analysis, and the trustworthiness of this study (Lincoln & 

Guba, 1985).   

Symbolic Interactionism as Research Philosophy 

Social research requires a deeper and broader philosophical and methodological 

commitment (Lazaraton, 1995; Merriam, 1988). This study identifies symbolic interactionism as 

a philosophical root and its methodological position. Symbolic interactionism (Blumer, 1969) 

sees that “human beings act toward things on the basis of the meanings that the things have for 

them” (p. 2). Things here refer to physical objects, human beings as a mother or a friend, 

institutions, guiding ideals, activities of others, and situations which an individual encounters in 

everyday life. Meanings that humans attach to the things become the basis for human interaction. 

According to Blumer (1969), language is considered as a means for meaning negotiation and 

creation in human interactions through sharing the understanding of symbols. Blumer’s (1969) 

symbolic interactionism implies that an individual is an active, conscious, and creative agent in 

socialization through the means of language. The philosophical orientation of symbolic 
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interactionism facilitates this study to explore how immigrant adults’ L2 learning, cultural 

adaptation, and human agency interact with each other.  

 The research design and specific research method techniques of this study is anchored in 

Blumer’s (1969) symbolic interactionism. Symbolic interactionism has two methodological 

commitments. First, it contends that society should be understood from the situated actors who 

see their world in and through social interaction. The methodological commitment guides this 

study to interpret the world as “a function of personal interaction and perception” (Merriam, 

1988, p. 17). Symbolic interactionism also argues that human beings are best interpreted in a 

practical and interactive relation to their naturalistic environment through participant 

observation. The two methodological commitments of symbolic interactionism are consistent 

with ethnography as a naturalistic inquiry (Merriam, 1988) and a field-oriented activity with the 

core of sociocultural interpretation (Hymes, 1977; Wolcott, 1999). In line with Blumer’s (1969) 

symbolic interactionism, this study is to adopt data collection in naturalistic environment and 

triangulating data analysis for improving the trustworthiness of the findings from this study. 

Blumer’s (1969) symbolic interactionism provides this study with a deeper research 

philosophical and a methodological root. It governs the application of ethnographic research 

methods in this study.  

Multi-sited Ethnography 

Familiar with the two ethnographic commitments of symbolic interactionism (Blumer, 

1969) and arguments by Watson-Gegeo and Nielsen (2003) and Kulick and Schieffelin (2004) 

about ethnographic distinctiveness in a language socialization study, this study is to undertake 

multi-sited ethnography (Marcus, 1995) to understand and display the complexity and variability 

of immigrant adults’ second language socialization through church-based ESL programs. Marcus 
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(1995) conceptualizes multi-sited ethnography as “a mobile ethnography takes unexpected 

trajectories in tracing a cultural formation across and within multiple sites of activity that 

destabilize the distinction, for example, between lifeworld and system” (p. 96). Savage (1988) 

suggests that ethnography as a tool for social action facilitates researchers to transform the 

limitations of their circumstances. These arguments indicate that greater insights can be gained in 

a multi-sited ethnography through tracking immigrant adults in multiple ethnographic locations 

and time periods.  

Watson-Gegeo and Nielsen (2003) suggest, “LS (language socialization) studies are 

longitudinal, following language development and socialization over a period of several months 

to a year or longer, with the analyst writing up results at significant points coinciding with 

identified developmental stages” (p. 161). They highlight that longitudinal research is required in 

language socialization studies. Watson-Gegeo and Nielsen (2003) further emphasize that holistic 

ethnography approach addresses “the interaction of individual and social context” and “the 

important interplay of structure and agency” (p. 162). In line with this call for ethnographic 

approach to language socialization studies, Lave (1996) argues that ethnography is a good way to 

“understand learning as part of practice” (p. 162). More specifically, Kulick and Schieffelin 

(2004) advocate that the language socialization studies should be “ethnographic in design, 

longitudinal in perspective, and they should demonstrate the acquisition (or not) of particular 

linguistic and cultural practices over time and across contexts” (p. 350). 

Therefore, on the basis of the methodological commitment of symbolic interactionism 

and the distinctiveness of language socialization studies, this study is to use multi-sited 

ethnography to explore to what extent church-based ESL programs may influence immigrant 

adults’ second language socialization and mediate immigrant families and local communities.  
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Research Sites of the “Bible Belt” 

This study is conducted in a Southeastern U.S. city located in the “Bible Belt,” which 

signals that evangelical Christian churches play a significant role in the Southern U.S. local 

culture and communities. The researcher’s access to church-based ESL programs is various. 

Before those selected, three ways were used to know about all church ESL programs in this city. 

First, this study got a list of English language classes available in the community after school 

hours from the local city school system. Then, the programs were visited or contacted if they 

agreed to allow the researcher to visit. Second, this study recruited church-based ESL programs 

through the researcher’s professors who acted as consultants on this study. They introduce the 

ESL program coordinators of their family churches to this study. Another unique access to 

church-based ESL programs was the researcher’s previous involvement with a church-based 

ESL program. Having worked as a volunteer teaching assistant and a friend to the program for 

two years, the immigrant adult L2 learners, the program coordinator, and the ESL instructors 

were willing to give this study an entrée into other church-based ESL programs.  

Sufficient consideration was given to the selection of sites for this ethnographic research. 

First, those selected provided immigrant adult L2 learners with a church-sponsored ESL 

program. Second, each church-based ESL program run free English classes once a week and 

drew immigrant adults from a variety of ethnic, sociocultural, economic, and religious 

backgrounds. Third, classes were built on an informal curriculum that focused on conversation 

and American culture. Also, the ESL instructors and staff were voluntary American residents and 

with no formal ESL education and teaching experiences.  

Participants 
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 Research participants in this study included the people who provided their service to 

church-based ESL programs. They included program coordinators, volunteer ESL instructors, 

immigrant adult L2 learners and their children, and the other volunteers such as food providers, 

music teachers, youth’s or children’s ministry coordinators. The immigrant adult L2 learner 

participants came from different ethnic, linguistic, religious, educational, and sociocultural 

backgrounds. The entire L2 learner group included the participants who volunteered to be 

interviewed.  

Researcher Reflexivity 

 Blumer’s (1969) symbolic interactionism indicates research as a co-productive and 

interactive project between a researcher and his or her participants. In line with Blumer’s (1969) 

argument, Bourdieu (1977) calls for “reflexive sociology,” which social researchers need to 

adopt a critical awareness of their own identity, history, behaviors, lived experience, and tacit 

knowledge in relation to their research process and participants. Moreover, Heath and Street 

(2008) argue that the roles of the researcher and sensitivity to the emic (the participants) and etic 

(the researcher) perspective are key components of research. Since an ethnographer is the 

primary instrument for data collection and analysis, Agar (1980) suggests that explaining who 

the researcher is serves as a methodological caution to avoid researcher bias. In line with the call 

for researcher positioning, the following section will clarify the roles of the research 

ethnographer and “positioned subject” (Rosaldo, 1993, p. 19) of this study. The researcher does 

not hold a single status but a status set, a set of multifaceted social selves. Researcher’s status set 

in this study falls in four researcher categories identified by Sarangi and Candlin (2003, p. 278-

280): researcher as outsider and insider, researcher as befriender, and researcher as resource and 

consultant.  
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Researcher as Insider and Outsider 

 Hall, Sarangi, and Slembrouck (1997, cited by Sarangi and Candlin, 2003) pinpoint that 

insider knowledge can provide insights otherwise unavailable to the external researcher. Being a 

bilingual and bicultural international doctoral student in the United States, I do not perceive 

myself as a member of immigrant adults. However, I share experiences of second language 

learning, cultural adjustment, and life adaptation to the host country with my immigrant adult 

participants. These experiences allowed me access to conversations with participants about 

culturally and linguistically specific information. Also, my native language Mandarin and 

Chinese Confucius cultural background influenced my insider role. They facilitated my 

recognition by immigrant adults who share Asian racial, linguistic, or cultural identity with me. 

Similarly, as a parent of a child studying in a U.S. school, I was an insider of family functioning 

and parent-child relationship construction. This role assisted me in communicating and 

interacting with immigrant parents.  

Also, I have been a volunteer teaching assistant in one of the two research sites for three 

years. Not only did this experience help me become familiar with the setting and how the 

programs run, but also made my presence less obtrusive in the groups. This insider role served as 

a vehicle for the researcher to fully understand the discourse in the chosen settings. In this sense, 

I transformed Insider into Insighter (Merton, 1972). The insider roles provided me with insights 

in the study sites and participants. They also added an extra dimension for me as a researcher to 

act as a “professional stranger” (Agar, 1980).  

Even though an insider status facilitated me to “get to the heart of the matter” (Wolcott, 

1999, p. 137), I also identified myself with the outsider roles. For example, as a full-time 

doctoral student, my daily life was unfolded primarily on a university campus. In this sense, I 
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was an outsider with respect to immigrant adults’ community life and identity positioning. Also, 

since I came from a non-religious background during my childhood and a part of my adulthood, I 

have had a vague idea about the roles of church culture and religion in local community building, 

particular to immigrant adjustment. At the same time, as a former teacher of English as a foreign 

language with formal teacher training and foreign language teaching experiences, I was curious 

about how the volunteer ESL instructors without formal teacher training and ESL teaching 

experiences taught immigrant adults English. I was interested in what influenced them to teach.  

Wolcott (1999) indicates that “outsider status refers to an orientation, not to a 

membership” (p. 137). This orientation reminds my role as ethnographic researcher who moves 

forward the aim of this study. My outsider status allows me to listen to my participants’ stories 

while keeping me from being obtrusive. This outsider status also promotes me to track the 

participants’ emotional experiences. As Weiss (1994) argues, “… respondents sometimes talk 

more openly to outsiders not only because the outsiders seem to appreciate tutelage but also 

because outsiders don’t share the values that would make them condemns those aspects of the 

respondents’ behavior that an insider would recognize as failing insider norms” (p. 138).  

The insider and outsider status set facilitates me to achieve the balance between 

subjectivity and objectivity. Similar to Geertz’s (1983) a mixed interpretation of “experience-

near” and “experience-distant”, my experience-near interpretation guides me to seek “a deeper 

immersion in other’s worlds in order to grasp what they experience as meaningful and 

important” (Emerson, Fretz, & Shaw, 1995, p. 2). My experience-distant stance gets me aware of 

my ethnographic researcher role who forwards the aim of this study.  

Researcher as Befriender 
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According to Sarangi and Candlin (2003), being a friend of researcher participants can 

“develop their ideas in their formulations in ways which they have not previously established” 

(p. 279). In light of my frequent visits, I gave time to help out such as fixing tables and chairs, 

preparing refreshments, making coffee, being a volunteer teaching assistant, or babysitting the 

children of the immigrant adult learners while they were learning. In spite of being a friend of the 

respondents, I keep in mind immigrant adult L2 learners’ sensitivities and mannerisms. My role 

of “researcher as befriender” (Sarangi & Candlin, 2003, p. 279) reinforces the supportive 

relationship between me and my respondents. Further, it seeks a methodological collaboration of 

the participants.  

Researcher as Resource and Consultant 

 Sarangi and Candlin (2003) explain resource as “researcher contribution to professional 

practices at the research site” (p. 279). I worked as a volunteer teaching aid to help the program 

coordinators with entrance testing and organization of group activities. I also provided ESL 

instructors with teaching materials such as books or materials on L2 games and activities. To 

immigrant adult L2 learners, I helped them in language learning tasks. In light of my on-site 

immersion, I acted not only as resource to the program but also as a consultant to immigrant 

adults. I provided immigrant parents with advice on their children’s school activities and 

university entrance exams. Sometimes, I was asked by the immigrant parent L2 learners to be 

their translator in parent-teacher meetings. My role of researcher as resource and consultant 

offers me opportunities to “reveal the multiple truths apparent in others’ lives” (Emerson, Fretz, 

& Shaw, 1995, p. 3). 

Data Collection 
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 Within the methodological framework of multi-sited ethnography, the purpose of this 

study is to explore how church-based ESL programs in a Southeastern U.S. city may advance 

immigrant adults’ second language socialization and cultural capital in their families. Data for 

this multi-sited ethnography include five sources: 1) participant observation (Spradley, 1980) 

with photography and auto-taping of classrooms, church services, and activities; 2) interviews 

with immigrant adults and children, program coordinators, and ESL instructors; 3) field notes; 4) 

artifacts; 5) the researcher’s reflexive journal. All the data are stored in word processing profiles 

and ordered chronologically. The following section will specifically explain each data collection 

method. 

Participant Observation  

Erickson (1992) examines that participant observation and imaging can “glean insights 

on significant moments in interaction” (p. 203). In this study, each research site is projected for 

participant observation once a week. The approximate length of observation time is 2.5 hours. I 

also video-taped and took photographs during church-based ESL programs’ services. Due to the 

services were similar each week, I only transcribed those concentrate on immigrant adults such 

as birthday and holiday celebration. I also observed and video-taped classroom interactions 

between ESL instructors and immigrant adult L2 learners, or learners and learners. I conducted 

transcription of each interaction in recent time in order to seek patterns of immigrant adults’ 

second language socialization and their influences on cultural capital in their families. 

Meanwhile, I observed church activities such as field trips, to capture immigrant adults’ L2 

socialization and perceptions on local communities and cultural adjustment. In order to grasp the 

whole settings in which the group members function, I followed an observation form (see 

Appendix A). The column of “episode” requires specific description of the contexts filtered 
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through my senses (tastes, seeing, hearing, etc), activities, behaviors, symbolic objects, and 

nonverbal cues. The column of “label” indicates labeling the episode such as learners as doer or 

learner as cultural inquirer. The column of “comments” enriches my reflections on the fieldwork. 

Continuation of observation data gathering is finished until new insights essentially replicate the 

former ones.   

As a participant observer, I align with Merriam’s (1988) perspective to “observe, intuit, 

sense what is occurring in a natural setting” (p. 17). Participant observation facilitates this study 

to map out the whole picture to understand and interpret the cultural groups. Due to the 

interrelation of participant observation and interviews, participant observation is used to elicit 

interviews.  

Ethnographic Interviews   

The second data source in fieldwork is ethnographic interviews. The study is to conduct 

ethnographic interviews with program coordinators, ESL instructors, and key immigrant adult 

participants and their children.  

An ethnographic interview is combination of immersive observations and conversational 

interviews. I applied the ethnographic interview techniques (Robinson-Stuart & Nocon, 1996). 

For example, the participants were assured that there were no “appropriate” or “inappropriate” 

answers and the interviews were just conducted to elicit their life experiences, L2 learning and 

teaching experiences and perceptions on them, and cultural understanding. I encouraged the 

respondents to think of a concrete instance, event, place, person, or time. Then, I explored them 

through open-minded ethnographic questions such as “what does that experience mean to you? 

How did you feel about it? In what way did you become aware of it? How does it feel to be an 

English learner or instructor in the program?” Applying these questioning techniques in an 
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ethnographic interview, I acted as an active listener to “discover the natural categories of 

meaning within the interviewee rather than answers to preconceived questions” (Robinson-Stuart 

& Nocon, 1996, p. 436). In order to explore the field respondents’ experiences to the fullest, I 

employed visual methods such as photographs and artifacts in the interviews. I used them to 

elicit the participants’ discussions and comments. The ethnographic interviews in this study are 

exchanges of views, information, and stories.  

Ethnographic interviews constitute two roles of the whole data base. The first role is to be 

integral as a complement to participant observation. As Seidman (1998) suggests, an interview is 

access to “the context of people’s behavior and thereby provides a way … to understand the 

meaning of that behavior” (p. 4). The interviews are also used to be vehicles to develop “a 

conversational relation with a partner (interviewee) about the meaning of an experience” (Manen, 

1990, p. 66). Because conversation appears natural and casual, it may ease the respondents and 

make them unaware of being interviewed.  

Ethnographic interviews were scheduled as times and places convenient for the 

participants.  All interviews were video-taped for thorough and repeated data analysis. They 

were transcribed verbatim within the recent three days after interviewing.   

Ethnographic interviews as one data source in this study emerged as a kind of 

conversation. They enabled me not primarily to elicit information, but to develop a relationship 

of trust with the participants. Through ethnographic interviews, the participants would feel more 

comfortable to share with me about their everyday life. Further, ethnographic interviews provide 

this study with a rich source of discourse which encapsulates how the participants perceived their 

experiences. 

Field Notes  
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This study regards field notes as a secondary data source. They document the details of 

field visits and ethnographic interviews as well as my reflections on them. In this sense, field 

notes demonstrate insights gained from the field activities. I carried a tiny notebook with myself 

in fieldwork. However, I did not write detailed notes during observations and ethnographic 

interviews for concentrating on listening and being less obtrusive. I only jotted down key words 

or phrases to trigger memories of the events, people, and conversations. In doing so, I could 

become saturated in the fieldwork. With these jottings as reminders and prompters, after 

observation and interviews I typed up the comprehensive details relevant to the specific events as 

closely as possible at a longer distance from the study sites.  

The field notes transform observation into text and “make me feel I accurately 

reproduced what I heard in the field” (Wellman, 1994, p. 579). More importantly, they become 

thick description (Geertz, 1983), which facilitates the researcher to understand how things are 

interacted and tease out the sharing elements from diverse elements in the settings. Also, field 

notes were used to clarify the aspects of the interview contexts and became the basis for next 

turn interviews.  

Artifacts 

Similar to field notes, artifacts also serve as a secondary data source. Two kinds of 

artifacts are collected under the permission of the fieldwork participants in this study. The first 

kind of artifacts is the documents of the programs such as program brochures, activity 

information sheets, holiday celebration cards, L2 learners demographic sheets, English level 

entrance test papers, and recordings of speech and music. These artifacts highlight the programs’ 

positioning, missions, and L2 learners’ background information. The second kind of artifacts 

includes the materials from the participants and the ESL instructors and program coordinators, 
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such as emails between me and the fieldwork participants, classroom learning and teaching 

handouts, and L2 learners’ products.  

For each artifact, I made notes of how and in what context it was used, reused, distributed, 

and produced. Artifacts “get us close to lived experience” (Hodder, 2003, p. 162). They were 

used to elicit the participants’ further comments during interviews.   

Researcher’s Reflexive Journal 

The fifth data source is my research reflexive journal. I created this journal at the initial 

stage of this project. I wrote down my thoughts as soon as possible in order to achieve richer and 

more accurate records. The records consist of happenings, my reflections, experiences, 

impressions, insights, and problems arising from the events. Records in the journal fall into two 

categories. One is substantive records, which act as thick description. The other is my personal 

reflexivity, which involves my continued self-awareness toward “methodological decisions made 

and the reasons for making them” (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 327). My personal reflexivity 

documents my feelings about the participants, my pleasures, excitement, and anxieties. Exactly, 

it provides this study with “thick explanation” (Watson-Gegeo & Nielsen, 2003, p. 165) rather 

than thick description. My reflexivity in the researcher’s journal facilitated me to reflect upon 

how the study may affect or possibly change me throughout the research process.  

My reflexive journal not only offers me with a context for understanding the field notes, 

but also recalls my personal reactions to the field experiences. Thus, the journal documents my 

ongoing data collection and analysis. Meanwhile, it traces research development and bias 

throughout the investigation.  

Data Analysis 
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Data analysis in this multi-sited ethnography is bi-folded. The first characteristic of data 

analysis is synchronous data collection and analysis. Data as observations, interviews, field 

notes, artifacts, and the researcher’s reflexive journal, are engaged in memoing. These memos 

include my ideas and insights about questions related to second language socialization and its 

impact on the immigrant adults’ family cultural capital. The analytical memos present “the 

possibility for reasoning through my decisions as a researcher” (Kuntz, 2010, p. 431). Further, 

memoing is “one of the principal techniques for recording relationships among themes” (Ryan & 

Bernard, 2003, P. 280). The second characteristic of data analysis in this study is inductive. I 

build concepts, categories, themes from “the bottom-up, by organizing the data into increasingly 

more abstract units of information” (Creswell, 2007, p. 38). 

Specifically, data analysis in this study follows Corbin and Strauss’s (2008) coding 

system and Erickson’s (1992) ethnographic microanalysis of interaction. In what follows, it 

illustrates the application of the two analytical approaches.  

Open Coding, Axial Coding, Integration 

 The whole data is analyzed by following Corbin and Strauss’s (2008) three types of 

coding: open coding, axial coding, and integration. I began with open coding. I first read through 

all data and analytical memos multiple times and identified potential concepts through grouping 

similar incidents together, labeling and categorizing the concepts at a more abstract level. As I 

read, I used different colored markers to highlight the passages which connect to concepts. For 

example, I used green color markers to highlight the passages illustrating the impacts of the 

program activities on immigrant adults’ cultural adjustment. Next, I moved toward to axial 

coding. I put the categories together to develop broader categories and their sub-categories. The 

final coding step is integration. I reviewed the categories generated from axial coding, selected, 
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and identified the core categories. Then, I systematically related the core categories to other 

categories. Under the categories, I returned to the original data base to test the categories and 

copied them into the categories before constructing the findings.  

 The three coding steps are conducted strictly, consecutively, and iteratively. I reread and 

analyzed the complete data base numerous times throughout the study. Also, I triangulated the 

emerged concepts by obtaining from a variety of data sources. For example, I coded interview 

transcripts and used the related field notes and observation as collaborating evidences in 

interpolating analysis. When interview data agreed with the other two data, I added them to the 

categorized concepts and categories. Figure 1 depicts the flow of data analysis. 

 

                                                                                                       

                                                                                                             

                                                                       

                        

                                                                                     

             

 

 

 

Figure 1. Flow of Data Coding for Two Church-based ESL Programs 

Note: The two-headed solid line arrows between data sources suggest interaction of analysis 
across data sources. For example, themes emerged from observation data analysis are cross-
checked with those from interview analysis.  
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This study employs Erickson’s (1992) ethnographic microanalysis to focus on human 

interactions at church-based ESL programs. Erickson (1992) explains that ethnographic 

microanalysis not only provides a cultural understanding of communicative actions, but also a 

holistic perspective on how human learning and change take place. Duff (2002) lists common 

foci for micro-level discourse analysis, which includes silence and its significance, personal 

pronouns and their sociolinguistic or discursive functions, speech acts, etc. This approach 

focuses on “an analysis of speech, events, activities, or tasks as crucial sites for learning, 

speaking, and performing” (Duff, 2002, p. 292). Ethnographic microanalysis of interaction 

facilitates this study to capture the sociocultural meanings of immigrant adults’ discourse 

practices, second language socialization, and positioning. Specifically, ethnographic 

microanalysis intends to discover how the ESL instructors and the adult L2 learners react to each 

other in verbal and nonverbal interactions and what ecological and power relations are 

manifested beneath their interactions.  

Microanalysis of interaction in this study tracks Erickson’s (1992) five stages: reviewing 

the whole speech event, identifying the boundaries of main segments in the event, examining 

aspects of organization within major parts of the event, focusing on actions of individuals, and 

comparative analysis of instances across the research corpus. I started by reviewing the whole 

speech event to seek the patterns of talk or nonverbal action which contains special interests. In 

the second stage, I intended to identify the major sequential parts in the interaction through 

second viewing. Then, at the third stage, I attempted to examine the particular sequentially and 

topically connected talk. The fourth stage got me involved in the detailed transcription of the 

individuals’ talk. In doing so, I intended to seek a more detailed description of the individuals’ 

sociocultural and linguistic participation. Even though microanalysis of a single speech event is 
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finished at the fourth stage, I next searched the entire corpus to find further speech events which 

are similar to the interpreted one. The fifth stage of a systematic search in microanalysis of 

interaction facilitates this study to demonstrate and promote the representativeness of the speech 

event.  

Though Erickson’s (1992) ethnographic microanalysis of interaction documents 

individual field actors’ speech events and activities at one particular time, immigrant adult L2 

learners’ speech events may take place in other settings and recurrent times. Thus, Erickson’s 

(1992) microanalysis of interaction is an appropriate approach in data analysis of this study.    

Trustworthiness of the Study 

 This study attempts to ensure the credible findings and interpretations through five 

strategies: prolonged engagement, triangulation of data and theoretical perspectives, member 

checking, thick description, and the researcher’s reflexive journal. First, I attempted to spend 

sufficient time in the research fields to learn the social and cultural contexts and build trust 

between I and the participants. Prolonged engagement enhances the participants’ willingness to 

share their experiences. Second, triangulation of data and theoretical perspectives secures the 

data consistency and depth of data interpretation. This study uses multiple data sources to 

understand the extent to which immigrant adults’ second language socialization through church-

based ESL programs and its influences on cultural capital in their families. Themes derived from 

one source of data are cross-checked against other data sources to seek the same emerged 

themes. Third, this study employs multiple theoretical perspectives to enhance data 

interpretation. Specifically, language socialization theory is applied to address the pathways of 

the interdependency of immigrant adults’ L2 learning, cultural awareness, and community 

involvement. Situated learning theory (Lave & Wenger, 1991) is applied to understand 
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immigrant adults’ process of learning engagement in the programs. Bourdieu’s (1984, 1991) 

concept of cultural capital and language as symbolic power facilitates this study to seek how the 

programs may affect immigrant families’ cultural capital building and empowerment of their 

self-positioning through participation in the programs. The multiple theoretical perspectives 

secure this study’s explanation of the trajectories of immigrant adults and interrelationships 

among language, culture, and human development. In addition to prolonged engagement and 

triangulation of data and theoretical perspectives, this study also employs member checking for 

“a judgment of accuracy of specific data items” (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 316). I shared my 

interpretation and conclusions produced from each source of data with the participants for 

verification and insights. Prolonged engagement, triangulation of data and theoretical 

perspectives, and member checking are used to establish credibility and the approximate truth of 

causal inferences. Finally, this study uses thick description such as field notes, memos, and the 

researcher’s journal to facilitate transferability and the approximate validity which can generate 

this study to other people and situations. The researcher’s reflexive journal attempts to promote 

my reflexivity, a self-awareness and critical self-reflection which may affect every aspect of this 

study.   

Summary 

 Chapter III discusses symbolic interactionism as research philosophy of this study and its 

role in research design and methodological application. The chapter includes detailed description 

of research site selection, participants, researcher reflexivity, data collection and analysis, and 

trustworthiness of the study.  
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CHAPTER IV: 

RESULTS 

Overview 

 The purpose of this study is to discover how church-based ESL programs affect 

immigrant adults’ second language socialization. Also, this study attempts to examine the ways 

in which the process of immigrant adults’ second language socialization through church-based 

ESL programs may, in turn, be associated with changes in cultural capital in their families. 

 Chapter IV presents the results in four main sections. It begins with emerging in two 

church-based ESL programs in a Southeastern U.S. city by describing ethnographic entry 

negotiation, building rapport, and contextual characteristics of the two research sites. Chapter IV 

then synthesizes instructors’ reasons for teaching, as well as immigrant adults’ reasons for 

participation and non-participation in the programs. Next, Chapter IV presents three ways in 

which immigrant adult learners’ second language socialization is practiced through the ESL 

ministries: interactive instruction for immigrant adult L2 learners, empowering adult L2 learners 

with cross-cultural awareness, and affirming and transforming adult learner identities. Finally, 

Chapter IV presents findings related to changes in immigrant adults’ family cultural capital 

through their church-based ESL learning. This is followed by a brief summary of Chapter IV.  

    Emerging in Two Churches                                             

Ethnographic Entry Negotiation                                                                                     

 According to Bourdieu’s (1999) statement that research relationship shapes the nature of 

knowledge, I kept sensitive to two issues, social distance and power relations in building rapport 

research relationship with my participants. First, I perceived that social distance between the 

respondents and I may result in a lack of mutual understanding. It may cause the respondents’ 
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resistance, which in turn may make them keep silent, lie, or cause an unwillingness to collaborate 

with me. Second, I considered that power relations between the respondents and I may also add 

to their resistance. Unlike me, most of the immigrant adult learners in the church-based ESL 

programs did not receive graduate and post-graduate degrees. Also, most participants spoke a 

first language which was different from my first language, so I may feel linguistically 

marginalized, weak and isolated. I perceived that these issues may cause social distance and 

unbalanced power relations between my respondents and me, which in turn may influence the 

nature of responses that the participants give.                                                                                           

 In order to lower the respondents’ resistance and balance power relations between the 

participants and me, I acknowledged the agency and power of the participants in knowledge. At 

the same time, I negotiated researcher identity “through continuous interaction between the 

bodily self and environment” (Cobb, 1977, p. 66). Specifically, I memorized the participants’ 

names and learned how to say “hello” in their native languages. Through “mastering” their 

native languages, I gained linguistic power in shortening social distance as well as in shifting the 

research boundaries between the participants and me. I then followed Spradley’s (1980) 

suggestion that an ethnographer should adopt appropriate dress and behavior codes on sites. So 

when I worked on the research sites, I wore casual clothing as most of the group members did, 

like jeans and a sweater. I conversed with the adults by positioning them and myself as woman to 

woman, parent to parent, and L2 learner to L2 learner. Additionally, I presented a listening, 

receptive, and nonjudgmental attitude toward the church-based ESL group members. These 

ethnographic techniques enabled me to prevent myself from scholarly discourse. I employed 

easily understood informal English language in the conversations with my respondents. Doing so 

made them feel comfortable with my presence, rather than clash with them. The symbolic signs 
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and meanings that my dress, language use, and attitudes brought to the research sites were not 

singular but aggregate. They represented my desire for socially and culturally embedded and 

embodied inclusion. Further, my symbolic tactics worked as a medium in opening up a safe 

house, a social space “where groups can constitute themselves as horizontal, homogeneous, 

sovereign communities with high degrees of trust, shared understandings, …” (Pratt, 1991, p. 

40). Finally, my university-based daily life facilitated me to provide the immigrant adults with a 

range of information that would be beneficial for their children’s after-school activities. For 

example, I provided the adult L2 learners with flyers about the university-sponsored activities for 

the K-12 children, such as family story-reading time and Creative Writing Club. By doing so, I 

gradually built up rapport with the participants and reinforced our mutually beneficial 

collaboration. Rapport and collaboration with my participants enabled me to mingle among them 

in the ESL programs. They welcomed me to accompany them in their everyday practices beyond 

the church sites. I was invited to associate with the adults in job or apartment searches or be a 

guest on their family trips.                                                                                                                         

 My ethnographic entry is not natural but nurtured and naturalized. I learned from the 

participants, honored their cultural and linguistic heritage, and demonstrated my honesty and 

cooperation. In doing so, I shifted my researcher identity in the process of becoming an insider, a 

befriender, a resource, and a consultant to the immigrant adult L2 learners and their families. My 

identity was also distinguished by the fact that I was a researcher, which prevented me from 

being seen as a full and ordinary member of the ESL ministries. That is, I always had a notebook 

with me and jotted down key events with sensory details on the research sites.               

Friendship ESL Ministry – Friendship for You 
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 Friendship ESL ministry is one of the ministries at Grace Baptist Church. It was founded 

in September 1967 and sponsored by the local Baptist Church Association. Friendship ESL 

ministry is located in the youth annex of Grace Baptist Church as shown in Figure 2. Every 

Wednesday morning, a board is posted outside facing the main street to publicize the ESL 

ministry. The words presented on the board are “Welcome: Friendship English.” They indicate 

that Friendship ESL ministry is oriented toward a place of learning English and discovering 

friendship. 

 

Figure 2. Friendship ESL ministry in Grace Baptist Church.   

Friendship ESL ministry advertised its functions with the following:  

Discover New Friendships! 
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All teachers and directors in this program are Christians. They are unpaid volunteers and 
do this because of God’s love for all people. We believe God wants us to help you learn 
about American culture so that your experience in the United States will be easier and 
more enjoyable. We consider it a privilege to be your friend. We provide opportunities to 
improve conversational English, discover new friendships, learn American culture, and 
increase world awareness. (Friendship ESL Ministry Brochure, 2011 – 2012 Academic 
Year)  
 

The introduction of Friendship ESL ministry underscores its religious ethos: God’s love for all 

people. The instructors were called to the profession by God. The introduction highlights that the 

ESL program is a place of acquiring conversational English, American culture, new friendship, 

and world awareness. 

 The instructors’ profile in Friendship ESL ministry is shown in Table 1. All the staff are 

American Christian Caucasians. All of them are retired or former housewives. They all have 

overseas travelling experiences.  

Table 1 

Focal Instructor Participant Profile at Friendship ESL Ministry    

Staff  Name  Age  Education Former Job Years at the 
Program 

Overseas 
Travelling  

coordinator  Ms. H 65 master accountant 10 Spain 
counselor  Ms. B 80 college housewife 40 Columbia, 

Guatemala 
instructor  Ms. L  78 master English 

teacher  
31 Canada, Germany, 

Italy, Spain 
instructor  Ms. J  79 college housewife  11 Singapore, Taiwan, 

Thailand 
instructor 
 
music 
leader 

Ms. R 
 
Ms. P  

80 
 
78 

college 
 
college 
  

housewife 
 
housewife 

10 
 
4 

Canada, Spain, 
Guatemala  
Bahama, Jamaica, 
Canada 

 

The adults in Friendship ESL ministry are diverse in terms of age, native country, gender, 

immigrant status, ethnicity, education, religion, and socioeconomic background. The adults’ 
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length of residence in the U.S. ranges from 3 months to 11 years with a mean of 7.6 years. 29 of 

31 enrolled adult learners are women. 10 of 31 learners are the focal participants in this study. 

Table 2 presents the focal participants’ profile information.     

Table 2  

Focal Participant Profile at Friendship ESL Ministry  

Adult 
Learners 

Gender Age Education Religion Native 
Country 

Years in 
U.S. 

Years in 
Ministry 

Katy female 42 college Christian Korea 7 3 
Jane female 43 college Christian Korea 5 3 
Lili female 37 master atheist China 4 1 
Maria 
Mary 

female 
female  

43 
44 

high school 
no schooling 

Hinduism 
Catholic  

Nepal 
Mexico 

6 
5 

2 
2 

Madvi female 46 college Hinduism India 6 1.5 
Vivian female 40 master Christian Taiwan 19 3 
Xin 
Xuan 
Ngo 

female  
female 
female 

26 
38 
25 

college 
college 

high school 

atheist 
Buddhist 
atheist 

China 
Taiwan 
Vietnam 

2 
0.5 
1 

1 
0.5 
1 

Jack male 47 high school Christian China 13 3 
Ming 
Kang 

male 
male 

40 
41 

master 
college 

atheist 
atheist 

China 
China 

2 
0.5 

1 
0.5 

    

 Friendship ESL ministry meets every Wednesday morning. English classes are divided 

into five levels as shown in Table 3.  
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Table 3 

Course Description at Friendship ESL Ministry  

Levels Description                   No. of ELLs 
Literacy Beginning Students are almost non-literate in English.  2 
Level 1 Students learn English by means of pictures, phonics, and 

grammar. The vocabulary includes basic words needed in 
everyday living.  

3 

Level 2 Students study to improve vocabulary, grammar, and 
pronunciation. Word studies are enjoyed with phonics 
and illustrated dialogue.  

4 

Level 3 Students study to improve pronunciations and read to 
increase vocabulary.  

7 

Advanced Level This course includes English conversation, multi-cultural 
exchange, current events, American customs and culture, 
vocabulary expansion, pronunciation exercises, English 
idioms and writing.  

15 

Note. Adapted from Friendship ESL ministry brochure 2011 – 2012 academic year. 
 
 The instruction materials at Friendship ESL ministry include Side by Side (3rd Edition), a 

worldwide ESL training textbook which integrates conversation practices in a basic and 

functional format. Two supplementary teaching resources are added to Advanced English Level 

classes. The first is News for You, a weekly published newspaper reporting world and national 

events and designed for adult L2 learners with easy-to-read news stories. There are engaging and 

timely stories in the newspaper, along with reading comprehension exercises and a crossword 

puzzle. In addition to News for You, Scholastic Dictionary of idioms (Terban, 2006) is also used 

as supplementary instruction material. A typical class meeting follows the sequence of events 

shown in Table 4. 
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Table 4 

Class Schedule at Friendship ESL Ministry  

9:30 – 10:40  10: 40 – 11:15 Assembly Time       11:15 – 12:00 noon 
class time  refreshments 

provided by the 
local Baptist 
women 

singing, cultural exchange, honoring 
holidays, current events in the local 
town, holiday emphasis and 
devotional.  

Class continues.  

 
From the class schedule at Friendship ESL ministry, we can see that the ministry emphasizes 

providing the adult L2 learners with a relaxed and personal English learning environment. It also 

focuses on developing adults’ religious, interpersonal and cross-cultural awareness as well as 

community involvement. Free pre-school children care is provided while adults take class.  

 Friendship ESL ministry is built on God’s love. It considers English class an opportunity 

for new immigrants to promote conversational English skills, world awareness, and discovering 

friendships. 

Northpark ESL Ministry – Community Outreach with the Love of Christ 

 Northpark Church is also located in the same Southeastern U.S. university town as Grace 

Baptist Church. Its ESL ministry was started in the fall of 2007. It is sponsored by Northpark 

Church. English class is provided on Wednesday evenings from 6:30 to 8:00 in Northpark 

Church. The sign for the ESL class is displayed on the main door of the church on Wednesday 

evenings as presented in Figure 3.  This sign makes Northpark ESL ministry visible to the local 

community.    
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  Figure 3. ESL ministry in Northpark Church  

The aim of Northpark ESL ministry is expressed by the following: 

 English as a second language ministry – reaching out to our community with the love of 
 Christ. At Northpark Church, we want to reach out to our community in practical ways 
 with the love of Christ. In the local area, many of our neighbors desire to learn English. 
 So, we’ve gathered volunteers who are eager to teach English to those who are ready to 
 learn English as their second, third, or fourth language! (Northpark ESL Ministry 
 Brochure, 2010 – 2011 Academic Year)  

Northpark ESL ministry’s brochure provides its introduction in two languages: English and 

Spanish. Similar to Friendship ESL ministry, the purpose of Northpark ESL ministry is to reach 

out to the community with the love of Christ. As shown in Table 5, the focal instructors in 

Northpark ESL ministry are middle aged. Most of them have regular work during the daytime. 
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They teach ESL on Wednesday evenings after they finish regular work. The instructors are all 

American Christian Caucasians. They all have travelling experiences in non-English speaking 

countries. 

Table 5 

Focal Instructor Participant Profile in Northpark ESL Ministry 

Staff         Name  Age Education Job Years at ESL 
Ministry 

Overseas 
Travelling 

instructor/ 
coordinator   

Ms. T 38 College  Home-school 
teacher 

4 Canada, Israel  

instructor  
 
instructor 

Ms. M 
 
Ms. D 

56 
 

58 

College 
 
College 

business  
manager 

housewife 

4 
 
3 

Austria, Italy, 
Germany 
Italy, Austria, 
Turkey  

instructor  Mr. B 45 Ph.D pharmacist 3 Canada, Mexico, 
Italy, Greece, etc  

instructor  Mr. K 55 College  accountant 2 Canada, Germany  
  

 Northpark ESL ministry has 60 registered adult L2 learners: 52 from Mexico, 4 from 

Guatemala, 2 from Columbia, 1 from Chili, 1 from Iran. The adults’ average length of residence 

in the U.S. ranges from 1 month to 20 years with a mean of 5 years. The average time they learn 

English in the ministry is 2.5 years. Most of the adult L2 learners are women, except for nine 

male learners. The focal adult L2 learners’ profile is listed in Table 6.  
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Table 6 

Focal Adult ELLs’ Profile at Northpark ESL Ministry  

Adult 
Learners 

Gender Age Education Religion Native 
Country 

Years 
in U.S. 

Years in 
Ministry 

Tina  female 47 middle school Catholic  Mexico 22 6 months 
Cynthia female 36 college Catholic  Mexico 10 2 months 
Triny  
Fedilia 
Martha  

female 
female 
female  

38 
32 
43 

college 
high school 
high school   

Catholic  
Catholic 
Catholic  

Mexico 
Mexico 
Mexico   

1 
6 
12 

4 months 
2 
3 

Carlos   male 40 college Catholic  Mexico 5 3 
Francisco 
Byron 
Tori  

male 
male  
male  

42 
55 
41 

middle school 
no schooling 
middle school   

Catholic 
Catholic 
Catholic    

Mexico 
Guatemala 
Guatemala 

6 
8 
4 

1.5 
2 
3 

 

 Free ESL classes meet from 6:30 to 8:00 on Wednesday evenings in Northpark Church. 

Before class, adult L2 learners are invited to share a meal as described in the brochure of 

Northpark ESL ministry:   

Share a Meal 

 At Northpark Church, you are invited to enjoy a delicious meal on Wednesday nights 
 before class from 5:30 – 6:25 pm in the fellowship hall. Each meal is $5 per adult, $3 per 
 child (6 – 11), or a maximum of $15 per family. One great benefit of joining us for 
 dinner? You can sit with someone who wants to help you practice your newly learned 
 English skills! If you would like to share a meal with us, please contact Spanish 
 consultant at 556-4023, or email eslministry@northpark.com. 

Northpark ESL ministry aims to provide access to the adult L2 learners with an opportunity to 

practice English through inviting them to participate in Wednesday dinners. Nursery and kids’ 

clubs are provided while the adult L2 learners have class.                                                                     

 Adult L2 learners are classified into five levels according to their English proficiency. 

Side by Side (3rd Edition) is used as a textbook in class from Level 1 to Level 4. Level 5 classes 

use ESL Beginner (2010), a book teaching basic English grammar concepts with illustrations of 
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daily life in easy-to-understand everyday language. Literature such as short stories, poems, 

magazine articles, drama and novels is also included as supplementary teaching and learning 

materials.                                                                                                                                            

 Northpark ESL ministry is visible on Wednesday evenings, a regular time that church 

members gather to share a meal, conversation, and the scripture of God. By welcoming the adult 

L2 learners and their children’s participation in class, kids’ clubs, and the meal, Northpark ESL 

ministry attempts to provide the immigrant adults and their families with access to social 

inclusion, community engagement, and English practice.                                                                    

 Friendship ESL ministry and Northpark ESL ministry offer free English instruction to the 

adult L2 learners. The two ministries aim to enable the learners to acquire English in order to 

function better in everyday life. The ESL ministries are essentially Christian in orientation, 

whereas they welcome the adult L2 learners from a variety of faiths and beliefs to the class. As 

the ESL ministry brochures illustrate, the ESL ministries are the places for the adult L2 learners 

to learn English, discover new friends, and receive individual support.                                         

 Participation, or Non-participation in ESL Ministries: That is a Question.                  

Reasons for Instructors’ Participation                                                                                       

 Ethnographic data in this study demonstrate that the church-based ESL instructors are 

obviously dedicated to and concerned with the adult L2 learners’ progress. What makes them 

voluntarily teach immigrant adult L2 learners? This question has been with me from the 

beginning of the study to the end. The reasons that the instructors reported were tied to their 

faith, philosophy of learning, feelings of achievement, social justice, and domestic and 

international travelling experiences.                                                                                    

 Teaching for sharing the love of Christ. Data show that all the church-based ESL 
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instructors’ passion for teaching derives from their spiritual philosophy: Teaching is a way to 

serve God in the community. The instructors’ Christian orientation contributes to their consistent 

serving in the ESL ministries. Some instructors have been teaching in the church-based ESL 

programs for more than 30 years. For example, Ms. L elaborated:  

 I teach for serving God. This is an opportunity for me to serve God by serving our 
 neighbors in our community. 30 years ago, I identified this is the way I serve God. This is 
 God’s calling. I give my loving service to our community in the name of Christ. 
 (November 18, 2011 Friendship ESL classroom)  

Ms. L perceives that her participation in Friendship ESL ministry is to worship God by serving 

the community. Like Ms. L, the other instructors commented that they are called to teach in the 

ESL ministries. 

 Jesus taught us to love our neighbors. I try to follow his example of living a holy life. 
 Teaching here is one way for me to realize it. I feel good about myself to do this. (Mr. G 
 November 9, 2011 Friendship ESL classroom)  

 Our students have language barriers and …. God loves us and those who are not as 
 fortunate. This makes me realize how essentially my small contribution to ESL is. (Ms. S 
 January 15, 2013 Northpark church)  

 God called me to do it. The Holy Spirit lives with me, because I am a follower of a Jesus 
 Christ and a believer. And he prompts me to do things according to God’s will. (Ms. M 
 March 9, 2012, Ms. M’s house)  

 God was calling me in that direction to volunteer my time. I love the internationals. I 
 would like to share Jesus love with them. This is my Christian principle. (Ms. B. 
 November 18, 2011 Friendship ESL classroom) 

 Because people from another country, I don’t know how they view Americans, nice or  
 mean, or whatever we are. Most of us love God. And when you love God, you want to 
 help other people learn, in your case, English. We want to let people know Americans 
 love God, love Jesus. We love other people. We care. We really genuinely care. We want 
 to make sure you got enough to eat, you got a place to sleep. You know, just really doing 
 well. (Ms. P January 25, 2012 Friendship church) 
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For the ESL instructors, teaching is to serve God. Through teaching at the ESL ministries, they 

can enrich their Christian faith and share Jesus’ love with the newly arrived immigrant adults. 

 Teaching for learning. Some instructors perceived that their participation in the church-

based ESL programs is a way of learning. They learn from the adult learners. They viewed their 

teaching as a learning profession, exemplified by Ms. L: 

 I thought I would teach English just one year. And 30 years later, I am still here, because 
 I have met so many interesting people. It’s, it’s like, en, … I don’t have to go to other 
 countries. … They come from different countries. Absolutely, I love every one of them. 
 We share our differences. (November 22, 2012 Friendship ESL classroom) 

For Ms. L, teaching her learners is like traveling around the world, since her students come from 

different countries. She celebrates the learners’ differences. Similarly, Ms. H commented, “I 

think it’s just to learn from others. One of the reasons I serve in the church ESL program is to 

learn from newly arrived immigrants. It is just an interesting thing.” When asked what the 

instructors learned from their learners, Ms. J explained:  

 My students teach me a lot, a lot of interesting things that I don’t know before, like 
 making dumplings. … They are very smart and brave. I just like them, like my teaching 
 here. This is a part of my life. (December 12, 2012 Friendship ESL classroom)  

The ESL instructors enjoy teaching and learning from their learners. Ms. C described that 

teaching at the ESL ministry is “shared teaching.” She further commented, “I teach, but at the 

same time, I also learn from my students. We share our class time.”                                               

 Teaching for life accomplishment. Teaching as life accomplishment is one of the main 

reasons for the instructors’ participation in the ESL ministries. Mr. P noted, “I felt a sense of 

accomplishment actually, when I see them grow and learn the culture of America.” Mr. B also 

remarked: 
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 I love to see people learn. I like to see then when the light comes out to their mind 
 [snapped the fingers] “Wow, I got it!” It is really happy to see this happen. (February 29, 
 2012 Northpark ESL classroom) 

Like Mr. P and Mr. B, the instructors gain a sense of accomplishment through teaching ESL. The 

adult learners’ enthusiasm for English learning also promotes the instructors’ interests in 

teaching. The following interview excerpts show:   

 My students want to learn. They are enthusiastic to learn English. They always do their 
 homework. As a teacher, I like to have students like that. They are interested in, do 
 what you ask them to do, enthusiastic to learn. That is easier for the teachers to teach. 
 That is not true in some school situation.” (Ms. C November 30, 2011 Friendship ESL 
 classroom) 

 I love teaching here. My students are so interested and accepted and helpful. I did not 
 know any foreign language. But I did pretty well in English. I am proud of the fact that I 
 can write and speak, somewhat grammatically correct [laugh]. I am happy to be able to  
 share that with somebody who is very interested and wants to improve themselves. (Mr. 
 K April 4, 2012 Northpark ESL classroom)  

The instructors in the ethnographic interviews indicate that the adult L2 learners’ enthusiasm for 

learning invests in the instructors’ passion to teach and a sense of accomplishment.          

 Teaching for social justice. In exploring the reasons for the instructors’ participation in 

the ESL ministries, data also demonstrate that some instructors see themselves as agents for 

social justice. For those instructors, their participation in the ESL ministries goes beyond 

teaching English. Instead, it is a way for them to promote social justice and accommodate 

diversity, as presented in the following ethnographic interviews with Ms. T and Ms. D:  

 They had trouble to fill in the medical form. They invited the people in front of him to 
 help them, language barrier in medical center. It bothers me because I could not help. In 
 post office one day, the man in the counter, he could not speak English. I think all he 
 wanted is stamp. But the man tried to sell him much more expensive product, because the 
 man could not communicate with him. The man could take advantage of him. He was so 
 rude. This is unacceptable. They should not be treated that way. That bothers me a lot. 
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 …. If you go to an area, if you don’t know the language, there are enough people together 
 with your same language, you can live with your own little group. But not very while, not 
 for a very long, because you are going meet some people outside. They need basic 
 English. (Ms. T January 25, 2012 Northpark church) 

 They need English to defend themselves when they are in trouble. I would feel 
 disadvantaged if I come to a country whose language is not mine. I just think I can help 
 them, teach them English. (Ms. D, January 11, 2012 Northpark church)  

The instructors, Ms. T and Ms. D, view their teaching as a way to social justice. They feel that to 

teach the adult L2 learners English is to give them a tool for defending themselves and exercising 

agency. These instructors’ participation into the ESL programs is rooted in their strong sense of 

justice and fairness.                                                                                                                 

 Teaching from lived experience of being foreign and other. Some ESL instructors’ 

experience of being foreign and other in different countries and areas also enable them to teach 

for the purpose of helping the newly arrived immigrant adults. The interview excerpts below 

construct how their lived experience contributes to their understanding of the adult learners.  

 When I visited China, Russia, and other countries that English is not their language, I felt 
 disadvantaged. And I felt so also like our minority. So I can understand they are 
 surviving for. I just think the new immigrants have a great disadvantage, if they cannot 
 speak the new language. I would like to share what I have, that includes English. I am 
 interested in other people from other countries, and learning their culture. They are very 
 brave and have a lot of courage. I like to associate with positive people (Mr. P November 
 21, 2011 Mr. P’s house)  

 When I came here from another state, I did not know what my place is going to be. I 
 think my students have the same feeling. My travelling experiences tell me new 
 immigrants arrive with a huge need: the need to learn English. (Ms. N January 26, 2012,
 Northpark ESL classroom) 

 When I was in Germany, I felt lost. I did not know what people were talking about. I did 
 not know here and there. So I always held a map in hand. They call me foreigner. (Mr. K 
 November 20, 2011 Northpark ESL classroom)    
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The instructors had been labeled “foreign” and “other” in their overseas travelling experiences. 

These experiences facilitated their perceptions on the immigrant adults’ language and cultural 

barriers in the U.S. society. These experiences also helped them participate in the ESL ministries 

as volunteer instructors.                                                                                                                              

 My ethnographic data demonstrate that the instructors’ reasons for participation into the 

ESL ministries are linked to attitudes toward their faith, philosophy of learning, feelings of 

achievement, social justice, domestic and international travelling experiences. All the instructors 

forcefully indicate that their teaching is to share the love of Jesus in a practical way.         

Reasons for Immigrant Adult L2 Learners’ Participation                                                     

 The immigrant adult L2 learners reported four main reasons for their attendance at 

Friendship ESL ministry and Northpark ESL ministry. They perceived that their ESL learning 

was motivated by access to free, immediate and acceptable English classes, a desire for the 

ownership of “good English,” investment in social relations and linguistic capital, enhancement 

of local knowledge, and a bridge for closing gaps in their families.                                       

 Access to free, immediate and acceptable English classes. Researchers argue that 

immigrant adult L2 learners may have less access to English learning (Auerbach, 1989; Schwarz, 

2005). They further address the factors that may hinder immigrant adults’ English learning such 

as time limits, financial constraints, low literacy attainment in native language, a lack of formal 

schooling and confidence in their ability to learn. The adult L2 learners in my study voiced that 

one of their reasons for participation in the church-based ESL programs was that the two 

programs made English learning accessible and acceptable.                                                        

 For example, Fedilia, a Mexican immigrant adult, commented: “in Mexico, English class 

is so expensive. I had to pay for it. At Northpark church, class is free.” Xin, a Chinese 
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immigrant, had a similar view: “It is unbelievable. The first month I came here, I could not 

believe this is free class. It cannot happen in China. English class always costs a lot of money in 

China.” Friendship ESL ministry and Northpark ESL ministry open the door for the adult L2 

learners to learn English without financial costs. The instructors’ teaching for free enables the 

learners to overcome their financial constraints. It also makes the learners more appreciative and 

value even more the free access to English learning, which is not available in their native 

countries.                                                                                                                                     

 Also, the two ESL programs’ reputation encourages immigrant adults to attend the 

classes. Madvi, an English learner from India, reported: “My friend has already come and felt 

happy with the class, she trusts the teachers everything. This raises my trust level. I come to class 

with no much fear. Very nice teachers!” Like Madvi, Ming, a learner from China, also 

mentioned: “My friend took me here. She told me this is a good place. People are nice. I came. 

Teachers and classmates are really nice.” Shirley and Tori also articulated the ESL instructors’ 

willingness and availability in communicating with their learners. Shirley said: “Our American 

friend told me that the church has Friendship ESL ministry. The teachers are willing to 

communicate with people from different cultural backgrounds. They all have experiences of 

living in other countries.” The instructors’ openness to other cultures and overseas travelling 

experiences convinced Shirley to attend the ESL program. She perceives the instructors as 

“insiders” and “accommodators” of the adult L2 learners’ diverse cultural backgrounds. Similar 

to Shirley, Tori emphasized: “Teachers at Northpark are willing to help me and other students. 

They gave us phone numbers; just in case when we meet a problem, we can reach them. You see, 

not many people can do it like this. I feel so grateful.” The ESL instructors’ openness and 

willingness to communicate with the adult L2 learners encourage the learners to participate in the 
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classes.                                                                                                                                              

 A desire for the ownership of “good English.” Ethnographic data in this study 

demonstrate that some learners attend the church-based ESL programs in order to look forward 

to claiming their ownership of Standard English. Cynthia explained:                                               

 It is really important to me to learn more English. I can have regular conversations with 
 people, English-speaking people, like my boss and colleagues. But I know I make a lot of 
 mistakes. Also, I want to learn how to read and write. For me, speaking good English is a 
 standard. … I mean, a standard, I feel good about it when I speak it. I think, other people 
 also feel good to listen to me. They would like to communicate with me more. You see, I 
 need to learn good English. (March 8, 2012 Cynthia’s house) 

Cynthia leaves little doubt about her desire: speaking correct English, “good English.” She 

acknowledges that the ability to speak Standard English brings her comfort as well as additional 

opportunities for social contact. Similar to Cynthia, Carlos also explained that he assumes that 

learning English through Northpark ESL ministry is a way to a mastery of “good English:” 

 That is the reason I came to church ESL classes. The place I work, the people I have been 
 talking with every day, they don’t have a good level. They don’t have good education. So 
 they are talking very bad English. That is why I am learning English. I want to learn 
 really good English. (February 4, 2012 Carlos’s friend’s house)  

Carlos’s words prove that he is eager to learn “good English” from the educated ESL instructors. 

In Carlos’s words, the language spoken by educated English-speaking people is “good English,” 

whereas the language spoken by the people with low educational level is not Standard English, 

or “bad English.” Carlos’s participation in the ESL program is a way to escape linguistic 

assimilation of his coworkers who have very low educational attainment and speak incorrect 

English.                                                                                                                                          

 Ethnographic interviews also address that the purpose of some adult learners’ attending 

the programs is to experience real school life and literacy study, especially for those who have 
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not received formal schooling and literacy education in their native countries. Byron, an 

immigrant adult from Guatemala prided himself on his participation in the church-based ESL 

program:  

 I want to learn English at Northpark because I have never been at school. I want to try 
 how to speak, read, and write. I want to know the letters’ sense, and everything they stand 
 for. I feel better now, because before I came here, I did not know how to spell my name. 
 But now, I can write my name in English. I likes every teacher here, especially my 
 teacher Mr. B. He helps me a lot. (March 21, 2012 Northpark ESL classroom) 

Byron is illiterate in both English and his native language, Spanish. When he mentioned that he 

can write his name in English now, I saw tears in his eyes. He appreciates his ESL instructors. 

Byron used to feel embarrassed for being an illiterate person. For him, attending the church-

based ESL class is a new life start. Like Byron, Tina expressed her desire for schooling: 

“Because I didn’t go to school when I was little. My friend told me about this school. I went and 

I continue. I want to study.” Tina calls Northpark ESL ministry a school. Participation in the 

school makes Tina’s childhood dream come true. Similarly, Mary’s words echo the view of Tina. 

She noted: “I wanted to come to school. Friendship ESL ministry gives me this. … When I hold 

the certificate at the end of each semester, I feel honored. I feel proud. I am a good student.” 

 Investment in social relations and linguistic capital. Strong views about the 

relationships between language and social relations, linguistic capital and other forms of capital 

(economic capital, cultural capital, etc.) indicate that language mediates social relations (Agha, 

2007) as well as “most forms of power as they are routinely deployed in social life” (Bourdieu, 

1991, p. 86). My ethnographic data are filled with immigrant adults’ perceptions on attending 

ESL class as a mechanism for building extended families, making friends, and investing in 

linguistic capital. As Christine, a Chinese immigrant adult, explained:  
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 I think, I feel happy to stay with my husband. But when he goes to study, I feel bored. I 
 watch TV. The subtitle is Chinese, so I cannot help reading the Chinese. This is not 
 good for my English. I cook, but my cooking is still bad. I can make some food, but it is 
 not delicious. So when I am alone in the apartment, my life is boring. I want to make 
 some friends at Friendship ESL ministry, and learn English! (October 31, 2012 
 Friendship ESL ministry classroom) 

Similar to Christine, Shirley commented: “We share life with each other, both the good and not 

so good times.” Lee, a husband of an adult learner, said: “My wife Joan told that she has a great 

time and enjoys talking with the friends in class. I am glad that she seems happier now.” Kang 

also described how attending the church-based ESL program helped him make friends in his 

journal: “Although I speak only strange English, the class gives me a good chance to know many 

friends, many friends from different cultures.” Like Kang, Byron addressed, “I like this class. 

Speaking only Spanish keeps me from ever being a friend to American friends and people from 

other countries.” Francisco further added: “Here [Northparth ESL ministry] is more than a school 

atmosphere. For me, it is my place to talk with friends. It is my social club.” Attending the 

church-based ESL program strengthens Francisco’s attachment to a place, a bond between him 

and Northpark ESL ministry. In his words, “it is my place to talk with friends. It is my social 

club.” He claims his ownership as a member of Northpark ESL ministry. Since Northpark ESL 

ministry is a place of English learning, some immigrant adults like Francisco seem to claim their 

ownership of English learning by participation in the ESL programs. When asked about the 

reasons for participation in the church-based ESL programs, most adult learners in this study 

reported that attending the ESL programs provides them with access to discovering new 

friendship. They consider that English language is a tool for building their social relations. For 

them, participation in the ESL ministries seems to give them the tool they need build their social 

relationships.  
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 The immigrant adults, however, do not make friends solely for their own benefit. Some 

adult learners reported that participation in the church-based ESL programs also invests in their 

extended families. Vivian noted: “The program has been my savior. I have kids, and this 

program has been a kind of my extended family.”  Tina, an adult learner whose husband passed 

away one year ago, is another example of how she is consistent in participating in Northpark 

ESL ministry. “I am always busy with my work. I take my kids nowhere for fun. So, church and 

our house are their places to be.” Vivian and Tina perceive that the ESL ministries have become 

their extended families, and access to English learning and social contacts. Cynthia shows that 

how some immigrant adults’ participation in the programs invests in both English learning and 

extended family: 

I really like the church. They have activities for kids, for family activities. It is good. The 
kids have fun. They learn about God. It is good for us, because we are Catholics, we go to  
Holy Cross Church. There has such activities, but not like every week. Holy Cross 
Church only has the activities on Catholic celebrations. But I cannot remember how 
many times for a year. Maybe every two months. But this church [Northpark Church] 
every Wednesday evening. So it is good. He [Cynthia’s son] loves there. I really like to 
go also. Now, we have got two reasons to go: I learn English and he has fun. So that is 
good. (March 8, 2012 Cynthia’s house)     

Not only does participation in the ESL ministries invest in adult L2 learners’ social contact and 

extended family, some immigrant adults also expressed that attending the ESL programs is an 

investment in their linguistic capital. They further indicated that investment in linguistic capital 

through attending the ESL programs also contributes to other forms of capital. For instance, 

Xuan said: “In fact, I have a lot of things in mind to talk about. But I cannot use my wisdom, 

because I cannot speak English well.” Due to a lack of English proficiency, Xuan cannot 

exercise her power of wisdom. Another adult learner Triny elaborated on her communication 

with the local theatre: 
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 I want to come to Hollywood 10 [the local theatre]. I call them. Sometimes they say: “I 
 don’t understand you. I am sorry.” They hang up. I feel embarrassed. It is a kind of a 
 shame because I cannot express myself in English. (February 8, 2012 Northpark 
 Church)  

Triny desires to learn English in order to function in her daily life. This desire enables her to 

attend Northpark ESL ministry every Wednesday evening. Triny’s desire for English learning is 

also echoed by Jack’s words: “I have to learn English if I want to better off.”                                        

 Some adult learners feel that attending the programs is an investment in linguistic capital 

which enables them to seek better jobs, a form of economic capital. Tina noted:    

 I want to know more, because I want to know how to spell words. I need more help with 
 English. Like when I need to write down something to the people who I know, sometimes 
 I have to leave a note. I don’t know everything about it [writing]. When I first came to 
 this country in 1989, my job was to take care of babies. I did not speak English at all. The 
 lady did not speak Spanish at all. The way we communicated is through dictionary. I 
 learned a lot from that. So I know how important English is. If I know I can write 
 English, I am pretty sure I can find me a better job. (February 3, 2012 at McDonald’s) 

A lack of English proficiency seems to be problematic in Tina’s everyday life, especially her 

deficiency in written literacy. Tina’s lived immigrant experience enables her to understand that 

English literacy skills represent opportunities to seek better jobs. Tina’s aim to gain reading and 

writing skills in English drives her to participate in Northpark ESL ministry consistently. She has 

been honored with a “Perfect Attendance Award” at the ministry for two years consectively. 

Like Tina, some immigrant adults also indicate that their participation in the ESL ministries is to 

invest in their better career, a form of economic capital.                                                    

 Enhancement of local knowledge. Halliday (1978) argues that “language is a part of the 

social system” (p. 39). Recognizing the complexities of language, the adult L2 learners’ 
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perspectives highlight the social nature of language. Language as a social semiotic and product 

reflects in the reasons for the adult learners’ attending the ESL programs. Lili noted: 

 I am new here. I want to know more local information. Friendship ESL ministry gives me 
 social opportunities. Let me know about some upcoming events in this small city.  That is 
 what I need. (March 2, 2012 Lili’s apartment)   

As a newcomer of the local community, Lili considers Friendship ESL ministry a mediator for 

local knowledge acquisition. She indicates that attending the ESL program provides her with 

more social opportunities. Elena also explained how attending the program enhances her local 

knowledge: 

 English class helped me very much, because it’s just started my new life in this city. I 
 learned much information about restaurants, facilities, events, customs, shops, and 
 schools. (March 28, 2012 Northpark Church) 

According to Lili and Elena, attending the ESL program seems to transform them from outsiders 

to the local community to insiders. In this sense, language goes beyond its function as a 

communication tool. Rather, it has become a tool for acquiring funds of knowledge in the local 

community. Also, participation in the ESL programs seems to be an educational experience for 

the adult L2 learners. As Jack explained: 

 For me, Friendship ESL ministry is an educational place. We visited an institution that 
 deals with the  handicapped people. I learned what would do if I have people in my 
 family or friends who are handicapped, I will know where they can go and how I can 
 apply for service that is available. That is why I can keep on going to class. (April 4, 
 2012 Jack’s house) 

Jack perceives that attending the program enriched his local knowledge which in turn makes him 

more informative.                                                                                                                            

 In addition to the adult L2 learners’ desire for local knowledge acquisition, some adult 
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learners reported that getting to know about Christian rituals and practices is another reason for 

them to participate in the church-based ESL programs. For instance, Ngo explained: 

 My husband is a Christian. My parents-in-law are Christians too. We go to church. But I 
 don’t know about Bible and Christianity. My children would be Christians some day. 
 So I need to learn English and some about Christianity. (December 12, 2012 Ngo’s 
 house)   

Ngo participates in the church-based ESL program for two reasons: to acquire English and learn 

about Christianity. Christian culture in her family makes her feel comfortable with the ESL 

ministry. Similarly, the following interview excerpt indicates that Jane’s attending the church-

based ESL program aims to communicate with the Christian ESL instructors and study the Bible:  

 My friend told me that if want to learn English and communicate with American people, I 
 need to learn Bible. So I came here. Teachers here are all Christians. From them, I learn 
 about what it means to be a Christian. I feel comfortable when I stay with them. (October 
 26, 2011 Friendship ESL classroom) 

Jane expresses that Bible study is an effective way to understand American people and culture. 

She thinks that understanding Christianity is the basis for associating with American Christians. 

 Different from Ngo and Jane, Ming’s participation in the church-based ESL program is 

derived from his curiosity with Christianity. He commented: 

I was just curious about Church. I have never been to church. I want to see what they are 
doing there. Also, U.S. is a Christian country. I am living here. So I want to see what it is. 
(November 9, 2011, Friendship ESL classroom) 

Ming is curious at Christianity and Christian people. Ming’s curiosity promotes his interest in 

participation in the ESL program.                                                                                                               

 For some immigrant adults, participation in the ESL programs helps promote local 

knowledge acquisition. In their minds, the ESL programs seem to be positioned as the sites of 
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sociocultural and religious participation.                                                                                         

 A bridge for closing gaps in immigrant families. In adjusting to American society and 

schools, “immigrant students and their families travel very long distances. These distances are 

physical, emotional and psychological” (Valdés, 2004, p. 112).  Immigrants’ long distances of 

travelling paints a richer and more nuanced portrait. It highlights challenges and barriers among 

immigrant families regarding socialization into the mainstream society. The immigrant adults in 

my study reported that there is a language gap as well as an acculturation gap between them and 

their children; additionally, there are communication discontinuities between the home and 

school. The immigrant adults’ linguistic and cultural constraints hinder communication 

continuities in the home and between the home and school. These constraints have become one 

of the reasons for the immigrant adults’ participation in the programs, as Troy’s and Zhao’s 

quotations in the introduction illustrate. Katy, a Korean immigrant adult learner, said: “My 

children speak English quicker than me. I cannot understand them. This makes me feel bad and 

frustrated.” Katy’s children speak English at home, whereas Katy speaks Korean. Due to a lack 

of English proficiency, she cannot fully understand her children. This language gap impedes 

communication continuity between Katy and her children, which in turn makes her feel weak as 

a parent. Vivian described the language gap in her family:  

 Sometimes I cannot understand what my kids are talking about. I asked them, what does 
 it mean? They explained them to me and said: “Mom, you need to go back to 
 kindergarten. This is a kindergarten vocabulary.” I said: I did not go to kindergarten in 
 USA”. (November 13, 2009 coffee shop) 

Vivian and Katy present a nuanced portrait of linguistic and communication discontinuities 

between parents and children due to the language gap. According to the ethnographic interviews 
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with these adult learners, there is an increasing estrangement between the immigrant adults and 

their children. Evelyn added:  

 I don’t know what’s going on in their school. I don’t know what they are talking about 
 with their friends, maybe something good or bad. I don’t know …. I just feel bad. I feel 
 sometimes children are tired of explaining to me again in English. This is why I come 
 to the ESL class. I need to learn English. (December 2, 2011 Evelyin’s apartment)  

 Some immigrant adult L2 learners attend the ESL programs because their children are 

happy and eager to see them learn English. Maria noted:  

 My kids speak English. They teach me English. On Wednesday morning, they always say 
 to me: Go mommy. Study English. Children seem happy to see me learn English. I know 
 they want my English getting better. I understand. (November 7, 2012 Friendship ESL 
 classroom)  

Like Maria, some other adult learners expressed that their children’s English language skills are 

much better than the children’s home language. The children use English a lot more in 

communicating with the parents. Instead, the parents seem to depend on home language or a kind 

of broken English to communicate with children. Therefore, linguistic and communication 

discontinuities occur in the home. These discontinuities enable the parents to feel disconnected 

and marginalized in their children’s development.                                                                            

 Not only does the language gap in immigrant families become one reason for the adult 

learners’ participation in the ESL programs, but the acculturation gap with children is also 

another reason for their participation. Ling, a Chinese immigrant adult, said:  

 My boy knows more about American culture at school, like Thanksgiving and 
 Halloween. I do not know about them. When he talks about it, I feel that we are living in 
 two different worlds. …, so I need to learn American culture. So, I can be more 
 interactive in our talk. (November 30, 2011 shopping mall) 
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Ling’s comments indicate that her son seems more acculturated and socialized into the 

mainstream American society, whereas she follows a slower pace in acculturation and 

socialization into the U.S. society. The increasing gaps in acculturation and socialization 

between the immigrant adults and their children make them encounter cultural 

misunderstandings and disconnect in communicating. She desires to bridge the communication 

gap with her son through participating in the ESL program in order to improve her language and 

cultural knowledge. Another Korean immigrant mother Kim noted: 

 I know, it is important for kids to be more Americanized. I stay home and go to Korean 
 church on Sundays. My kids go to American church with their friends. We are on 
 different tracks. I am afraid that some day they will have completely different life from 
 mine. It is not a good thing for me. My family would be divided. (January 12, 2012 
 Friendship ESL classroom) 

Kim and her children are socialized into the different communities. Kim is socialized through 

participation into Korean ethnic communities, whereas her children are mainly socialized into 

the U.S. society. Kim feels that her family would be divided some day in the future because she 

and her children are on different socialization paths.                                                                                       

 In addition to the intergenerational disconnect in language, acculturation and 

socialization in these immigrant families, some immigrant adults also reported the 

communication discontinuity between the home and school. Tang, a Chinese immigrant parent, 

showed his concern: 

 I have trouble with helping my kid with homework. The first year I came to the U.S., I 
 even could not understand what his report cards. Teachers help me learn English. 
 Learning English will allow me to offer greater support to my child in school attainment. 
 (November 30, 2012, Friendship ESL classroom) 
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Tang perceives that not only does attending the ESL programs invest in his own English learning 

but it also helps him involve himself in his son’s school activities. Similar to Tang, Carlos noted:  

 My daughter at this moment is in the second grade. The homework she has is sometimes 
 difficult for everybody, for my wife, for her and for me. I do worry about next year’s, her 
 third, fourth or fifth grade. That would be more difficult for her and for my wife and me. 
 That is why we need to come back and study more English. It is not just the language, 
 also the grammar. It is just about different subjects, like social studies, science, geometry. 
 I worry about the future. I have to help her with those subjects. So we need to be ready. 
 We have to be ready for that. … If we don’t understand the basic language, it will be very 
 difficult. Because sometimes we can ask her [children’s school teacher] some questions, 
 sometimes I write notes like “I don’t understand this, can you explain me?” So she can 
 explain it to me face to face. She can write explanation on the same note I send her and 
 let my daughter bring it back to me. If I don’t understand the answers, the solutions, that 
 will be difficult for me. (February 29, 2012 Carlos’s friend’s house) 

Carlos expresses his concern about communicating with his children’s schoolteachers and 

helping them with homework due to his lack of English proficiency. Carlos and his wife attend 

the ESL program for improving English language skills, which in turn may solve the interaction 

gap between the home and school.                                                                                                            

 The ethnographic interviews and observations demonstrate that the immigrant adults have 

been facing an increasing family estrangement due to intergenerational dissonance in 

acculturation and language use. The immigrant adult learners also encounter the cultural and 

linguistic discontinuities between the home and school. They perceive that these discontinuities 

would prevent them from developing harmonious families and investment in their children’s 

education. Therefore, they attempt to fill in the gaps by acquiring English language and culture 

through participation in the ESL programs.                                                                                               

 The reasons for the immigrant adults’ participation in the programs are multidimensional 

rather than one-dimensional. They highlight the complexity of immigrant parents and their 
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children’s language use, socialization, school involvement and familial interaction. Free ESL 

programs make English learning available for some immigrant adult English learners, 

particularly to those who are economically disadvantaged. Also, the ESL programs’ reliable 

reputation makes the adult learners feel valued and comfortable. Some immigrant adults as 

Carlos view English spoken by educated American people as “good English.” They perceive 

learning English with educated instructors may allow them to be recognized as legitimate 

English speakers. Further, some adult learners perceive the church-based ESL programs as the 

sites for sociocultural and religious practices where they can attain local knowledge and cultural 

understanding. Additionally, the adult learners look forward to investing in their linguistic power 

by attending the ESL programs. Specifically, they perceive English as access to a better job. 

More than this, the immigrant adults also see English as a mechanism for making their voices 

and wisdom heard and visible when involving themselves in school activities.                                        

 By looking back the reasons for the immigrant adults’ participation in the church-based 

ESL programs, the ethnographic data demonstrate that language is not simply an object of 

learning. Rather, it is a mediator and a tool for the immigrant adults to free them from the 

sociocultural and language barriers as they socialize into the mainstream U.S. society.                    

Reasons for Immigrant Adult L2 Learners’ Non-participation                                            

 Data in this study show the complex reasons why some immigrant adults withdraw from 

the programs and resist participation in the programs. Specifically, the reasons for their 

nonparticipation include incompatibility with work hours, transportation constraints, 

ambivalence of embedded and embodied Christian settings and own beliefs, and intolerance of 

accented English.                                                                                                        

 Incompatibility with work hours. When asked about some immigrant adults’ pulling 
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out from the church-based ESL programs, Agusto emphasized time limit, that is, his work hours 

are incompatible with class time:  

 I know that I have problems to communicate in English, communicate with children’s 
 teachers. I genuinely wanted to continue my ESL class. But I have to work, work for 
 bread on the dinner table. I think that is more important than ESL class for my family so 
 far. (November 12, 2012 at Walmart Grocery Store)  

Agusto’s words are echoed by Lin:  

 Some people do not come to the ESL classes. Some are lazy, some are busy, some do not 
 have time. I belong to the last one. My work hours don’t fit with ESL class hours. I have 
 to give up my ESL class. … For me, that is a loss. (November 15, 2012 at Lin’s 
 apartment) 

Incompatibility of work hours and class time leads to a few adult learners’ withdrawal from the 

ESL programs.                                                                                                                 

 Transportation constraints. Some adult learners reported that they stopped attending 

the church-based ESL programs because of a lack of transportation. As Catarina and Natalia 

commended: “Our two families share one truck. The men use it to work in the evening. We have 

time to go to the ESL class. But we have no transportation.” Another Mexican mother Linsey 

said, “I would like to go to Northpark ESL class. When we go there, my kids need to go with me. 

We are tired of taking public shuttle bus. It’s not easy that I bring kids to take bus with me.”   

 The socioeconomic situation constrains the adult learners to gain transportation 

convenience for participation in the programs. Yo noted:  

 I am a stay-home mother. My job is to cook and take care of my kids. That is all. But that 
 is not enough. I want to go to the ESL class. I want to meet friends here. I dream to have 
 my own car. So I can come here. (February 4, 2012 at Yo’s apartment)  
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 Intolerance of “accented” English. Data of this study demonstrate that a few adult 

learners’ intolerance of “accented English” (Lambert, Hodgson, Gardner, & Fillenbaum, 1960; 

Rubin, 1992) results in their withdrawal from the ESL programs. One adult learner Molly 

expressed her feelings when she associated the learners with very strong foreign accents: 

I cannot stand the strong accents that people from different countries bring to the class, 
like Indian accent and Korean accent. I feel uncomfortable. I think if I go to the ESL 
class every week, their accents will influence mine. Also, I cannot make myself 
concentrate on those who speaking broken English. Just not comfortable to my ears. 
(December 12, 2011, on university campus) 

Molly shows less interest in engaging the adult learners who speak “accented English.” Her 

intolerance towards foreign accents enables her to stop participating in the program. Another 

adult learner Rong was also concerned that if she picked up some classmates’ very strong 

“accented English,” it would influence her children’s English accent. She explained:  

 Personally, some classmates’ accent is too strong when they speak English. I am afraid if 
 I learn English every week, my English would be like theirs. That makes me nervous, 
 because I want to learn standard accent, Standard English. I think that will be good for 
 my children. I would like them to speak English with standard accent. So I did not go to 
 the ESL class. (January 15, 2012 at the grocery store) 

The classroom participants are not the community that Molly and Rong look forward to. Rong 

and Molly perceive that associating with their classmates with strong foreign accented English 

would be an obstacle for them to pick up Standard English accent. Rong considers that once she 

acquires “accented English,” she would influence her children’s English accent.             

 Ambivalence of embedded Christian settings and own beliefs. In addition to time limit 

and inconvenient transportation, a few immigrant adults withdrew from the church-based ESL 

programs because of the ambivalence of embedded and embodied Christian settings and their 

own religious orientations. For instance, Wong, a Buddhism believer, explained: “I have my own 
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God. He is my Father. I cannot accept myself to look at the cross and call Jesus Father. Just like I 

cannot call anyone on the street Father.” Wong’s Buddhist identity keeps her from participation 

in the program. She cannot call “Father” while facing the crucifix. This is a controversy between 

her religious placement and the main Christian culture at the church. Yang reported that his 

withdrawal from the program resulted from his atheist belief:  

 I like the teachers at Friendship ESL ministry. They are very nice people to help us. I 
 don’t think that there is God in the world. When they invite us to pray, I just feel strange. 
 So I do not go. But I want to say, the teachers there are good, very nice people. This is 
 my own thing that I did not go to the class. I am an atheist. (April 4, 2012 at coffee shop) 

Christian culture is embedded in the contexts at the two ESL ministries. Christianity is saturated 

within them. Wong and Yang’s resistance of participation in Friendship ESL ministry is linked 

to their religious orientations. Their religious orientations differ from Christianity, which make 

them feel excluded, rather than religiously inclusive within the programs.                                                

 The reasons for the immigrant adults’ nonparticipation in the ESL ministries are complex 

and inevitable. What inhibits the adults’ non-participation in the church-based ESL programs is 

not merely their limited English proficiency, but also time limit, transportation inconvenience, 

religious conflicts, and intolerance of “accented English.” The reasons for the adults’ non-

participation reach beyond the walls of the differences in their socioeconomic backgrounds. 

They also highlight the adult learners’ attitudes toward linguistic and cultural diversity in the 

U.S. society. Ming and Wong’s resistance of participation in the programs indicates that the 

immigrant adults are not passive participants. It presents that they see themselves as “others” 

because their religious orientations are different from Christianity. The adult learners’ 

withdrawal from the ESL ministries reflects Kohl’s argument: “Not-learning tends to take place 

when someone has to deal with unavoidable challenges to her or his personal and family 
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loyalties, integrity, and identity. In such situations, there are forced choices and no apparent 

middle ground” (1994, p. 6). More on this issue of not-learning is presented and discussed in the 

following section on learner identity.                                                                                         

   Interactive Classroom Language Practice and Beyond                     

 Language socialization perspectives maintain that children or newcomers are socialized 

through language as they get socialized to use language (Garrett & Baquedano-López, 2002; 

Kramsch, 1987; Ochs, 1986, 1988; Ochs & Schieffelin, 1984). The patterns of language 

socialization are constructed across a range of language practice and interaction, in which old 

timers or peers in the social groups display to newcomers appropriate linguistic, cultural and 

social behaviors and ideologies. This section reports what immigrant adults learn through the 

church-based ESL programs as well as how they learn in order to socialize into the cultural and 

linguistic repertoire of the U.S. society.                                                                                 

Instructional Scaffolding: Situated and Socially Contingent Interaction                                

 According to Ovando, Collier and Combs (2003), scaffolding refers to “providing 

contextual supports for meaning through the use of simplified language, teacher modeling, 

visuals and graphics, cooperative learning and hands-on learning” (p. 345). Wood (1988) points 

out that scaffolding is a collaborative, interactive and contingent tutorial behavior. In language 

education, van Lier (2004) further explains that the scaffolding behavior is a mutually engaged 

and jointly achieved act, such as a conversation. Scaffolding is co-constructed through 

supportive and nonthreatening participation and encouragement in a shared community of 

practice.  Three central and interrelated features of scaffolding in the church-based ESL 

programs are identified: situated, personalized, and socially contingent. These features arise in a 

context of conversation.                                                                                                             
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 Scaffolding instructor-learner interaction: modeling and recast. In the church-based 

ESL classroom settings, most conversations between the instructors and the adult learners are 

known as Initiation-Response-Feedback (IRF). The three examples below demonstrate how 

modeling and recast as two pedagogical scaffolding strategies occur in the classroom 

conversations.   

Scaffolded Instructor-learner Talk 1 

 Ms. J: Where do you live? 
        S: I live in Ce-Lee Doctor. 
        Ms. J: [Smiling] You live in Ce-Lee Drive. Dr. here means drive, not doctor. 
        S: Yeah. I live in Ce-Lee Drive.  

Ms. J: Yes. You live in Ce-Lee Drive. I live in Grace Drive. D-r-dot is an 
 abbreviation. It means doctor or drive. Here it means drive.  

        S: En, I live in Ce-Lee Drive. 
        Ms. J: Correct. Ce-Lee Drive.  
   
Scaffolded Instructor-learner Talk 2     

Ms. L: Mary, you got many candies in Halloween Bingo games. Great! 
      Mary: I will bring the candies to my child. They are excited. Child like candies.  
      Ms. L: I guess so. Children, Dave and Diana [Mary’s children] will be happy to            

                            see the candies. Children like candies. When my children were young, they  
                            loved candies too.  

       Mary: Yeah. Child like candies. … Children like candies.   

Scaffolded Instructor-learner Talk 3    

Ms. P: It is a very beautiful shawl. 
S: Thank you. This scarf, I made it. 
Ms. P: Wow! You made a beautiful shawl! 
S: Yeah, a pretty shawl, yeah. Thank you. I like it, shawl.  
 

In the IRF, as the three examples above demonstrate, the instructors use utterances to rephrase 

the adult learners’ language production by using the appropriate words. Specifically, they use 

implicit and explicit corrective feedback: recast and modeling. It is natural for the instructors to 
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make some changes to the adult learners’ word choice and utterances. In the conversational 

context, recasts offer correction through providing the adult learners with opportunities to repair 

their utterances. The instructors intend to get the learners’ attention to the difference between 

their word use and the instructors’. The recast and modeling provide the learners with 

comprehensible input and help them restructure their interactions in L2 forms and meanings. The 

three examples indicate that the adult learners are not just parroting the instructors’ utterances, 

but internalizing through socially mediated interactions with the native-speaking English 

instructors. The instructors work as language facilitators and mediators in the interactions. They 

use recast and modeling to increase the language output of the adult learners through dyadic 

interactions. These dyadic interactions provide the adult learners with opportunities to compare 

their own word use with that of their instructors. This comparison in second language classrooms 

is in line with Long’s (1996) view that the process of dyadic interactions is a “cognitive 

comparison.” In the church-based ESL classroom interaction, recast and modeling enable the 

adult learners to perceive the salient linguistic forms and word use. Recast and modeling also 

facilitate them to notice and reflect consciously about their language use without detracting from 

the flow of conversation. In this sense, classroom interaction may facilitate the adult learners’ 

language acquisition. It contextualizes interactive negotiation for meaning and modified output. 

The dyadic classroom interactions also provide the adult learners with comprehensible input and 

output as well as opportunities to use English in meaning negotiation and information processing.  

 Recast and modeling work as corrective feedback to scaffold interactions and promote 

learner identification of correct word use. Data in this study also demonstrate that instructor 

attention to the learners’ language output also makes the adult learners feel valued and 

encouraged in the interactions. For example, Xin commented: 
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 Just feel good about our ESL class. Ms. R gives us her whole attention to what we say. 
 She is interested in us, our life here, our kids, and everything. She cares us. I know, she 
 wants to correct my pronunciation. She repeats my words in a corrective way. I feel good 
 about this. She is nice. She does not want to make me feel embarrassed. …. You see, 
 when people pay attention to your life and words you say, I just feel good about it. 
 (October 21, 2012 Xin’s apartment)   
 
Xin’s comments indicate that recast and modeling in her conversations with the instructors 

enable her to feel interested and valued. She thinks that the instructor attempts to use the implicit 

correction to avoid making her and other learners embarrassed. Similarly, Lili added:  

 My teacher is not absent from our talk. She repeats my words, or paraphrases my words. I 
 learn a lot from this, my mistakes and the way I should say in English. She corrects my 
 English in a nice way. I notice that she corrects me in an indirect. She is sweet to do so. 
 (June 22, 2012 Lili’s apartment)  
      
Xin and Lili perceive that the instructors’ recast and modeling promote learner identification 

without impeding the flow of discourse. Moreover, the instructors’ interests in the adult learners’ 

words and worlds promote the learners’ sense of empowerment, which in turn facilitates their 

language practices. The instructor, Ms. D, explained why she provided the adult L2 learners with 

recast and modeling:  

 I try to say that correctly, instead of pointing at that to you that what you said is wrong. I 
 would rather read it and say it correctly. Just so you hear, and I hope that is better. Most 
 of students, I realize, have pronunciation problems. It is not always completely correct. 
 But I try not to be too picky about it. You know, sometimes they read it incorrectly, but I 
 feel like if every time they say something incorrectly, I correct them, that is discouraging. 
 If there is something really important, I feel like I would correct, but it is OK. (December 
 12, 2012 at Starbuck Coffee Shop)  
 
 Data in this study show that modeling and recast are used often in the conversational 

interactions between the adult learners and the instructors. They provide the adult learners with 

correct forms of language use and pronunciation. They also enable the adult learners to feel 

empowered because of the instructors’ attention to their words.  
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 Collective scaffolding: co-constructed interaction. Beyond the instructor-learner talk, 

scaffolded interaction in church-based ESL classrooms also occurs in group interaction. The two 

excerpts below show how a group of adult L2 learners work on a shared task. 

Scaffolded Group Interaction 1 

 (This class talks about the story of the Lost Necklace.) 
 Mr. K: Everybody, look at Page 1. Who is the young woman in the picture? We    
 don’t really know who she is. But is there some thought about who she might be? 
 Any ideas about this picture?  

        S1: She is a pretty woman. 
        Mr. K: She is pretty. [wrote the sentence on the white board] 
        S2: She is rich.  

Mr. K: Wow, I hear “she is rich.” [wrote the sentence on the white board]   
        S3: Vain [S3 pronounced the word as /vain/.] 
     (Class got confused at what S3 said.) 
        S3: V – a … [thinking] 
        S4: V – a – i … 
        Mr. K: Vain! She is vain. [Mr. K pronounced the word slowly and clearly and wrote  
  it on the white board. The whole class repeated the word after Mr. K.]  
 
Scaffolded Group Interaction 2 

 (The class talks about a newspaper article about Gangnam Style, a popular song by 
 the South Korean musician Psy.) 
 Ms. J: So the only thing I have read the whole paper is this.  
 S1: Psy. 
 Ms. J: Do you know him? 
 S1: Yes.  
 Ms. J: You know him? [asked another adult ELL] 
 S2: Yes.  
 Ms. J: I have never heard of him. The paper said he is famous now. Where do you 
 see him? On TV? 
 S3: On website. 
 [Ms. J was still confused at what S3 said.] 
 S4: On internet. 
 Ms. J: Oh, on internet.  
 S4: I heard the song on “YouTube.” 
 Ms. J: I haven’t even heard of him. 
 S5: He pumped up.  
 Ms. J: What does it mean? 
 S5: He is famous suddenly, get famous suddenly.  
 Ms. J: Oh, pop up. 
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 S5: Pop up. 
 Ms. J: I thought you said “pump up.” He popped up. 
 S6: [showed the class to watch the song on YouTube on her iPhone] He looks like 
 this. He is not a super star. He is popular for “Gangnam.” It is very popular in the  
 U.S. and Britain. More than one hundred million people have seen the video, this 
 song, on YouTube. 
 (The class started to read the article.)  
 

The two excerpts show that class discussion is very interactive and scaffolded. In the class 

discussion, the whole group is mutually engaged. The ethnographic observations demonstrate 

that classroom interaction in the ESL ministries is a collaborative work. This co-constructed 

work is called “collective scaffolding,” as Donato (1994) classifies. It reduces the gap between 

the learners’ linguistic capacity and the requirement of the language tasks. In the co-constructed 

discussion, the class works on a shared task together. For example, in the first scaffolded group 

interaction, S4 actively collaborated with S3 in spelling out the word “vain.” In doing so, 

language learning has become mutually co-constructed. At the same time, through previewing 

the picture of the text with the adult learners together, the instructor activated the learners’ 

collective reading schema.  

 In the second scaffolded group interaction, not only does scaffolding include a 

relationship between the instructor and the adult learners, but it also combines a relationship 

between an adult learner and his or her peers. In other words, the group interaction as this 

excerpt showed indicates that the scaffolding is overlapped in the contexts of instructor-adult 

learner interaction and peer support. In such a group interaction, scaffolding is realized through 

the use of internet, iPhone, and newspaper. These materials serve as the mechanisms for 

accomplishing the interactive conversations. In this example, the mechanisms facilitate Ms. J and 

the class to better understand the character in the newspaper article. In the group discussion, 

thought and information are shared and cross the boundaries of the expert-novice interaction. 
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Specifically, Ms. J is informed about the popular song and how much her learners are socialized 

into the global popular culture. At the same time, the adult learners are involved in natural 

English language practice. The scaffolded interaction among peers and the instructor connects 

conversational language practice to a discourse on current and popular entertaining events. The 

second example of scaffolded group interaction enables us to ponder the question: Who is 

socializing whom? To answer this question, in one sense, Ms. J as an expert of the community, 

facilitates her adult learners’ language use and socialization into the local community. In the 

other sense, the adult learners facilitate Ms. J’s socialization into the fields of internet surfing and 

pop music.  

 The data identify two types of scaffolded interaction in the classroom conversational 

contexts: the instructor-learner interaction and the collective scaffolding interaction. In the 

instructor-learner interaction, the adult learners receive scaffoldings from the instructors and the 

peers through modeling and recast. These scaffoldings facilitate the adult learners to modify their 

language output. In the group interaction, the adult learners are assisted by peers and their 

instructor. The scaffolded interactions provide immigrant adult learners with opportunities to 

consciously and unconsciously practice language and modify language output. 

 Contextualizing interaction. One of the features of pedagogical scaffolding for church-

based adult learners is contextualized interaction. That is, the instruction is situation-dependent 

and embedded in rich contexts. Two features are identified in the contextualized instruction for 

adult learners. First, materials and tools are used to facilitate the adult learners’ language 

acquisition. Second, the adult learners’ prior professional and everyday knowledge is activated 

and mediated to make instruction meaningful and contextual.  
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 First, the ethnographic data indicate that church-based ESL instructors are sensitive to the 

direct use of materials and tools to demonstrate what they teach. The following excerpt shows 

how Ms. D constructed her contextualized instruction for her learners. 

 Because I had very beginners, they did not speak much English. I speak no Spanish. All 
 of my students speak Spanish. So we started with “Hi, my name is ….” That is what we 
 started with. In order for them to learn English, I made pictures. My hands drew pictures 
 on the board. We also had books. So it is easy to say “cup, purse, etc.” and pointing at the 
 picture. So there are a lot of pointing, “table, chair, jacket.” A lot of that [laughing]. 
 (December 12, 2012 at Starbuck Coffee Shop)  
 
Pictures and real objects are widely and directly used in Ms. D’s ESL class. Similarly, Mr. B 

explained how he taught his only adult learner who is illiterate in both Spanish and English.   

 His learning style is very individual. He does not read, he does not write in Spanish. So 
 everything we do, we have to work with sounds and signs and facial expressions, 
 physical examples, like chair, table, clock. There is no reading. There is no writing. 
 (February 29, 2012 at Northpark ESL classroom) 
 
By the direct use of materials and body language, Mr. B and Ms. D provide their immigrant adult 

L2 learners with real contextualization for understanding language practices. When the 

instructors cannot use real materials and body language to express abstract meanings, they use 

visual contexts to demonstrate the meanings, as Figure 4 shows below. 

 
 

Figure 4. Ms. M’s drawing in contextualized classroom interaction.  
 

 Ms. M described how she contextualized the abstract meanings of “expensive” and “cheap.”  
 
 Things like cheap and expensive. I write on the board, you know, this is cheap. This is 
 expensive, with dollar signs. And then I showed them magazine pictures. Sometimes I 
 got something from home, maybe an old pair of jeans and a new one, a new sunglasses 
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 and an old one. I asked them, “are they expensive glasses or cheap glasses?” … I just use 
 whatever. We do a lot of visual things. The first chapter we learn the things are basic 
 around the house: Where is their bedroom, kitchen, or living room? I bring some things. 
 For example, a washing mop and bar soap for the bathroom. And I bring a fork and a 
 plate for the kitchen or dining room. I put the stuff in front of my students and ask them: 
 What room are you in? Try to get something universal enough. Just help them how to get 
 in their life a little better. We read the book first. Then we use magazines, real objects to 
 reinforce and review. (March 9, 2012 at Ms. M’s house)  
 
Data indicate that the instructors teach and embed English language in a sensory context by 

providing the adult learners with pictures, authentic objects, body gestures, and a variety of 

information sources. Doing so enables the adult learners to perceive language use as well as 

engage them into active English practice. Fedilia, a Mexican immigrant adult learner, noted:  

 We could not make sense of what the word “slender” means in the reading. When we    
 asked Mr. K about this word, he said: “I am a slender man.” Then he made a pose to 
 demonstrate he is thin in an attractive way. We all laughed. He is very funny, very cute. 
 In fact, he is a big man with a beer belly. But he looks so cute when he demonstrated the 
 word’s meaning for us. (April 2, 2012 at Fedilia’s apartment)  
 
As Fedilia noted, the context-embedded instruction makes her language learning accessible and 

personalized.  

 In addition to real materials, visual support, and body language in contextualizing 

instruction for the adult learners, the learners’ lived experiences are also used in the instruction. 

It creates opportunities for the adult learners to re-examine their experiences. As the data below 

show, the contexts provide the adult learners with scaffoldings to facilitate their English learning. 

  For example, Mr. K, an instructor who is an accountant in the local hospital, uses 

medical materials in his class. The following class teaching excerpt indicates how he uses his 

funds of knowledge and community capital to meet adult learners’ language and social needs:  

 Mr. K: There are things in my office, like the magazines. They are free to the public.  
  They are pretty. Some stuff here talks about different medicine. There is some  
  good information here. One thing we might share, starts on Page 61. Talking  
  about cold and flu. I am going to read the first part. Then each of you read the  
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  next paragraph. …. In the grocery store, you look for ingredients. It is very  
  important to read the labels that everybody takes, especially for your kids. 
 S: Sometimes the doctors have more stuff …. 
 Mr. K: It is good information when you are in a grocery store, from the pharmacist. You  
  can ask the pharmacist: “I have a 10 years old child at home. He has a cold.  
  Would you suggest?” The pharmacists might suggest ….  
 
Mr. K provides the adult learners with instructions to satisfy their real-life needs. By constructing 

the adult learners’ familiar context, Mr. K offers the learners life tips. In this sense, the 

instruction materials not only mediate language learning but also common knowledge in the U.S. 

society. Language instruction in Mr. K’s class is socially contingent and situated. His lived 

experience meets learners’ needs. By concerning the adult learners’ real-life needs, Mr. K’s 

instruction seems to facilitate the learners’ socialization into the U.S. society.  

 The situation-dependent pedagogy in the ESL ministries also is reflected in the learners’ 

after-class assignments. Ms. M explained why she gave her learners the assignment of practicing 

writing their addresses.  

 This is a homework assignment. Even the people went to junior college in Mexico, they 
 don’t write the address correctly. They lost the zip code. They lost the street. They do not 
 capitalize. I am determined to this, because they need to know how to write their 
 addresses, because they need to fill out their application for jobs, this is very very 
 important. This is the homework assignment that Esabella did [Figure 5]. She is one 
 of my great students. …. I made the addresses, like Alabama Power Company, just 
 because they have power bills. Esabella, the girl who did this [Figure 5] has been living 
 here for five years. Her address is “Spencer Lane.” When we talked about that, she asked 
 me: “Teacher, what does lane mean?” This is her address for five years! She could not 
 understand what “lane” means! So I gave them the words as road, circle, street, avenue, 
 drive, boulevard, etc. There are so many ways to address “avenue.” I just think there 
 might be some different ways they might encounter. (March 9, 2012 Ms. M’s house)  
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Figure 5. Isabella’s writing addresses assignment  

 
Ms. M explores the learners’ situation more closely before teaching. In the instruction for the 

adult learners, Ms. M uses the potential everyday activities and challenges that the learners might 

encounter at home, community, and workplace. Doing so contextualizes her teaching. Ms. M’s 

awareness of learners’ everyday situations enables her to create socially contingent and 

personalized homework assignments. She considers that those pedagogical activities can 

dynamically address the adult learners’ personal, family and social needs. Ms. M commented: 

“My students need the language to defend themselves and function well in their life.” Ms. M 

focuses on improving the adult learners’ communicative competence in English in order to meet 

their real-life needs. Her perspective on contextualized instruction echoes Morgan’s (1998) 

statement: “Students have social needs that are often interdependent with language needs” (p. 12).  
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 My ethnographic observations and interviews show that the instructors contextualize 

language learning by connecting it to learners’ everyday lives in the U.S. society. They are also 

sensitive to use the adult learners’ prior experiences as a context to teach English language 

knowledge. The adult learners reported that they welcome learning grammar in context. For 

example, Antonio, a Mexican immigrant adult learner, noted: “I just feel that I can remember the 

corrected mistakes much better through this kind of exercises [Figure 6]. It is a kind of reading 

myself, my story, my life.” Antonio showed his biography assignment corrected by his instructor 

(Figure 6).  

 

Figure 6. Biography assignment of Antonio, an immigrant adult L2 learner.   

Along with English learning, Antonio’s instructor also uses the biography to activate the adult 

learners’ reflections on their life experiences. Figure 6 demonstrates that the grammar exercise of 
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the adult learners is not isolated from the real context or merely rote memory activities. Instead, 

the grammar exercise is embedded in the context in which the adult learners are familiar. In this 

sense, the assignment is socially contingent, even personalized. Where possible, Antonio’s 

instructor tends to build on the learners’ prior knowledge, skills, and experiences in pedagogy. 

Contextualized and personalized instruction for the adult learners allows them to reflect on their 

life trajectories and learn appropriate use of prepositions and word spelling. Contextualized 

instruction exposes the adult learners to English language in their familiar, memorable, and lived 

experiences, which in turn may enrich the learners’ passion for English learning.  

   Creating “magnet state” classrooms. Scaffolded and contextualized instruction for the 

adult learners does not occur in a vacuum. It emerges in the classrooms where the adult learners 

are provided with a safe, friendly, and facilitative environment. Scaffolded and contextualized 

instruction happens in the learners’ comfort zones. According to Krashen’s (1982) affective filter 

hypothesis, anxiety, stress, and tension may impede a learner’s ability to learn. My ethnographic 

data demonstrate that the church-based ESL instructors use a range of strategies to reduce the 

adult learners’ learning anxieties. They construct comfort zones for the adult learners by being 

friendly and available for the learners and by sharing their personal interests with the learners.  

 First, the instructors perceive that being friendly and sharing personal interests can create 

the “magnet state” classrooms. Ms. D explained:  

 Laughing, being friendly. I don’t want my students to feel fearful if they give a wrong 
 answer, I would be mad or anything like that. I want them to be very safe in my class. 
 That’s the way I wanted to feel when I was at school, even when I was working. I  wanted 
 my students to feel like a magnet state: You make a mistake, people learn from it, and 
 keep on going, and not feel threatened. (December 12, 2012, at Starbuck Coffee Shop) 
  
Ms. D indicates that being friendly and open-minded to the adult learners helps her create a 

“magnet state” classroom atmosphere. In her “magnet state” classroom, the learners do not feel 
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threatened when they practice English. Ms. D puts her feet into the adult learners’ shoes to in 

order to feel what classroom atmosphere would be expected and valued by a learner. Along with 

being friendly and open-minded, her desire for building a “magnet state” classroom is also 

realized by being available and sharing her personal interests with learners. 

 I try to be available. There are some students that called after class about something. I try 
 to be available before or after class, if they have questions. And trying, I am not very 
 good at this, but trying to be involved in a way I asked about their children or if I know 
 one of them is sick last week, I say “how was your daughter feeling?” But just show my 
 personal interests without going over the line. …. I think sometimes as a teacher when 
 you share a little bit about yourself, and then the class a little bit like they would like to 
 share theirs too. I say something about my son, my grandchild. Then they are a little bit 
 more willing to share. (December 12, 2012 at Starbuck Coffee Shop)  
 
Similarly, Ms. M noted that sharing her personal interest in learners’ native languages also helps 

her build a learner-learner relationship rather than an instructor-learner relationship.    

 I try to make my students comfortable with me by being their friend, smiling. Let them 
 know that I am not smarter than they are. I am not somebody intimidate the class. I am 
 just a normal person because they are intimidated when they walk in, if they are new 
 here. So they don’t know me. So I do everything I can make them comfortable. I ask 
 them: “What is the word in Spanish?” You know, so they can sort of teach me while I am 
 teaching them. So they do not feel like …. So we are trying to equal the playing a little 
 bit. (March 9, 2012 Ms. M’s house)  
 
Ms. M attempts to make the positions of learner and instructor equal by demonstrating interest in 

the learners’ native language and inviting the adult learners to teach her Spanish. As she noted, 

doing so allows her learners to feel like they are playing a game with her, rather than her 

lecturing to them. Also, Ms. M shares her personal life information with her learners in order to 

make her classroom a comfort zone. She added: 

 Also, I share things about myself with them. I tell them: I am married. I have two bad 
 little dogs [laughing], like to do with the jars. When we learn the chapter about family, I 
 bring the pictures of my family and show them: These are my parents. This is my brother. 
 This is my husband. You know, I tried to share part of myself with them. So they can see 
 me not as a teacher but as a friend. I try to be thoughtful and considerate. So that is the 
 first I do to establish the relationship with my students and comfort zone. They feel safe 
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 in this class. I don’t want them to feel scared or worried about anything. They need to 
 know: This is the church. We love them and this is why we are here. (March 9, 2012 at 
 Ms. M’s house) 
  
Ms. M would like her learners to see her as a friend rather than a teacher. She shares some of her 

personal information with the learners. Similar to Ms. M, Mr. B is not only friendly to his 

learners, he also creates the “magnet state” classroom by showing welcome and high 

expectations for his two special adult learners without native language and English language 

literacies, The following field notes show how Mr. B welcomes his adult learners and expects 

them to learn English. 

 Since I started my field work, I always see Mr. B in the main church lobby since 6:00 
 p.m. every Wednesday evening. He always wears business casual clothes and smiles 
 towards the door to the lobby. He told me that he was waiting for his two students. He  
 picked them up at the lobby. This evening, I saw him still waiting for his students at 
 7:15. Tonight his students did not show up. He was a little bit upset. He told me that his 
 students might have to work tonight. He is very devoted to his students. (February 22, 
 2012 Field notes)  
 
Mr. B commented that he loves to see people learn. He noted, “I like to see them when the light 

comes out to their mind.” Mr. B’s expectations for his adult learners’ learning encourage them to 

be consistent in attending the ESL class. One of his adult learners told, “I do my best to come to 

class every Wednesday evening. My teacher is so good. He is good to us. The feeling of being 

expected is really good.”  

 Data in this study indicate that the church-based ESL instructors create the “magnet 

state” classrooms by being friendly, sharing expectations for the adult learners and some their 

personal information with the learners. In the “magnet state” classrooms, the instructor-learner 

relationship is built upon friendship and equal game playing. In such a circumstance, the adult 

learners have no fear or embarrassment to learn. Instead, the observation data indicate that within 
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the “magnet state” classroom, the adult learners are more willing and active to express ideas and 

participate into class discussion.   

Empowering Adult L2 Learners with Cross-cultural Awareness 

 Brown (2007) argues that “language and culture are intricately intertwined” (p. 74). 

Learning a new language involves acquiring a new culture. Cultural understanding is considered 

one important facet of second language acquisition. It is also an indicator of success to second 

language learners. Data which emphasize the interaction between language and culture 

demonstrates language to be a cultural tool. This cultural tool helps the learners pick up the 

target language. On the other side, language acquisition also hones the cross-cultural 

understanding of the immigrant adults. Specifically, three cultural dimensions in the church-

based ESL programs are carried out to develop the learners’ cross-cultural identification. They 

include languacultural conversation, cultural events, and community contact and service. 

 Languacultural conversation. The instructors perceive that the immigrant adults’ 

socialization into American culture is a part of their responsibility of teaching. They integrate 

language and culture through conversations with the adult learners. The following excerpt of the 

class video demonstrates how Ms. L combined language and culture in her class teaching.  

 Ms. L: Let’s start with green vegetables. Look at Page 7. Number 1, cauliflower.   
  Everybody, cauliflower. …. Do you cook cauliflowers in Mexico? 
 Mary: Yes. 
 Ms. L: How do you cook it? 
 Mary: I just steam, sometimes in salad.  
 Ms. L: Yes. Steam with salt and pepper. Maybe a little bit bitter. That is what I do.  
 Mary: Sometimes with dressing.  
 Ms. L: Yeah. Are you familiar with dressing? [turned to Sherry and Christina, two  
  Chinese adult learners] 
 Sherry and Christina: No.  
 Ms. L: Wait a minute, please. [went out to the kitchen in the church and back] 
  This is Italian dressing, Thousand Island …, tastes pretty good. Ok, Number 2,  
  broccoli. 
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 Ms. L: Broccoli is a dish in every Chinese restaurant. That is interesting to me, because  
  when I was a child, my mother is nutritious. She never fries. My husband doesn’t  
  like it. He thinks it is a little bit bitter. I put sugar. He will eat it. I don’t cook it  
  very often, because he does not like it. Sherry, how do you cook broccoli?  
 Sherry: Steam. … (February 8, 2012 at Ms. L’s class)  
 
In order to explore the meanings of the words, Ms. L emphasizes the literal and cultural use for 

the words. Linking to the vegetable words, the adult learners are invited to introduce their native 

food culture. Ms. L developed the conversational interactions in which language and culture 

intersect. She further explained her category of teaching: 

 I describe my method of teaching. I am really teaching southern American customs, and 
 we share and when we do it. We ask how you do it in your country. We had a baby 
 shower today. A couple of weeks ago, when we chose this day and everything. My two 
 Chinese students said they do not have any parties and celebrations until the baby is 100 
 days old. Why 100 days? They said: “People want to hold the baby, kiss the baby.” That 
 was interesting to me. I didn’t know that. …. We share our differences. (November 18, 
 2009 at Ms. L’s classroom)  
 
Ms. L appreciates and values the differences that the adult learners bring to the classroom. She 

positions the adult learners as cultural beings, rather than merely language learners.  

 Like Ms. L, my ethnographic classroom observations also demonstrate that the church-

based ESL instructors are sensitive to the philosophy that an ESL class involves cultural learning 

and teaching. The instructors provide the adult learners with pertinent cultural information. In 

such classroom conversations, the adult learners and their instructors feel free to talk about the 

cultural issues related to their nested communities. For example, when Ms. T taught the words 

about traffic situations, she shared her frustration with the learners about the fact that some 

people wanted to merge on to the major road, but stopped at the slip road. She made the 

following comments:  

 I am teaching students to learn English. I am also teaching them cultural things and  
 customs here, like how to drive safely and politely. Cultural things, things are different 
 from here. Obviously, they are different for they are coming from a different country. 
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 This is the different culture I was used to in Detroit. Driving things are local things I ran 
 into. And I see that is why I was pointing it out in class. I don’t understand why some 
 people do something. I don’t understand why they are that way. I was telling the class 
 that. In Alabama, I see some people emerged and stopped. What are you thinking, why 
 are you doing that? It is dangerous …. It caused some cars behind waiting on the slip 
 road. We can perform some manoeuvres during our  driving safely with a lot of common 
 sense. (January 25, 2012 at Northpark Church) 
  
After Ms. T talked about her frustration, her Mexican adult learners laughed and told her that this 

was the way they drove in Mexico. The classroom conversations in Ms. T’s classroom are 

embedded within patterns used in the U.S. culture and custom. The conversations provide the 

instructor and the learners with opportunities for sharing, learning, and cultural understanding. 

Diverse cultures in Ms. T’s instruction are included along with English language practice. Ms. T 

explained:  

 Cultures are very different from one after another. We do not look at them as right or 
 wrong things. I learned a lot from a friend of mine. She was teaching people who are 
 from the world. In China, people would ask: “How much did you pay for your dog? That 
 must be a very expensive dog.” But in America, it’s rude. For them, it was saying that 
 I recognized that you are a very successful person. That is a compliment. That is a 
 cultural difference. If you do not understand that, you might not like the person. (January 
 25, 2012 at Northpark Church)  
 
Like Ms. T, my class observations present that the instructors integrate diverse cultures, civic 

contents, and language learning into classroom conversations. Through the conversations, the 

adult learners are socialized into the American ways. At the same time, they also perceive 

significant and subtle characteristics that contrast with those of their native cultures. The ESL 

class tends to be culturally-based rather than culturally-blind or culturally-biased. Consequently, 

not only does the culturally-based ESL class attempt to invest in the adult learners’ opportunities 

for language practice, it also aims to promote the learners’ cross-cultural identification. Xuan 

said:  
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 I am pretty good at reading. However, I am not good at conversation. After I went to the 
 church ESL class, I feel that I have opportunities to practice language. This is really 
 helpful. …, also our teacher welcomes people coming from different countries and areas. 
 She would like to share with us about different cultures. I also pay special attention to the 
 difference between American culture and mine. So I can ask her about it. Like yesterday, 
 we talked about American president election. In Taiwan, we were also interested in this 
 topic. I am interested in how they elect president. In this small town, how can they do 
 it? This is a part of my aim to study here. (October 20, 2011 university campus)  
 
Xuan perceives the church-based ESL class as a channel for her to understand American culture 

and compare American culture with her own. Her instructor’s welcome and acceptance of other 

people with diverse cultural backgrounds encourages Xuan to consistently participate in the 

conversational interactions. Similar to Xuan, Ming also indicated that the church-based ESL 

class is an available access to American ways as well as other cultures which the adult learners 

bring.  

 It is a good place to know different cultures. We not only talk with the teacher, but also 
 converse with the students from other cultures, Japanese, Korean, African, and European. 
 So, we have more opportunities to communicate. Our class is open and enthusiastic. If 
 you want to know American culture, here is a good way. I feel that I have no ways to 
 communicate with American people. Here is a channel for communication. (October 26, 
 2011 Grace Baptist Church)  
 
Ming explained how he perceived the difference between American culture and Chinese culture 

through participation in the ESL class: “American culture is open. The teachers here value your 

opinions, China is a hierarchical society. While the teacher here teaches, we can cut in. This is a 

conversation, a natural conversation. I like it.” As acculturation to the mainstream American 

culture, the adult learners as Ming detect the differences between their native cultures and the 

U.S. culture. They also begin to conform with some of the host society’s customs and values.       

 In order to develop the adult learners’ cross-cultural understanding, the church-based 

ESL instructors also become the explorers of cultural materials. Ms. D told how she used extra 

cultural materials to promote the adult learners’ language skills and cultural understanding.  
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 At the end of each chapter of our textbook, a little kind of explaining different holidays or 
 a different port of culture. Now in Level 4 or 5 class, I think the book we are reading is 
 very much American culture. And we do some extra curricula work about hippies. I don’t 
 know if you were there. Because the book talked about hippies, we did a little art things 
 like the pictures of hippies. I use extra materials in class. (December 12, 2012 at Starbuck 
 Coffee Shop)  
 
 My class observations also present that the instructors use local materials as instructional 

materials, such as the local newspaper, newspaper advertisements for grocery stores, medical 

forms, school reports, and U.S. citizenship test papers. These materials enable the adult learners 

to enter into the American culture in the areas of school, medical care, civic content, and real-life 

skills. Through the class conversations around the practical materials, the adult learners acquire 

American ways. Languacultural conversation is dominated in the church-based ESL class in 

which the adult learners not only learn English, they also learn to use English to express cultural 

experiences and conform with the reality.  

 Cultural events. In addition to languacultural conversations as a resource for cross-

cultural transformation, data in this ethnographic study demonstrate that the ESL programs 

provide the instructors and the adult learners with cultural events. These cultural events include 

international meals, holidays and celebrations, musical entertainments, and cultural shows. For 

instance, holidays and celebrations are the most obvious cultural activities in the ESL programs. 

The American holidays and celebrations are embedded and embodied into the contexts of the 

programs. These contexts include classroom decorations, language practice, and the instructors’ 

holiday attire. When asked about the Bingo Games for Halloween celebrations, the coordinator 

of Friendship ESL ministry, Ms. H, explained:  

 Bingo is something that if I do this, it was just a holiday appropriate. I do want them to 
 study the words, but I wanted them to think about what is going on Halloween. 
 Halloween is about fear. Most of us have fears in our life. And the next day after 
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 Halloween is all thanks day. It’s about overcoming fear. Fear has no value. Fear is really 
 satanic too. (November 11, 2009 at Grace Baptist Church)  
 
Through the Bingo games, Ms. H looks forward to teaching the adult learners words and culture 

associated to the Halloween holiday. Meanwhile, she encourages the newly arrived immigrant 

adults to overcome the fear in their lives. Thus, Halloween celebrations become not merely  

languacultural activities, but they also convey spiritual support for the adult learners. Ms. H 

added:  

 Some students told me that they have fears, because they cannot express themselves in 
 English freely. The fear may make you hurt yourself. So, my suggestion to come over the 
 fear is practice, practice, and practice. Come to our ESL class every week, practice 
 English, the fear will be gone.  
 
 Some aspects of celebrations such as songs and dances are also included to teach the 

adult learners American culture. More than reinforcing American culture and holidays, some 

aspects of cultural events satisfy the need for the adult learners’ own culture. For example, Ms. H 

expressed her perspective on integrating American culture and the learners’ home culture in the 

program activities.  

 Yes. Some students have some difficult situations. Sometimes we also like to do musical 
 chair games. During this game, we take a chair away and everybody dances and 
 somebody does not have a chair. I like to ask them to tell me what they like most about 
 the United States. And I also like them to talk about what they like most in their own 
 countries. A lot of time they would like to tell me what the most they like about the 
 United States and tell me also about what they concern about their native countries. 
 Somebody said: “I like the U.S., people honor law here.” That tells me in that particular 
 country people do not honor the law. (November 11, 2012 at Grace Baptist Church)  
 
Ms. H uses the chair game as an opportunity to invite the adult learners to practice English. At 

the same time, she offers the learners an opportunity to reflect on the difference between the U.S. 

and their native countries. The activities such as the chair game enable the learners to develop 

their cross-cultural understanding. The activities further facilitate the instructors to identify the 
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cultural differences. Through involving in themselves and learners, the instructors become more 

sensitive to the culturally based instruction and more grateful for what they have in the United 

States. The adult learners reported that the programs accommodate cultural and linguistic 

diversity. For instance, Vivian, an immigrant from Taiwan, noted: 

 I feel that cultural exchange is very important. The teachers introduce American culture 
 to us. Many songs we sing also introduce American culture. However, the class also lets 
 us feel cultures of our learners. They also let us share our home culture. … This is a place 
 for more than English learning. We can also meet with different cultures. … So, for us, 
 the new immigrants, culture learning is very one-sided. We want to learn the local 
 culture, American culture. But we seem to have few channels. The ESL class bridges the 
 opportunity for us to learn the culture. (October 10, 2011 at Vivian’s house)  
 
The following class video excerpt indicates how the cultural exchange show came into being. 

 Maria: Every country has own culture. Everybody here has some culture. We can show  
  some culture here. 
 Vivian: You mean to show culture? 
 Maria: Yeah. Everybody brings special things and show them. 
 Ms. J: Bring some special things from your own country. So great! 
 Maria: Any country.  
 Ms. J: Good! [The adult learners clapped their hands.] So bring something special and  
  showing them. (October 28, 2009 Ms. J’s classroom) 
 
The adult learners clapped their hands in celebration of Ms. J’s cross-cultural accommodation 

and openness. Ms. J’s cultural openness facilitates the adult learners to cross the cultural borders. 

The cultural exchange show breaks silence in class, which in turn enables the class to become a 

place for promoting cross-cultural identification and development.  

 The cultural events in the church-based ESL programs are interactive. Through the events, 

the adult learners are socialized into the patterns of American culture. Meanwhile, the events also 

provide the learners with an opportunity to affirm and share their native cultures with others. In 

this sense, the church-based ESL programs have become the places to enhance the learners’ and 

the instructors’ cross-cultural awareness.  
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 Community contact and service. In addition to languacultural conversations and 

cultural events used to promote the learners’ cross-cultural understanding, the ethnographic data 

also demonstrate that community contact and service are additional ways to facilitate the 

learners’ cross-cultural identification. The community contact and service include field trips and 

volunteering. When asked about why the programs offered the adult learners field trips, Ms. L 

explained:  

 When I visited Germany, I knew I could not speak their language. So I kept asking: “Do 
 you speak English?” They said: “A little.” We spent a lot of time to find our hotel. This 
 experience helps me understand my students, a kind of. I think, If I were Chinese, I were 
 whatever, what would I want to see? What would I think if I heard on the television? Or 
 where would I want to go that I couldn’t go necessarily by myself? And I take my 
 students on field trips. I take my students to go that they would never go by themselves. 
 Like I have taken them to the police station, because I wanted my students to know about 
 it. In different countries, people are afraid of police. And for good reasons, in some 
 countries, and for bad reasons in some countries. I wanted my students to know: They are 
 safe here. Our policemen are there to protect them. …. I want them to know what to do if 
 they are driving, when police cars’ lights on, because that even makes me scary, even 
 though I don’t feel unsafe. … I want the policemen to realize that everybody doesn’t 
 know what to do when the lights come on. Anyway, police people are great. It is a great 
 trip. My students came back and said: “I feel so safe here.” (November 18, 2009 at Grace 
 Baptist Church)  
 
Ms. L’s overseas travelling promotes her understanding of the adult L2 learners’ language and 

sociocultural needs. She insists that field trips can contribute to the adult learners’ insight into 

American culture and common sense. Ms. L explained that visiting the local police station helps 

the newly arrived immigrant adults eliminate their anxieties when seeing the police cars’ lights 

on. Ngo, a Vietnamese immigrant learner, added: “The trip helped me see how nice the 

policemen are. The policemen explained what their jobs were. I feel secure to live here after that 

trip.” The coordinator of Friendship ESL ministry made the following comments: 

 Our students seem excited this morning on their way over. Sometimes they go to the 
 mayor’s office. Last year, the mayor stayed long more to speak with them. The mayor 
 told our students what he did, what his responsibilities were. Sometimes our students go 
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 to the newspaper to see how newspaper is printed. You know, just go to different places 
 in our community. …. It is a cultural trip! I love to do that. (February 9, 2011 at Grace 
 Baptist Church)  
 
The coordinator claims that the field trips are cultural trips. The field trip does not merely 

provide the adult learners with an opportunity to practice English, they also invest in the 

learners’ sense of community.   

 In addition to field trips, some church-sponsored community activities also mediate the 

adult learners’ cross-cultural development. Tori, an immigrant adult from Guatemala, noted: 

“Last year my family and I went to Easter Day Festival at North Lake Park. I felt comfortable. I 

learned a lot what Easter Day is. We also felt genuinely welcome. We saw a lot of familiar 

faces.” Tori’s experiences at the church-sponsored activities expose him and his family to the 

culturally and linguistically rich community life. Such experiences enable the learners to receive 

genuine language input as well as non-linguistic input, cultural codes. Through participation into 

the community activities, the learners feel integrated into the host culture and the local 

community. In this sense, the field trips seem to create meaningful interactions and promote the 

adult learners’ community contacts.  

 Many of the adult learners emphasize that community volunteering empowers their cross-

cultural identification and language use. For instance, Lili reported: “I am a volunteer interpreter 

for the local school’s parent-school meeting. I learned about the daily life of American school 

culture and schedules. I have to know about it for my kids.” Also, one participant, Jack, believed 

that his volunteering experience facilitates his cultural acquisition and skills of communication 

with culturally diverse people.  

 Every Christmas, we help several seniors who live alone to decorate their Christmas trees 
 and houses. Through this experience, I knew about the holidays and American ways and 
 customs on the holidays. This is exciting. Also, I feel good to help people. Now, I can 
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 communicate with those people in English pretty well. I learn from others and I help 
 them. So just feel good about it. (October 21, 2012 Jack’s house)  
 
 Through participating in volunteering work and community-based cultural events, the 

adult learners believe that these experiences help them cross the linguistic and cultural borders. 

Kang explained:  

 I do not have to learn American culture through reading books. I learn the American 
 ways through cultural activities and volunteer work. I learn diverse cultures through my 
 classmates. I feel more tolerant to other people with different cultures from mine. I used 
 to feel strange when I have to communicate with other ethnic people. But now I feel 
 comfortable to talk with them and work with them. (September 22, 2012 Kang’s 
 apartment)  
 
 The church-based ESL programs develop the adult learners’ cross-cultural understanding 

through languacultural conversation, cultural events, and community service and contact. These 

cultural activities shift the boundaries of the adult learners’ contact and comfort zones. They also 

break silence between people with different cultural backgrounds. The adult learners’ cross-

cultural development facilitates them to close the cultural and communication gap, which in turn 

shortens social distance between people with diverse cultures.      

Affirming and Transforming Adult Learner Identities 

 Recent studies indicate that identity is formed through interactions with others in the 

sociocultural and institutional contexts (Holstein & Gubrium, 2000; Norton, 1995; Taylor, 1989; 

Wenger, 1998). These studies also show that identity is about how one positions oneself and how 

one is positioned by others in relation to the home culture and the target culture. In analyzing the 

ethnographic data of this study, it became clear that the church-based ESL instructors perceive 

the adult L2 learners as having numerous identity positions. Specifically, the four most 

commonly occurring learner identity positions asserted by the instructors include the adult 

learners as: (1) motivated and pleasant learners, (2) committed parents, (3) smart, 
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knowledgeable, and brave learners, (4) bilingual and bicultural beings. The adult learners in this 

study also claimed that their multi-dimensional identity positions are in transition. The three 

most strongly claimed learner identities include learner identities in transition: (1) from a shy and 

ashamed English speaker to a comfortable and confident English speaker, (2) from an outsider to 

the community to an insider, (3) into Christianity. What follows is a description of how the 

instructors perceived the adult learners and how the adult learners positioned the self through 

participation in the church-based ESL programs.                                                                            

 Instructor-positioned and affirmed learner identities. Throughout the ethnographic 

interviews, the instructors asserted a learner identity of a motivated, capable, pleasant, and 

enthusiastic learner, describing the adult learners as “polite,” “eager to learn,” “highly inspired,” 

and “strong-willed.” For instance, Ms. M noted:  

 My students are really good. I am proud of them. Like Luis, he is a really good student. 
 He would ask me for extra homework. He asked me the reason why I do the volunteering 
 work for the students. I asked him when we had a conversation. I said: “What is your 
 dream?” And he said: “To provide a better life for my children, my wife. I want to have 
 my construction company. I always want to be an architect. I would like to have my own 
 construction company.” He works in an American store for uploading trucks. He is 
 capable so much more. He showed in my first year class. He came to the Christmas party. 
 He brought a huge cake with pineapple. He made it by himself. …. The students are 
 thoughtful. They would clean the board for me. They help me get the teaching stuff on 
 my prompt and put it in my basket for me. They would like to take it out to the car for 
 me. …. They give up their better opportunities to come here, so their children can have 
 education. (March 12, 2012 at Ms. M’s house)  

Ms. M perceives her learners as very motivated and capable people. Classroom observations 

indicate that the adult learners acted on this identity position. The adult learners were very active 

in asking Ms. M about the problems they met in their workplaces or communities. The learners’ 

assignments were neat and clear. They finished the assignments and submitted them to Ms. M on 
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time. Similarly, Ms. T further commented on her learners: “Our students are ready to learn.” 

Also, Ms. D commented, “I think there is probably a little difference from school kids. Our 

students in this church environment really want to learn. They really want to learn.” Mr. B 

labeled his adult learners as “eager to learn.” He elaborated, “I have a lot of respects in my 

students. They are so looking forward to learning and making a better life. They are hard workers 

day time. They are eager to learn English every Wednesday evening.” The instructors claimed an 

adult learner identity of a motivated and capable learner. This learner identity position inspires 

the instructors to teach. As Mr. B noted: “Their learning enthusiasm gives me a lot more than the 

value of teaching. It encourages me to teach and teaches me to appreciate what I have.”                          

 The second learner identity position that the instructors asserted was that the adult 

learners are committed parents. Ms. M’s and Ms. D’s comments indicate how they place the 

immigrant adult learners on this identity position.  

 From our students, I have come to believe that they are all just like parents as we are. 
 Some parents are more involved in their children’s life, some not. But they are committed 
 to education. I am very happy to know that they are so committed to children’s education, 
 they are very committed parents. …. I think they come from another country. They want 
 to better themselves, maybe it is those people who value education. They came here for a 
 better life. They are dedicated to what they are doing. (December 12, 2012, Ms. D, at 
 Starbuck Coffee Shop) 

 They just want to have a better life for their children. …, for their children have a better 
 opportunity in America. They can do well at school, send them to college, give them 
 advantages they do not have. When we interview them, that is a big issue. They want to 
 know how to talk to their children’s teachers at teacher conferences and TPA [Teacher-
 parent Association] meetings. They told education is so important to them. They want to 
 go in and have their children be proud of them. (March 12, 2012, Ms. M, at Ms. M’s 
 house)   

Like Ms. M and Ms. D, the instructors perceive that the immigrant adults are very committed 

parents who value education and children’s schooling. The instructors assert the adult learners’ 
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identities as good parents and role models for their children. In analyzing the data, the learner 

identity as a good and committed parent became central to the immigrant adults’ participation in 

the ESL programs. Also, my onsite observations demonstrate that the adult learners acted on this 

identity position, as the following field notes described:  

 While Martha learns English in class, his two teenage boys read books or do homework 
 in another room. Martha said that she would not like to leave them alone in the 
 apartment. She used “two motors” [sic] [recte motivations] to describe her two sons. She 
 said that they came to the U.S. from  Mexico by and for the “two motors.” (March 28, 
 2012 Field notes, Northpark Church)  

 The third learner identity that the ESL instructors claimed is that of a smart, 

knowledgeable, and brave learner. Ms. R, an instructor at Friendship ESL ministry, reinforced 

this learner identity:  

 I enjoy my students very much. …. I like them. They are so intelligent. They know a lot 
 of things. They teach me a lot that I don’t know about….. They are brave to come to this 
 new country for them. I just respect them. They are brave people. (February 25, 2012 at 
 Friendship ESL classroom)  

Ms. R labels her adult learners as “intelligent people” and “brave people.” She values the adult 

learners’ prior experiences and admires their bravery in immigration. Ms. G also asserted her 

perception of the identity position of a smart, knowledgeable, and brave learner. She commented:  

 Some people talk down to the immigrants, just because they cannot speak English. I hate 
 to hear it. The students here are very smart. I know a few of them used to be teachers in 
 their native countries. They know a lot. I cannot understand why some people think that 
 the immigrants who cannot speak English are …. That is wrong. They know about what I 
 don’t know. They opened a new window for me to see different views. They are very 
 smart and serious to learn English here. (January 18, 2012 at Friendship ESL classroom)  

The identity position of a smart, knowledgeable and brave learner is complemented by the 

instructors, as Ms. G and Ms. R. Classroom observation data throughout this study indicate that 
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the instructors listen to the adult learners as much as tell or teach the learners what to do. This 

proves that the instructors’ attitudes towards the immigrant adult learners are not affected by 

some societal messages. Instead, they perceive these adult learners as smart, knowledgeable and 

brave people. This learner identity position that the instructors hold mirrors their role as listeners 

in the classroom interactions, rather than lecturers.                                                                                      

 The fourth learner identity that the instructors perceive is that the immigrant adults are 

bilingual and bicultural beings. Holland et al. (1998) argue that the figured worlds are landscapes 

where “social positions and social relationships are named and conducted. … people fashion 

senses of self” (p. 60). The ESL programs provide the adult learners with landscapes where the 

learners’ native languages are acknowledged, respected and valued. Jane, a Korean immigrant 

adult learner, commented, “I was feeling very warm to see the board filled with ‘welcome’ in 

different languages. ‘Welcome’ in Korean language, it lets me feel so intimate.” Also, 

observation and artifact data in this study reinforce Jane’s feeling of being accepted 

linguistically. Figure 7 provides the immigrant adults with an expression of learner identity that 

is affirmed by the instructors.  
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Figure 7. Cake of happy trails for Adam. 

Adam, a Chinese immigrant adult learner, noted: “When I left here, the teachers made a good-

bye cake for me. Thoughtful people! Very nice people! I feel welcomed.” The welcome message 

on the board and the cake for Adam are “linguistic clothes,” an expression that the learners’ 

linguistic identity is affirmed and accepted by the instructors. These artifacts make the adult 

learners’ linguistic identity visible and accepted, which in turn enable the learners to feel “very 

warm” and “welcomed.” The instructors’ respect and affirmation of the adult learners’ linguistic 

identity are dynamics for expressing their welcome and motivating the learners’ engagement into 

the learning community.                                                                                                                

 The instructors affirm the immigrant adult learners’ identity, not linguistically, but also 

culturally. As the previous section describes, the instructors invite the adult learners to share their 

native cultural codes in relation to the teaching content. Ethnographic interviews show that the 

instructors position the adult learners as the doors for them to know about the different cultures 

in the world. The instructors’ interests in the learners’ cultural experiences invest in the adult 

learners’ increasing motivation of English learning and community engagement. The instructors 

also consider that the bilingual and bicultural adult learners are intellectual. They orchestrate the 

programs as interactive places where the immigrant adults’ cultural and linguistic identities are 
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celebrated and affirmed. In the interactive places, the learners are encouraged to share their 

cultural and linguistic codes.                                                                                                                  

 The adult learners are positioned as model learners rather than deficient and 

disadvantaged learners; intellectual, bilingual, and bicultural beings rather than linguistically and 

culturally deprived beings. Previous studies have addressed that in the process of second 

language socialization, the understanding has an effect on L2 development and performance 

(Chao, 2013; Duff, 2002; McKay & Wong, 1996; Norton, 1995). What follows is a look at how 

the immigrant adults perceive the development of the self through practicing language in the 

church-based ESL programs.                                                                                                                    

 Self-positioned learner identities in progress. Drawing on data from this study, this 

section presents a set of learner identities perceived by the adult learners. First, all of the focal 

participants claimed a learner identity in transition from a shy and ashamed English speaker to a 

comfortable and confident one. Classroom observations indicate that the adult learners 

participated in the interactions with the instructors and the classmates more easily. As Jane 

commented, “I worried about communication when I met foreign people. At this church, teachers 

and classmates are foreign people. So I feel better about myself. …. I study English very hard, so 

I can understand English better.” Like Jane, Kang responded: 

 I used to feel weak and shy when I had to talk with people in English. I just felt a kind of 
 weak. Especially when people could not understand me and let me explain what I said, I 
 felt ashamed of myself. Because I was not sure if my pronunciation is correct or not, so I 
 speak in a soft and not aloud voice. Oh, me! I just wanted to escape when I had to talk 
 with someone in English. …. Now, I feel better to speak in English. When I go to  the 
 grocery store, I feel easier and comfortable when I need to start a conversation with 
 the cashiers. I also do not care if my pronunciation of some words is correct or not. My 
 teacher told me: “Just talk. People will understand me. If don’t, explain it again.” I think 
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 that is right. When I speak English now, I feel better and more comfortable. (September 
 19, 2012 at Kang’s apartment)  

Kang’s comments indicate that limited English proficiency used to enable him to feel weak when 

he had to interact with English-speaking people. Kang’s increasing participation in the ESL class 

invests in his willingness to communicate. Observations also demonstrate that Kang becomes 

active in initiating an interaction by saying, “Let me say this.” Like Kang, Francisco expressed 

his English learner identity transformation from a silent listener to a confident English speaker. 

The following excerpt addresses that Francisco’s English learner identity is in progress. 

            I work on the construction. My coworkers used to make fun of me a lot. They said that 
 they ate raccoons for supper. I asked my teacher, “What is a raccoon?” … Now, they do 
 not tease a lot, because I know what they are talking about. (February 16, 2012 at 
 Northpark ESL classroom) 

With Francisco’s English improvement, he noticed that his coworkers did not tease him as much 

as before. Also, his learner identity is transformed from a listener into an emerging English 

speaker. Not only does the adult learners’ increasing participation in the ESL programs invest in 

their identity of confident and emerging English speakers, it also empowers the adult learners to 

exercise their agency in everyday life. For example, Jack noted: 

 Before I started learning English at the church, I was a “yes-man,” because I could 
 not understand English. So I did not show my opinions. Now, I feel better, a little bit 
 confident in my English. I can talk with the landlord and let him know my  complaints. 
 My neighbor is a very noisy person. So I can let the landlord know the fact. (December 4, 
 2011, at Jack’s apartment)  

Jack claims his ownership of English because he can use the language to report things and 

defend himself. He asserted that his learner identity of a listener and a weak English speaker is in 

transition into a confident English speaker.  
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 The second learner identity asserted by the adult learners was that they transformed an 

identity of an outsider to the community to the insider. Researchers have identified that identity 

construction is built on the degree of belonging to a certain community (Wang, 2010; Wenger, 

1998). The adult learners felt that their ties with the local community were stronger after their 

increasing participation in the church-based ESL programs. For instance, Xin expressed:  

 To me, the ESL program is like a social club. This is the club I can participate in. It is my 
 extended family. People here share a lot of stuff with each other. When I have some 
 questions, I usually find the solutions from here. I am glad that I am a part of the club. 
 This is my place, a place for me to learn English and make friends. (February 22, 2012 at 
 Xin’s apartment)  

Like Xin, some adult learners asserted their membership in the church-based ESL programs. 

They consider the programs the places of facilitating the adult learners to build social 

relationships with the discourse community. They claim their ownership of the ESL programs. 

The learners’ sense of place reinforces their sense of community, which enables them to feel like 

an insider to this situated community. The adult learners’ claim of a sense of place highlights the 

identity of place. The programs are the places in which the adult learners’ English learning and 

identity development are mutually constitutive and dependent.                                                                

 With the adult learners’ increasing familiarity and participation in the local community, 

the learners reported that their community membership is strengthened. Katy explained: 

 The program provides us with a lot of information about our local community such as the 
 grocery stores, nursing homes, libraries, hospitals, schools, and …. We visited the places 
 and talked with the people there. Now, I feel this community is not new to me. I used to 
 feel like a stranger to the community. Now, that is different. I am not a stranger. I am an 
 insider. (January 27, 2012 at Xin’s house)  

The church-based ESL programs work as affordance to strengthen the ties between the 

newcomers and the local community by providing them with community knowledge and contact. 
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Further, the programs facilitate the newcomer immigrant adults to shift their learner identity of 

an outsider to the community to an insider. This learner identity shifting entails their community 

membership.                                                                                                                                              

 The third learner identity is that the learners’ religious identity is in transition into 

Christianity. Observations demonstrate that the church-based ESL programs are embedded and 

embodied into the context of Christian culture. For example, there is a period of singing time at 

Friendship ESL ministry. During the singing time, the instructors lead the adult learners in 

singing Christian songs. Also, Bibles translated in different languages, biblical readings, words 

and artifacts are on the tables or boards in and outside the classrooms. These Christian materials 

seem to demonstrate that Christianity is the dominant religious culture in the programs. They 

also influence the adult learners’ perception on English learning and orders of power, which in 

turn causes the learners’ religious identity shift. As Lin mentioned:     

 I crossed the Christian part in the entry form. It can bring me more opportunities to 
 associate with the teachers. They prefer those whose entry form says ‘Christians.’ 
 (February 10, 2010 Friendship ESL classroom) 

Lin admitted that two reasons drove her to mark herself as a Christian in the program entry form: 

maintaining a harmonious relationship with the English-speaking Christian instructors and 

gaining access to power and privilege through marking herself as a Christian. The entry form as 

an artifact seems to figure Christian privilege and power. It tends to impinge upon the immigrant 

adults the norms that the program desired them to employ. While Lin identifies a possible bias in 

the form, her experience with her instructors outweighs this feelings.                                                

 Different from Lin’s transition into a learner identity of Christianity, some adult learners’ 

religious identity shifting into Christianity is built on their high respect and attachment to the 
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instructors. The following excerpt from an interview with Jane, a Korean immigrant, provides a 

glimpse into the inner world of an adult learner.   

 Researcher: Do you think that your participation in the ESL ministry influences your  
  religion? 

 Jane: I did not have religion before I came to the ESL class. After staying at the program  
  for some time, I think being a Christian helps me understand English. Many  
  people said reading Bible is helpful in understanding English. .... We sing songs  
  here. Very comfortable! I love the singer couple, very touching moment. When I  
  sing a song, very relaxed. I feel closer to God. Then, I think about the couple’s  
  mind. I think they do not receive anything, just volunteers. Their voices are  
  beautiful. I imagine when I am at their age, how do I do anything for other  
  people? So every Wednesday, I talk to my Korean friends: Come to church to  
  sing songs. (October 26, 2011 at Friendship ESL classroom)  

Three reasons explain Jane’s religious transition. Jane began with reading the Bible because she 

was told that reading the Bible is facilitative to improving English. Also, Jane’s respect for the 

Christian volunteers promotes her emotional attachment and desire for becoming a person like 

them. Finally, singing Christian songs during the class break time enables Jane to feel relaxed 

and closer to God. Some adult learners reinforced these three reasons for their religious identity 

shifting.                                                                                                                                      

  Investment in Cultural Capital in Relation to Social Participation                    

 Bourdieu (1991) underscores the social origin of language rather than language as a tool 

of communication. More importantly, he states that language is an instrument of power. It is a 

form of symbolic capital which is exercised in ways to shape an individual’s distribution of other 

types of capital, such as economic capital and social capital. In analyzing the data in the course 

of this study, it is through participation in the church-based ESL programs that the immigrant 

adults gain or resist access to English practice, integration into the target culture, identity 
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shifting, and the social networks that provide the learners with an opportunity to speak and be 

heard. Thus, the immigrant adults’ ESL learning is part of a process of socialization through 

which the learners practice English and acquire social customs and relationships through the 

programs where the ESL learning takes place. The adult learners’ second language acquisition 

and socialization emerge in the same process. Moreover, the learners’ second language 

socialization is associated with changes in cultural capital in their families.                                                 

 In what follows, I combine capital mobility with ethnographic data analysis in my 

examination of the dynamics for cultural capital in the immigrant families’ participation in the 

church-based ESL programs. I present multi-layers of how the adult learners’ second language 

socialization through the programs affects their access to material, cultural, social, and linguistic 

and literacy resources in their families.                                                                                       

Improving Job Access                                                                                                           

 Ethnographic data demonstrate that the immigrant adults gain access to employment 

opportunities and preparation for job application. For instance, Kang responded when asked in 

what ways that the church-based ESL programs helped him with employment: 

 Ms. H and my teacher offered write recommendation letters when I applied for a job. In 
 this city, I think they know me more except my family. Also, Ms. H told me a lot of 
 things about how to apply for a job and behavioral habits at workplace in the U.S. She is 
 like a mentor for me. So here, plus English learning, it also helps me with job application. 
 (September 25, 2012 at Kang’s home)  

Kang’s instructors are very enthusiastic in helping with the adult learners’ job searches. Like 

Kang, the learners’ participation in the church-based ESL programs is more than English 

learning. It provides the learners with job application support, such as recommendation letters 

and suggestions in conforming with workplace regulations. Ms. M further indicated: 
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 I have taken my students to their application of jobs. I help students get jobs. One of my 
 students works for my next door neighbor, clean her house. Then, her husband does their 
 yards two times a week. And then her [the neighbor’s] son is a doctor. My student’s son 
 got a job to clean the doctor’s offices at night, big offices. They are actually able to move 
 out of the mobile home into a nice apartment and school zone and get another car. So 
 things like that. (March 12, 2012 at Ms. M’s house)  

Ms. M broadens her adult learners’ opportunities to work by using her social networks. She 

expects that offering the ESL learners’ access to work may help them improve living conditions 

which in turn indirectly invest in their children’s schooling. Ms. M also reported that she 

provided the immigrant adults with workshops in job applications. She noted: 

 This is a very cultural thing. Women in their [Mexican] culture are very modest, 
 especially when they interact with a strange man. So, about second class, I teach them 
 about how to do a handshake. They hated it. They are very shy. They hate to do it with 
 me. And I said: Come on, give me your hand. They all do this [shaking hand]. I just want 
 them to learn the way to do that, because I said when you are going to business, if you are 
 looking for a job, this is the correct way to do it. This is your confidence. Head your head 
 up, have smile on your face, put shoulders back, give them your confidence. (March 9, 
 2012, at Ms. M’s house)  

Ms. M combines ESL teaching into satisfying the immigrant adult learners’ real needs for job 

searches. Her job workshop helps the learners understand the cultural codes and socialize into 

the U.S. workplaces. As Tori commented on Ms. M, “I am fortunate here. My teacher trains me 

how to act in profession. She looks at me as a student when teaching us English, but she also 

understands what we need and want outside the classroom.” According to Tori, Ms. M sees her 

immigrant adult learners as whole persons rather than just English learners.                                       

 Many of those interviewed commented on the ways that the church-based ESL programs 

promote the immigrant learners’ access and preparation for work. In particular, two ways are 

mentioned by them in facilitating their preparedness to work. One is that the instructors use their 

social ties to broaden the learners’ access to job opportunities. The other is that the instructors 
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teach the immigrant adult learners work manners and behaviors which are desired by the host 

culture.                                                                                                                                            

Promoting Family-together Literacy Practice                                                                                     

 In analyzing the data, it is clear that the immigrant adults’ participation in the church-

based ESL programs promotes direct family literacy practices such as shared literacy events with 

children and engagement in children’s literacy learning activities. For example, Xuan explained: 

 My son and me read the newspaper together. His homework assignment is to write a 
 current event every Wednesday and do a presentation in class the next day. He was 
 excited to see the newspaper I brought home from ESL classes. He told his classmates 
 read the same newspaper. We share understandings of culture and events in the 
 newspaper. I feel close to his mind, his schooling. … ESL class keeps me updated. 
 (October 20, 2011, on university campus)  

Xuan’s classroom readings, such as the newspaper, have become family literacy materials. They 

serve as mechanisms for activating Xuan’s family literacy events. For instance, the family 

reading materials increase the interaction between Xuan and her son in terms of cultural 

knowledge and events. Xuan’s comments indicate that not only has her church-based ESL 

learning kept her informed, but it also has gotten her more involved in her son’s school work. 

Such shared literacy practices also occurred in Carlos’s home.  

 My writings in the ESL class can help my daughter some in her school assignments. For 
 example, my daughter kept my essay “My Hometown” into her folder. She had the same 
 essay prompt. She considered mine could help her. (February 3, 2012, at Carlos’s 
 friend’s apartment)  

Carlos is proud that he is a positive role model for his daughter’s language and literacy learning. 

He called the ESL learning as “DOUBLE LEARNING” in his journal: “It is DOUBLE 

LEARNING. I improve English and  learn many issues. I am also a learning model for my kids.” 

Carlos’s participation in the church-based ESL program becomes an educational resource for his 
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daughter’s language use and literacy practice. Like Carlos, Maria also explicated her “DOUBLE 

LEARNING” through the ESL program: 

 I enjoy the topics in class discussion. I keep attending the ESL class and find that my 
 children and I, we have more topics for dinner talk. I tell my children interesting things I 
 learn in ESL classes. Like today, we talked about study on chimpanzees. They love to 
 hear it. (October 16, 2011, at Friendship ESL classroom)  

Observation data also present that the adult learners use their classroom language and literacy 

practices as their family dinner talk materials. As the adult learners such as Maria noted, their 

classroom talk enhances the frequency of interaction with her children as well as broadening her 

children’s horizons.                                                                                                                                     

 Most participants reported that their church-based ESL learning promotes engagement in 

direct family literacy practices. Moreover, their language and literacy experiences through the 

programs expose them to indirect family literacy activities such as parent-child communication 

and family enrichment activities. Mary reported: 

 My kids know a lot of American culture. I used to feel kids and me living in two different 
 worlds, my Spanish world and their English world. I know nothing about Halloween or 
 Thanksgiving. Kids learn these at school, but they cannot explain them to me in Spanish. 
 I experienced these in my ESL class. Now, I can share the things with them. (April 10, 
 2011, at Friendship ESL classroom)  

Mary’s ESL learning enables her to experience an increasing degree of acculturation and 

intergenerational cohesion. Kang similarly recounted: 

 After learning English at the church, I feel I am more responsive to what my daughter 
 talks about at home. I used to feel confused at the things she talked about. Now, we can 
 communicate with her more than before. When she talked about her school activities for 
 Thanksgiving holiday, I told her about our activities in the ESL program, we can share 
 similar topics now. Sometimes when my daughter is not at school, she would like to 
 come to ESL class with me, particularly when we have some field trips or holiday 
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 celebrations. My English learning brings opportunities for her to know about police 
 station and some other institutions. It is worthy to go to ESL classes. (December 20, 2012, 
 at Kang’s apartment)  

Kang and Maria’s church-based ESL learning creates access to get them more involved in 

family-together activities and interactions with children. According to Auerbach (1989), 

frequency of children’s outings with parents has a strong effect on building family-together 

literacy. Thus, the church-based ESL programs indirectly invest in the immigrant adults’ 

communication with their children through involving the adult learners in a range of language, 

literacy, and cultural practices.                                                                                                                  

 Most of the immigrant adult learners indicate that participation in the church-based ESL 

programs is seen as a dynamic for family-together literacy practice. Those interviewed believed 

that their church-based ESL learning invests in their agency to exercise direct or indirect family 

literacy and language practices.                                                                                           

Increasing Interaction with Children’s Schools                                                                                  

 In addition to investing in family-together literacy practices, data demonstrate that the 

church-based ESL programs provide the immigrant adults with opportunities for school 

involvement. Ms. H commented:  

 Our students are very interested in their children’s schools, but they do not go. They feel 
 a kind of ..., because they don’t think their English is good enough to communicate with 
 teachers. Two teachers in our church would like us to come and talk about culture to their 
 classes. Our students are happy to do it. They are very brave to use English. I am proud 
 of them. (November 30, 2011, at Friendship ESL classroom)  

Through increasing interaction with the immigrant adults, Ms. H notices that the learners look 

forward to communicating with their children’s school teachers. However, they are hesitant to 

participate in the school activities because of their lack of English proficiency. Ms. H serves as a 
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bridge between the immigrant parents and their children’s schools by engaging the parents into 

school activities, particularly the multicultural activities. The immigrant parents find a sense of 

worth and responsibility through their school involvement. For instance, Chen, a Chinese 

immigrant adult learner, noted: 

 Ms. H invited me to talk about Chinese New Year with the second grade kids at school. I 
 first felt that I might not be good to give a good introduction, because I am afraid that I 
 would not understand the kids’ words. …. It is exciting because I understood the kids’ 
 English very well. Also I was amazed at myself. I did a pretty good presentation for the 
 kids. I felt happy to do something for others. Especially, I felt excited because the kids 
 asked me a lot of questions about Chinese New Year. They are interested in it. (February 
 22, 2012, at Friendship ESL classroom)  

Being considered as a cultural resource to the local schools enabled Chen to feel valued and 

respected. The church-based ESL programs create opportunities for the immigrant adults to get 

involved in school activities, depending on the learners’ cultural diversity. These activities in 

turn empower the immigrant adult learners’ sense of contribution. With regard to her school 

involvement, Chen further commented, “I feel good to do the volunteering work at the local 

school. My child also told me that she is proud of me. I volunteered as a guest speaker in her 

school.”                                                                                                                                                          

 As their English abilities improve, the immigrant adults feel comfortable in 

communicating with their children’s school teachers. In explaining this, Triny said, “I did not 

attend Open House before my English was OK. Now, I feel comfortable to go, even though I 

cannot understand all. I want to see the kids’ teachers. It [English] gives me the opportunity.” 

Like Triny, the immigrant adult learners recognize that English and literacy proficiency are the 

keys to communicating with their children’s teachers as well as empowering the learners to 

practice agency in bettering their children’s education. Ms. G stressed: “My students care about 
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their children’s education so much. They are interested in teacher-parent meetings. They are 

motivated to learn English. So they can interact with kids’ school teachers.”                             

 Furthermore, the immigrant parents in this research believe that the instructors and the 

coordinators provide them with the tools to advocate for social justice in their children’s school 

lives. As Carlos explained: 

 My daughter was bullied by some children at school. They called her, “You are bad, 
 Latico.” I talked to her teacher and the director, they did nothing. It is not right. My ESL 
 teacher called the school. We feel we are not alone. We have more people caring us. She 
 is willing to help us. She teaches me to make a phone call or write a letter in dealing 
 with it. Literacy survives us. (November 14, 2011, at Carlos’ friend’s house)  

Carlos receives institutional power from his ESL instructor to resist his daughter’s bullying 

incident and challenge school authorities. The instructor’s willingness to help makes Carlos feel 

“we are not alone.” In providing advocacy, the instructor’s support leads Carlos to identify the 

power of language and literacy: “A precondition for social and cultural emancipation” (Giroux, 

1987, p. 2).                                                                                                                                                  

 The ways that the programs empower the immigrant parents’ interactions with the 

schools manifest in two ways. First, the programs serve as community brokers to connect the 

schools with the parents. By doing so, they promote the parents’ confidence and frequency of 

interaction with school teachers. Second, the programs provide literacy and language support and 

advocacy to seek social justice for the adult learners.                                                                  

Address Family and Ethnic Community Issues Independently                                                         

 Data indicate that the immigrant adult learners’ increasing participation in the church-

based ESL programs enables them to use language and literacy to address family and ethnic 

community issues. Triny recounted:  
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 My teacher teaches us money exchange, writing checks, government functions. I used to 
 send my child to do those for me, issues like asking for meals, going to bank or different 
 places. I feel free now. I can do it alone. (November 10, 2011, at Triny’s apartment)  

Since developing her own English literacy, Triny can use it to independently deal with family 

issues. Literacy has become socially and emotionally significant in Triny’s daily life. Her sense 

of freedom comes from English literacy proficiency. Xin also expressed: “I feel I am an 

independent person now. I can express myself in basic English. Being independent just lets me 

feel good and confident.”                                                                                                                       

 Besides using literacy to independently address family issues, some immigrant adult 

learners in this study serve as references and advocates for their ethnic communities. Bo 

explained: “People ask me about where to get handicapped service, child care, or .... I learn a lot 

from the church. It survives me, and I can help others.” A few adult learners mentioned that they 

serve as language brokers for their ethnic communities: communicating with schools and 

housing managers. 

 I receive phone calls from the school teachers. They said, “We have problems with this 
 child, can you speak with the father?” I said, “Yes, let me call him. Let me go.” I am a 
 volunteer. A lot of cases like this, health care or post office services. My kids call me 
 “busy bee.” I am glad to use literacy to help people. The people who do not come to the 
 ESL classes have to learn English, because they are here. Their children are here. 
 (February 29, 2012, at Northpark ESL classroom)  

The immigrant adults’ church-based ESL learning experiences enable them to contribute to their 

ethnic communities. They model the use of literacy in daily family and community activities. As 

Vivian stated:   

 The program gives us a communication tool. Through the tool, we can do things. So, the 
 program gives us a tool of life. We use the tool to solve the problems in life. Also, it 
 helps us establish our confidence and independence. It also helps us to build a role model 
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 for the kids. So, the program is more than just English. (November 23, 2011, at 
 Friendship ESL classroom)   

Vivian’s comments address that the church-based ESL programs use language as a 

communication tool for the immigrant adult learners. Further, it is “a tool of life.” The programs 

actually offer learners coping mechanisms for living in the United States. In this sense, the 

programs provide the adult learners with language as “a tool of life,” rather than language as a 

communication tool. Most of the participants in this study indicate that the programs prepare 

them to become advocates for their own families and communities.                                                             

 The church-based ESL programs provide the immigrant parents with access to the 

language of power. The programs invest in the parents’ literacy, but they also encourage the 

parents to be advocates for their neighborhoods and communities.                                                

Reclaimed Ownership of Home Language                                                                                              

 Most focal participants reported that the programs play an important role in fostering 

appreciation for home language. Laura noted: 

 I grew up in poverty in Guatemala. I will never keep my children there. I want them to be 
 American, as Americanized as possible, and put that [things connected to Guatemala] 
 behind them, including Spanish. I would like them to live in the USA, not come back to 
 the place where I was born. I would like them to have better education in the USA. So I 
 would like to see them speak good English. No Spanish. My husband and I speak Spanish 
 to each other, but we speak English with kids. I want to study English, so I came here. 
 (October 12, 2011, at Laura’s apartment)  

Laura desired her children to be as Americanized as possible before her participation in the 

program. She used to hold the perspective that her children should acquire pure English rather 

than mixed Spanish and English. Her experience of poverty in Guatemala also reinforces her 

attitude toward Spanish. In Laura’s mind, her children’s Spanish acquisition may strengthen their 

ties to Guatemala; she never wanted her children to return. Thus, Laura thinks that abandoning 
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Spanish can cut her children’s language bond with her native country. However, one field trip 

changed her attitude toward her native language. Laura noted:  

 Our class came to the local school. We talked about native cultures and languages with 
 the kids. One kid could speak some Spanish with me. She felt happy and proud to talk 
 with me in Spanish. The other kids seemed to admire her very much. I was thinking if my 
 children could speak Spanish like her, that would be good. Also, my classmates are 
 very happy to tell the kids about their languages, like Korean, Chinese, and Japanese. I 
 was very struggling in mind. I think something wrong with my attitude toward Spanish 
 language. (February 23, 2012, at Laura’s apartment)  

Laura’s field trip enables her to recognize the value of native language. It helps her reclaim the 

ownership of her native language, Spanish. Especially, the little girl’s proficiency of Spanish 

decide that Spanish language should be a heritage for her family. The field trips initiated by the 

church-based ESL programs affect the immigrant adults’ attitudes towards their native 

languages. Similarly, the instructors also play a role in influencing the immigrant adults’ 

attitudes towards their native languages. Ms. H, a coordinator of Friendship ESL ministry, 

recounted:   

 It is a shame to lose home language. It doesn’t make any sense, just because you have a 
 language, you cannot allow yourself not to see the beauty of in your own language, and 
 also see the beauty in the English language. It is not the one better than the other. They 
 are just different. … I would like to learn Chinese or Spanish, but I wouldn’t give my 
 English up. They are two treasures. I took a choice of one treasure, another treasure, you 
 can have both treasures. (January 25, 2012, at Friendship ESL classroom)  

 The immigrant parents also reported that they feel respected by embedding home 

language practices within the classrooms and beyond such as writing biblical words in Spanish 

on the classroom’s board. When asked about how the parents feel about the biblical words, Tina 

said:  
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 Good to see it written in Spanish, because it is hard to see something here written in 
 Spanish. It is very valuable to see something spelled in Spanish. I feel respected. When I 
 got into the door, it is the first thing I saw, and I started reading it. I feel happy and 
 excited. (February 3, 2012, at Northpark ESL classroom)  

Cina echoed Tina’s words:   

 It [Spanish] is part of me. That means they are interested in me, in my native language. 
 I appreciate it. The instructors’ interest in my native language means they care me. They 
 know me. To me, I feel welcomed and respected here. (interview, Cina, October 8, 2011)  

By seeing the biblical words in Spanish, Tina feels accepted. The program respects and values 

the linguistic diversity that the immigrant parents bring to the program. Cina claims Spanish as 

her linguistic territory and identity marker, saying, “It is part of me.” Ms. T explained why she 

wrote biblical words in Spanish in her email to the first researcher in this study.  

  I wanted to share a verse with our students in their native language just as a way to 
 'build a bridge'.  Sharing encouraging words with them in their native language I hope 
 lets them know that we appreciate where they're coming from, that we value Scripture, 
 and that by speaking (in writing) their language we show them love. Two of our main 
 goals are to build trust with our Spanish-speaking neighbors (and those of any other 
 language who join us) and to show them Christ's love. While we use an immersion 
 program, using their language isn't forbidden. It's not used regularly in class, since we 
 believe that using it too much can slow down their learning. However, when it comes to 
 'chatting' with the students before & after class, I do try to use some Spanish. It's my 
 hope that sharing Scripture also lets our students know our motivation for our classes is 
 Christ's love. (March 27, 2012, Ms. T’s email to the researcher)  

Ms. T wants to use Spanish biblical scripture as “a bridge” to convey Christ’s love and build 

trust and mutual respect. More importantly, the Spanish scriptures enable the immigrant adult 

learners to identify their linguistic strengths and promote awareness of children’s home language 

practices. Triny stated: 

 I like children to fit into American culture better. So I learn English and speak English at 
 home. I used to get mad when the kids talked something in English I could not 
 understand. I also got mad when I spoke English, but they could not understand. Now I 
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 feel my kids should be able to know Spanish. So I teach them Spanish. They like it 
 because they can teach their classmates. They teach me English. They feel they are smart. 
 (December 8, 2011, at Northpark ESL classroom)   

Building on recognition of her Spanish language, Triny has developed a relationship of peer 

study with her children in family literacy practices.                                                                                 

 The church-based ESL programs make the immigrant parents’ native languages visible in 

and beyond the classrooms. They also provide the immigrant adults with opportunities to employ 

their home language in community activities. Similar to Norton’s research that finds “when 

learners engage in literacy practices, they are also engaged in acts of identity” (2010, p. 10), the 

programs facilitate the immigrant adults to recognize their linguistic power which in turn 

empowers them to reclaim the ownership of it.                                                                                

      Summary                                                              

 This chapter has presented the ways that the immigrant adults are socialized through 

English language practices, specifically, to use English as speakers and members of communities 

by participation in the church-based ESL programs. After providing an understanding of 

ethnographic entry negotiation and contextual characteristics of two church-based ESL 

programs, this study interprets the complexity of reasons for the adult learners’ participation or 

nonparticipation in the programs. The reasons for the immigrant adult learners’ participation in 

the programs include the learners’ desires for interaction with the target language speakers, 

children’s school teachers, and their English-speaking children. These reasons for participation 

address that language is not merely a communication tool but it is also symbolic capital which 

enables the adult learners to gain the right to speak. The reasons for non-participation go beyond 

time limit and transportation constraints. The adult learners speak about the sociocultural 

constraints in terms of religion and their intolerance of accented English. Next, this chapter 
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reports three ways that the programs facilitate the immigrant adults to become cultural and 

linguistic speakers. The three ways are employing interactive instructions in and beyond the 

classrooms, developing the learners’ cross-cultural awareness, and affirming and transforming 

the learners’ linguistic, cultural and religious identities. Finally, this chapter addresses how the 

immigrant adults’ second language socialization is realized through the church-based ESL 

programs; these programs facilitate their family-together literacy and language practices, 

interaction with children’s schools, reclamation of home language, and transformation into 

advocates of family and ethnic communities.         
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CHAPTER V: 

DISCUSSION 

Overview 

 This ethnographic study presents that immigrant adult learners’ participation in the 

church-based ESL programs is not only a process of second language acquisition and learning 

but also a process of socialization. Community knowledge and sociocultural information are 

integrated into the programs’ language-mediated interactions. The immigrant adults’ church-

based second language learning promotes their acquisition of appropriate language use, literacy 

practices, cross-cultural awareness, as well as social integration into the target culture. This study 

also indicates that the church-based ESL programs are win-win communities. In one sense, the 

immigrant adults’ second language socialization through participation in the programs 

contributes to cultural capital in their families. This study reinforces that language is power in 

establishing an individual’s position in the social arena. In the other sense, the programs are 

springboards for building community cohesion and social inclusion, which facilitates church 

members to go beyond cultural and linguistic boundaries.  

 This chapter considers further the primary themes of the immigrant adults’ second 

language socialization through the programs. The discussion mainly focuses on the aspects of the 

immigrant adults’ church-based second language socialization, cultural understanding, 

community building, and identity shifting. Also, by linking to the related literature, this chapter 

discusses how the immigrant adults’ church-based second language socialization transmits into 

cultural capital and literacy practices in their families. Next, this chapter highlights implications 

for pedagogy in adult ESL education. This chapter ends with a call for future research and 

conclusion of the study.   
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Cultural and Linguistic Beings in Classroom Practice 

 The ethnographic interviews, combined with the classroom observations, provide further 

evidence that immigrant adults’ church-based English learning involves acquiring a new culture. 

The instructors explain cultural understanding as one important facet of second language 

acquisition. They further consider it an indicator of success to second language learners. The 

instructors’ perspective reinforces Kramsch’s (1993) statement: “Learning a foreign language, 

…, is not just learning a new way of communicating, but a way of making a cultural statement” 

(p. 237). The inextricable bond between language and culture stresses language as a cultural tool 

for L2 learners to help them pick up the target language. On the other hand, language acquisition 

also hones the learners’ cross-cultural understanding. Throughout this study, several cultural 

dimensions in the church-based ESL teaching and learning are carried out.                           

Instructors as Cultural Brokers                                                                                                              

 This study indicates the instructors as cultural brokers in church-based ESL education. As 

Brown (2007) explains that “whenever you teach a language, you also teach a complex system of 

cultural customs, values, and ways of thinking, feeling, and acting” (p. 74). The teaching in the 

programs is tied to cultural acquisition, and the teaching is embedded into the culturally based 

activities. For example, the church-based ESL instructors invited the adult learners to talk about 

dream interpretation in their own culture. This caused a few “aha moments.” These “aha 

moments” not only develop the learners’ deeper cross-cultural understanding, but they also 

enhance their multi-angle thinking. Further, these cultural sharing experiences cultivate the adult 

learners’ commitment to their own cultures and respect for the cultures different from their own. 

This study indicates that these experiences seem to be especially important in language 

communication and meaning negotiation. The techniques that the instructors used to elicit the 
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learners’ cultural understandings include using questions and talking about their travelling 

experiences to different countries. Also, this study addresses that immigrant adults’ experiences 

and expectations are central to classroom discourse. The classroom discourse not only affirms 

the voices of adult learners but also creates opportunities where the learners can explore the new 

culture by discussing personalized experiences. For instance, the following classroom discourse 

around Triny’s essay “My Hometown” indicates “teaching a language is teaching how to shape 

the context of the lesson as an individual learning event and as a social encounter with regard to 

its setting, its participation roles, the purpose of its activities, its topics of conversation, its tone, 

modalities, norms of interaction, and the genres of its tasks” (Kramsch, 1993, p. 67).  

 [Triny read her essay “my hometown” to the class.] 

 Triny: I have been here for one and a half years. I think this is my new hometown. When  
  I wrote my homework about my hometown, I thought it is in my Chiapo in  
  Mexico. The reality is here, I am in Alabama. When I arrived here at the   
  beginning, I was so excited to know a new country, new friends, new   
  projects, and new culture. While the time passing, the reality was different.  
  Cultural shock, not only for me, for the whole family, especially my teenage  
  daughters. I don’t want to remember sad things, because we are doing good.  
  Thanks God. So I like this city, I like Alabama. There are so many trees, pine  
  trees. It is beautiful to see a lot of cars, animals running. You can breathe   
  fresh air. Sometimes, we want to run between the pine trees. There are lakes of  
  fish and the weather is fantastic, so I love all that, except tornados. That is   
  amazing to see the tree changing green, orange, yellow. I like to see how the  
  weather is changing. Suddenly raining. After a while, the sun is shining. I   
  see this in the film. This is a specific town. All people are not in hurry. 

 Mr. K: We would say, “We are doing well.” “Suddenly, it is raining.” “Specific, we  
  might say ‘slow-paced town.’  

  Very good! Good essay! I actually grew up in Birmingham, Alabama. Many years 
  ago, when there were steel mills in Birmingham, The air pollution was so bad.  
  There was haze over the city.  Fortunately, it  has been cleaned up. (January 25,  
  2012, in Mr. K’s class)  

Mr. K corrected the grammar mistakes within the context of Triny’s essay. His contextualized 

correction made Triny understand her grammar mistakes. Through inviting the adult learners to 
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participate in the personalized ESL learning, Mr. K enables the adult learners to explore, 

discover, and exchange their historical life experiences. Appreciation, respect, and curiosity are 

Mr. K’s feedback to the learners’ descriptions of their hometown. His feedback promotes the 

adult learners’ enthusiasm for making more language production. Meanwhile, Mr. K’s feedback 

builds up the learners’ genuine sociocultural and immigration concerns regarding their 

interpretations of hometown.                                                                                                                          

 In the conversational discourse about the essay of “My Hometown,” the adult learners 

were encouraged to explore the potential significance of their immigration. In doing so, the 

instructor provided the learners with opportunities for language and literacy practices. These 

opportunities are built within a context where the adult learners are positioned as cultural beings. 

The instructors such as Mr. K actively participate in dialogues with their learners by talking 

about both of their own interpretations of hometown. Through these contextual dialogues in the 

classroom, languacutlural exchanges between the instructors and the learners emerge. Within the 

contextual dialogues, both the instructors and the learners are participants in classroom 

discourse. Also, in such circumstances, the adult learners are mediated to shift from peripheral 

participation to full participation. In the church-based ESL classrooms, the instructors such as 

Mr. K serve as cultural brokers to break silence in the community of practice.                             

Learners as Cultural Beings                                                                                                              

 In the church-based ESL community of practice, not only do the instructors serve as 

cultural brokers, but also the learners act as cultural beings. In the culturally based interactive 

classroom discourse, the learners gain more sensitivity to the target culture and examine their 

heritage culture. In such a classroom discourse, culture works as a mechanism for the immigrant 

adults’ adjustment to the host culture and communication with people from other cultures, which 
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in turn prevents the learners from being locked in their ethnic communities. By situating 

themselves in the culturally based classrooms, the adult learners learn to be talk initiators. For 

example, in Ms. M’s class, a few adult learners asked those from other cultural backgrounds 

some questions about their dream interpretations. In this sense, the class discussion is bound up 

with understandings of multiple cultures. It enables the learners and Ms. M to become cultural 

workers. In such a community of practice, ESL learning is accomplished through casual 

conversations. This is in line with Kramsch’s (1993) statement that the purpose of conversation 

on familiar topics is both “to practice the language and to socialize, i.e. to get acquainted with 

other students in the class” (p. 80).                                                                                                             

 The instructional materials in the church-based ESL programs also suggest that the 

instructors serve as cultural brokers as well as the learners as cultural beings. These materials 

consist of reading materials with selected topics, visual supports, and seating arrangements. The 

discussion topics of the reading materials vary from the presidential election to drugs and alcohol 

at home. These topics are in terms of the learners’ daily lives and attract their interests in 

language practices. The topics also provide the learners with opportunities to elicit the learners’ 

critical thinking related to cultural understandings. With these language practices, the adult 

learners’ cross-cultural awareness develops by osmosis. Thus, classroom practices around the 

reading materials are important in facilitating second language acquisition and cultural 

understanding. The reading materials provide the instructors and the learners with a cultural 

performance stage. For instance, the reading material explains dream interpretation practices 

founded in both the East and the West, ranging from ancient times to the present. Such a reading 

material enriches the learners’ cultural schemata by activating the learners’ background 

knowledge in terms of the topics of the reading materials.  
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In addition to the reading materials used for culturally based language practices in the 

programs, the classroom physical settings are also designed to develop the learners’ cultural 

awareness. For example, the classroom discussion is done in a round-table fashion. This seating 

symbolizes that each learner’s voice will be heard, respected and valued. As Smith and Carvill 

(2000) indicate: 

Communication across cultures is not just for exchanging information, for wanting to sell 
 or buy, for having pleasure, and the like. Our motives in engaging the ‘other,’ …, should 
 always be guided and inspired by the more fundamental aim of cross-cultural 
 communication, namely, to build hospitable and kind relationships and good human 
 connections through which people enrich and bless each other, having the well-being and 
 flourishing of each other at heart. (p. 99)   

By sorting out instructional materials and classroom settings, the church-based ESL 

programs have become social places where various cultures meet, and language is used to 

express, expose, and symbolize cultural realities. The culturally based language practices 

increasingly shorten the cultural and social distance between the learners and the instructors, 

which in turn facilitates the learners’ cross-cultural competence. In these language practices, the 

ESL instructors act as cultural brokers, and the learners work as cultural beings.                               

Learners as Linguistic Beings                                                                                                                     

 The adult learners at the programs are not merely positioned as cultural beings; the 

instructors also perceive them as linguistic beings. This study indicates that the instructors are 

very interested in the learners’ native languages. Ms. T commented that the more she knows 

about Spanish and exposes it to Hispanic learners, the more she will be able to reach out to 

Hispanic learners. Ms. T wrote the biblical verses in Spanish on the classroom boards before the 

class began. When I asked why she did so, Ms. T explained it in an email to me.  
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 Hi, Xia! 
 I'm so glad you thought about asking the students about the verse! I had hoped to put one 
 on the board each week, but haven't done so. I'll work hard tomorrow to get to the church 
 early enough to write another one this week! 
 I wanted to share a verse with our students in their native language just as a way to 'build 
 a bridge'. Sharing encouraging words with them in their native language I hope lets them 
 know that we appreciate where they're coming from, that we value Scripture, and that by 
 speaking (in writing) their language we show them love. Two of our main goals are to 
 build trust with our Spanish-speaking neighbors (and those of any other language who 
 join us) and to show them Christ's love. While we use an immersion program, using their 
 language isn't forbidden. It's not used regularly in class, since we believe that using it too 
 much can slow down their learning. However, when it comes to 'chatting' with the 
 students before & after class, I do try to use some Spanish. It's my hope that sharing 
 Scripture also lets our students know our motivation for our classes is Christ's love.  
 I hope that's helpful. Feel free to ask more questions if you like!   

Ms. T makes the effort to demonstrate that she respects and values the adult learners’ native 

languages. At the same time, the biblical verses in Spanish convey a message that the ESL 

instructors love the learners and would like to share the love of Jesus Christ with the learners. A 

few Mexican adult learners reported that they felt warm and well connected to the program, 

especially when the instructors used Spanish phrases in class. Similar to Ms. T, other instructors 

convey their interests in the learners’ native languages by posing questions in class, such as 

“How do you say the word in Chinese?” The instructors’ respect of the learners’ native 

languages helps the learners overcome linguistic borders between the instructors and the learners 

as well as the learners and the learners, which in turn facilitates classroom discourse. In this case, 

the use of the learners’ native languages in the programs goes beyond the communicative 

function of the native languages. Instead, it further indicates and fosters an emotional attachment 

to the programs, the instructors, and the adult learners. Through accepting and respecting the 

immigrant adults’ native languages, the instructors serve as linguistic brokers. They regard 

linguistic and cultural pluralism as a desirable environment in which cultural and linguistic 

diversity is celebrated and accommodated. The instructors’ perception on linguistic and cultural 
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diversity is in line with Guarasci and Cornwell’s (1997) statement that the community-based 

learning is “a pedagogy for evoking the interplay of difference, community, and intercultural 

citizenship” (p. 48). Accordingly, the church-based ESL programs can be seen as communities in 

which the instructors and the learners become connected with each other through languacultural 

interactions.                                                                                                                                                

 Figured Worlds of Language, Identity, Power and Paradoxical Opportunity   

 Poststructuralist approaches to language explicate the interaction among language, 

identity, and power. Church as one of the main social structures in the United States is a figured 

world in which social forces, positions, and a desired identity influence immigrant adult learners’ 

English learning and self-recognition. The following section will discuss how artifacts and 

classroom discourse in the programs affect the learners’ language development and identity 

negotiation.                                                                                                                                        

Artifacts as Mediation for Social Participation and Identity Negotiation                                     

 Three roles of the artifacts in the church-based ESL programs are identified in this study. 

First, the artifacts act as semiotic mediations in order to transmit the programs’ friendship and 

acceptance into immigrant adults’ language learning. The artifacts are material embodiments and 

environmental stimuli. They afford adult learners’ perceptions of English learning through the 

church-based ESL programs. As Vivian noted:  

 This organization not only gives us a language tool, it also provides an environment for 
 relationship. …. Just like Ms. H’s necklace. She likes it very much. There are different 
 faces. Every bead is engraved a face of color. She wishes to have an international face.
 This place is for learning English, also meeting people from different places.” (November 
 13, 2009, at a coffee shop)  
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 The artifacts in the programs also facilitate the learners’ cultural acquisition and language 

interactions between instructors and learners, and between learners and learners. For example, 

the adult learners cooked their culturally authentic food for the annual international food fair. 

The traditional food not only expresses the learners’ emotional attachments to the instructors and 

the other learners but also demonstrates a sense of pride in their native culture of food. In this 

sense, the artifacts in the programs work as semiotic mediations. They may help the immigrant 

adult learners speak out their hidden voices.                                                                                             

 In addition to the artifacts as semiotic mediations for friendship and acceptance, this 

study indicates that the artifacts in the programs are also mediations for power. Power is 

represented and embedded in the artifacts. It recasts and reproduces Christian identity privilege 

in the programs. For instance, the entry form of Friendship ESL ministry makes Lin perceive the 

orders of power:  

 When I filled out the entry form, there was a question: Are you a Christian? Two 
 answers provided. One is yes, the other is no. I crossed the Christian part in the entry 
 form. It can bring me more opportunities to associate with the teachers. I think this is 
 U.S., more Christians. So if I indicate that I am a Christian, I would have more 
 opportunities and gain more welcome. They prefer those whose entry form says 
 ‘Christians,’ I think. (February 10, 2010, at Friendship ESL classroom) 

Lin indicates two reasons for her to mark herself as a Christian in the entry form: maintain a 

harmonious relationship with the English-speaking Christian instructors and gain access to 

power and privilege. The entry form is an artifact which figures a Christian privilege. It also 

seems to impinge the program’s norms upon the immigrant adult learners. The program desires 

the learners to employ the norms. Lin’s identity transformation supports Holland et al.’s (1998) 

argument: “Selves are socially constructed through the mediation of powerful discourses and 

their artifacts” (p. 26).       
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 Influenced by the artifacts with commitment to Christian values in the programs, some 

adult learners such as Lin shift their religious identity to Christianity. Even though, the artifacts 

also cause some learners to resist the imposition of other-assigned Christian positioning. For 

instance, Wong reported that praying to the Christian crucifix in the program caused the 

psychological conflict with her Buddhist faith. This conflict led to her withdrawal from 

Friendship ESL ministry. Wong’s religious contradiction substantiates Norton’s (2010) argument 

that “structural and cultural constraints can be imposing obstacles for many language learners, 

particularly women” (p. 376).                                                                                                             

 Urrieta (2007) explains that “through participation in figured worlds people can 

reconceptualize who they are, or shift in who they understand themselves to be, as individuals or 

as members of collectives” (p. 120). The free access to church-based ESL programs attracts the 

participation of immigrant adult learners. However, some learners experience a paradoxical 

opportunity, such as Lin’s intentional amending to Christian identity, “a legitimate identity;” 

Wong’s religious identity conflict impacted on her discontinuity of participation in the church-

based ESL programs. These learners’ identity transformation reinforces Norton’s (2000) 

perspective that “they (second language learners) are not only exchanging information with 

target language speakers, but they are constantly organizing and reorganizing a sense of who 

they are and how they relate to the social world” (p. 11). Thus, English learning in the figured 

world of church-based ESL programs is a process of being, which is improvised “in the flow of 

activity within specific social situations – from the cultural resources at hand” (Holland et al., 

1998, p. 4).                                                                                                                                              

Dialogic Discourse as Mediation for Empowerment    
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 In addition to the artifacts as semiotic mediations for adult ESL learners’ religious 

identity negotiation and resistance, the classroom discourse in the figured world of the ESL 

programs supports Bakhtin’s (1981) dialogic discourse. It invites the mutual construction of 

meaning and agency of the instructors and the adult learners within the classrooms and beyond. 

This study indicates that the classroom discourse plays an active role in the learners’ 

socialization and local knowledge acquisition. In this sense, the classroom discourse in the 

figured world not only underscores “survival English” but also “integrated survival” (Kouritzin, 

2000, p. 30). For example, Ms. T commented the function of Northpark ESL ministry: 

 The metaphor for the ESL program is a life jacket. To keep them [the immigrant adult 
 ELLs] above water enough. They don’t drown here. If you go to an area, if you don’t 
 know the language, there are enough people together with your same language, you can 
 live with your own little group. But not very while, not for a very long, because you are 
 going to meet some people outside. …. We teach them to fill in medical forms, forms for 
 children’s schools, … (January 25, 2012, in Northpark ESL classroom)    

Ms. T perceives the ESL program as “a life jacket.” The program enriches the adult learners’ 

second language learning, literacy practices, and socialization. My observations reveal that the 

instructors employed dialogic discourse in the classrooms. Within the classroom discourse, the 

learners are positioned as historical subjects, conversational partners, and knowledgeable 

resources; their instructors are placed in the position of community mediators. The instructors in 

a dialogic discourse work as experts to help the adult learners move from peripheral participation 

to full participation. This study finds that English teaching in the programs stresses “not only 

affirming student ‘voices,’ but also exploring opportunities where students can examine the 

social processes and language practices that may form their identity” (Morgan, 1998, p. 16).                 

 The church-based ESL instructors facilitate adult learners to integrate into a community 

of practice through dialogic discourse. They are also sensitive to the power of their relationships 
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between themselves and the learners. In building up a balanced relationship with the learners, the 

instructors create a dialogic discourse where they are placed as the novices and the learners as 

the experts. For instance, at the cultural show, immigrant adult learners worked as 

representatives and experts to introduce the essence of their native cultures. This dialogic 

discourse promotes learner engagement and inclusive pedagogy in the church-based ESL 

programs. Not only do the instructors get to know about the learners during dialogic discourse, 

but they also reflect themselves from a sociocultural perspective. Ms. G commented: 

 I learn a lot from conversations with my students, their families, cultural, social, and 
 emotional needs. I know, some Americans see the cultural differences as cultural 
 deficiencies. If they come to our classrooms, they will see another picture of our students. 
 .... Also, from my students, I become more appreciative, appreciate what I have, 
 appreciate where I was born, and appreciate my students. They have appreciative hearts. 
 (April 25, 2012, in Friendship ESL classroom)  

Through the dialogic discourse in the classroom, Ms. G perceives that teaching allows her to 

learn a lot from her learners and reminds her to value what she has possessed, both emotionally 

and physically. Her teaching at Friendship ESL ministry suggests that “as teachers and as 

citizens, we become aware of the things we take for granted, and how we reproduce these values 

in our day-to-day teaching” (Morgan, 1998, p. 17).                                                                                    

 This study is consistent with the conclusions from the related studies that church-based 

ESL programs establish a caring community and a dialogic process for immigrant adults (e.g., 

Frye, 1999; Kristjansson, 2003). The caring and dialogic discourse in the programs promotes the 

agency of the learners and the instructors in coauthoring the classroom discourse and fashioning 

identity. This study further argues that church-based ESL programs are fields of collective 

power. They meet both adult learners’ and their instructors’ emotional, spiritual, social, and 

linguistic needs.                                                                                                                                        
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  Win-win Benefits of Participation into the Church-based ESL Programs                                 

 This ethnographic study presents that immigrant adult learners’ participation in church-

based ESL programs creates opportunities for their second language acquisition, socialization 

into the target society, cross-cultural awareness development, as well as identity affirmation and 

negotiation. This study indicates that the learners’ families and communities also benefit from 

their growing participation in the programs. It further explores the ways in which church-based 

ESL programs as places of social participation bring benefits to the target community. 

Investment in Cultural Capital in Immigrant Families                                                                       

 This study highlights four unintended and intended consequences of immigrant adults’ 

participation in the programs for cultural capital in the immigrant families. They include 

investment in family-together literacy practices, interaction with children’s schools, 

independence to address family and ethnic community issues, and reclaimed ownership of home 

language. The church-based ESL programs view immigrant adult learners as part of a larger 

community of English speakers. The programs make extensive efforts to enrich the English of 

immigrant adult learners by providing them with survival English instructions. As the immigrant 

adult learners in this study expressed, the programs strengthen the learners’ ability to care for 

their families by investment in the learners’ literacy practices.                                                  

 Additionally, for immigrant adult learners, the programs are sources of funds of 

knowledge in the local community. Local knowledge is closely tied to the church-based ESL 

instruction. For instance, not only do the programs use field trips as part of language, literacy, 

and cultural learning, but they also consider field trips as a way to reach out to the community. 

Through field trips, the programs build immigrant adult learners’ confidence in ESL literacy 

learning and community engagement (Chao, 2013). Further, the programs empower adult 
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learners to exercise parental authority and agency in family literacy practices. For example, the 

ESL classroom discussion around the newspaper offers immigrant adult learners a unique 

affordance for their family literacy practices. The learners invest more time and interests in 

talking about current events and sharing literacy learning activities with their children at home. 

The immigrant adults’ English improvement increases opportunities for them to participate in 

their children’s school activities and advocacy for their ethnic communities. Doing so enriches 

the adult learners’ communications with their children and fosters a climate of family literacy. 

The church-based ESL programs are “environments which enable adult learners to enhance their 

own literacies, and at the same time provide environments which promote the literacies of their 

children” (Braun, 1991, p. 1). In this sense, the programs’ language and literacy practices 

connect immigrant family generations. Language and literacy practices in the programs are 

transmitted to immigrant adults’ home contexts, which in turn transforms home contexts into 

sites for mainstream language and literacy practices. While some studies look at the increased 

disjuncture of language and acculturation between parents and their children in immigrant 

families where English is not the parents’ primary language, this study identifies that church-

based ESL programs work as social mediators for connecting the disjuncture.                                       

 Even though the purpose of the programs is to improve immigrant adults’ second 

language socialization and family literacy, the programs do not promote linguistic assimilation or 

devalue or erase the adult learners’ home languages. The immigrant adult learners in this study 

perceive that the church-based ESL programs foster their positive attitudes toward home 

language, a linguistic identity marker to the learners, and stimulate pride in it. In addressing 

“access paradox” (Janks, 2010, p. 24) related to dominance and access, the programs perceive  

immigrant adults’ language diversity as a springboard to maintain the learners’ linguistic legacy 
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and promote a sense of pride in their home languages. Through engaging immigrant adult 

learners into home language practices in the classrooms and beyond, the programs place the 

learners “in a position of relative power in a given literacy event” (Norton, 2010, p. 13). As a 

result, immigrant adult learners are empowered to reclaim their ownership of home language, 

which in turn develops their children’s home language practices. For example, Laura used to see 

Spanish use at home as an obstacle for her children’s English language acquisition. After she 

participated in the church-based ESL program, she has given up the perspective of “pure 

English” in her family literacy practice. Further, Triny has developed a peer-study relationship 

with her children in home language and English literacy practices.                                           

 Furthermore, with immigrant adult learners’ English improvement, the church-based ESL 

programs use the bilingual strength of immigrant adult learners to increase the learners’ access to 

communities of power. Carlos, a Latino immigrant parent, moves from being an adult English 

learner to a language broker for his ethnic community. Specifically, when his ethnic community 

people need to communicate with English-speaking social structures, such as schools and 

hospitals, Carlos serves as an interpreter. These experiences allow immigrant adult learners such 

as Carlos to “regain their sense of themselves as agents who can act to transform the social 

situations in which they find themselves” (Janks, 2010, p. 13). Immigrant adult learners’ church-

based ESL acquisition is “an act of knowing” (Freire, 1985, p. 55), which engages the learners 

“in the constant problematizing of their existential situations” (Freire, 1985, p. 56). Consistent 

with the socio-contextual views of language and literacy, the findings of this study substantiate 

that “the more diverse the contexts for using literacy, the wider the range of literacy achievement 

factors affected” (Auerbach, 1989, p. 173).                                                                                                       

 The church-based ESL programs have created language and literacy ecology by engaging 
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immigrant parents into English and home language practices in the contexts of home, school, and 

community. Within this ecology of language and literacy practices, the programs act as social 

mediators through situating immigrant adult learners’ literacy practices within real-life 

communities. As Van Lier argues that an emergent language learning is “a matter of 

relationships” (2004, p. 53), as well as a result of social activity and interaction with the 

environment. The programs extend immigrant adult learners’ literacy practices from the physical 

setting of church to their communities and families. Ms. T, the coordinator of Northpark ESL 

ministry, highlights the perspective of 1≥5: “So even [though] I only teach one student English, I 

potentially teach five families, because they are in community.” Ms. T indicates that teaching 

language provides learners with “the mediating force of knowledge” (Freire & Macedo, 1987, p. 

53). Ms. T’s perspective reinforces that immigrant adults’ church-based ESL learning is an 

empowering experience. Data from this study demonstrate that the programs mediate the 

relationships between an individual immigrant adult learner and his or her situated community.  

The programs are also dynamics for immigrant adults’ own English learning as well as their 

family literacy practices.                                                                                                                           

 This study stresses the interdependent and embedded nature of language and literacy 

socialization.  It reinforces Norton’s argument that literacy is “about relationships between text 

and reader, student and teacher, classroom and community …” (2010, p. 10). The programs have 

developed into critical language and literacy learning places, which empowers the learners’ 

agency in accessing social, economic, and educational resources and power. In this sense, 

language and literacy practices intersect power. Immigrant adult learners’ experiences in these 

places allow them to construct cultural capital in their families. This study emphasizes that 

church-based ESL programs act as language, community, and power brokers to link immigrant 
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adult learners and their families to naturalized and nurtured second language socialization. 

Building Community Cohesion by Diversity Accommodation                                                             

 The learners’ accounts of their participation in the programs suggest that it is important to 

build community in immigrant adults’ second language socialization. With increasing 

participation in the programs, the learners claim a sense of place and community. They would 

like to learn English in the programs, which are characterized as communities with a higher 

degree of cohesiveness. The church-based ESL programs facilitate building community cohesion 

not merely within the program; instead, they help the learners reach out to the larger target 

community. As some instructors commented: “This is a win-win community.” Ms. T explicated:  

I think it is beneficial for both sides. We call win-win. I win for us because we get to help 
our people see other folks from our community, who may be not exactly like them. Our 
church folks are quite similar, white or black. We want our people see our community 
have all types of people. Our church has all types of people. It is a great opportunity for 
people to meet others a little different from them. It is also great for the Hispanic 
children. Get a little bit exposure to English. We want to make sure if they are well fed, if 
they are hungry, if they need clothes. It is a good opportunity for us to find our students 
who are struggling at school. So we can help them. We want to leverage the challenges 
they face as much as we can. (January 25, 2012 in Northpark ESL classroom)  
 

Ms. T perceived that a church-based ESL program should be connected to all types of people 

rather than just blacks and whites. She thinks that it is beneficial for Northpark church members 

to communicate with people different from them. Ms. T further mentioned that Hispanic 

immigrant adults’ participation in the program also brings opportunities for the church members, 

especially for those children who desire to practice Spanish language. Ms. T perceives that 

human difference is a springboard for building community cohesion and social inclusion.  

  When I asked about the influence of immigrant adults’ participation in the ESL program, 

Emma, the coordinator of the youth club at Northpark church, indicated:  
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I think that would be wonderful. I would like to see the connection made a little bit better. 
You know the number one thing come to my mind is knowledge, you know, crossing the 
cultural boundaries, be able to talk and learn each others’ backgrounds and differences. 
Maybe in regard to the faith, how do they worship, you know? Where do their belief 
systems come from? Do they worship here on Sunday or Saturday, wherever? Just 
learning more about each other, I think it’s valuable. (February 9, 2012, at Emma’s 
office)  

 
Emma addresses that the church-based ESL program can help the host community members 

overcome cultural and linguistic borders. Doing so is a public good because it helps build a 

beloved community.  

 It is clear that church-based ESL programs are win-win communities. Within the 

programs, the adult learners learn to be culturally and linguistically competent community 

members. Outside the programs, the learners’ participation in the programs promotes learner 

engagement in the local community activities, which in turn facilitates social inclusion. 

Immigrant adult learners’ participation in the programs also helps church members to cross 

cultural boundaries. Accordingly, the programs can be seen as places of celebrating and 

accommodating diversity. In Pratt’s (1991) words, the programs are “safe houses,” social and 

intellectual spaces “where groups can constitute themselves as horizontal, homogeneous, 

sovereign communities with high degrees of trust, shared understandings, temporary protection 

from legacies of oppression” (p. 40). In the “safe houses,” immigrant adult learners learn “to 

construct shared understandings, knowledges, claims on the world that they can then bring into 

the contact zone” (Pratt, 1991, p. 40). 

Pedagogical Implications 

 Findings from this ethnographic study provide pedagogical implications for adult ESL 

education on both conceptual and practical levels. On the conceptual level, this study contributes 

to understanding the ways of promoting linguistically and culturally diverse learners’ 
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engagement in ESL classrooms. On the practical level, this study offers implications for 

scaffolding instruction for ESL learners. These implications are discussed in the following 

sections.  

 First of all, on the conceptual level, the findings of this study suggest that it is important 

to build a community of practice in ESL classrooms where learners can interact with teachers 

and peers. Such a community of practice enables ESL learners to gradually move from 

peripheral participation to full participation. It requires “access to a wide range of ongoing 

activity, old-timers, and other members of the community; and to information, resources and 

opportunities for participation” (Lave & Wenger, 1991, p. 100).  Skilled old-timers play a 

scaffolding role in modeling language and cultural practices, as well as involving learners in 

multiple activities in and beyond classroom interactions. In this sense, community engagement 

and classroom interaction provide ESL learners with opportunities to acquire language, literacy, 

and cultural codes in a community of practice.   

 Secondly, in a community of practice, it is important to recognize learner identities and 

their roles in facilitating learner participation in ESL classrooms. This study suggests four ways 

of helping ESL learners’ language and literacy development. They include affirming learners’ 

cultural and linguistic identities, positioning learner identity as a community member, 

developing learners’ ownership of English in meaning-making, and placing learner identity as an 

expert in terms of their life experiences. This study also indicates implications for ESL teachers 

to be aware of learners’ non-participation regarding the conflicts between learning settings and 

learner identities. For instance, Wong and Yang’s religious orientations make them resist 

participation in the church-based ESL program. The Christian culture embedded in the context of 

church let them feel excluded rather than religiously inclusive. This study suggests that it is 
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important to build socially and culturally based classroom interactions, rather than socially and 

culturally biased classroom practices. Doing so can affirm ESL learners’ voices and provide 

learners with opportunities to explore sociocultural and linguistic practices, which in turn 

facilitates learners’ identity development and negotiation.  

 Given the complex reasons for immigrant adult learners’ participation or non-

participation in the church-based ESL programs, this study indicates that ESL learners’ language, 

social, and cultural needs are interdependent and interactive. Therefore, it would be 

advantageous for ESL teachers to perceive learners as whole persons rather than language 

learners. In this sense, ESL teachers need to build classroom discourse with the socially, 

culturally, and linguistically constructed nature. As Kramsch (1993) suggests that teachers 

should create a “third place,” “a place that preserves the diversity of styles, purposes, and 

interests among learners, and the variety of local educational culture” (p. 247). According to 

Kramsch (1993), an ESL classroom needs to become a “third place,” in which accommodates 

and celebrates sociocultural and linguistic diversity.    

 Thirdly, immigrant adult learners’ second language socialization through church-based 

ESL programs offers a glimpse into a matter of relationship inherent in language education. Van 

Lier (2004) mentions four types of relationships: relationships between language and the 

physical environment, relationships between language and the sociocultural environment, 

relationships between and among languages, linguistic diversity, and relationships between 

learner and the learning context. This study reinforces Van Lier’s perspective on ecological 

linguistics as a matter of relationships. The church-based ESL instructors build caring and 

trusting relationships with their immigrant adult learners, which in turn advances learners’ sense 

of place, cross-cultural awareness, and the ties between learners and local communities. The 
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findings of this study indicate that creating a comfortable and relaxed atmosphere for language 

and literacy practices is a priority in ESL education. In order to achieve this, teachers should be 

familiar with learners’ sociocultural and linguistic backgrounds. Knowing about learners can 

allow teachers to develop a related and personalized teaching and learning process. This study 

emphasizes that language is social participation and practice. This nature of language allows ESL 

teachers to understand that learners’ second language socialization is part of community 

engagement in and beyond classrooms. Thus, teachers need to establish an ecological 

environment where learners, classrooms, and speech communities outside classrooms can 

interact with each other.  

 On the practical level, this study suggests one tangible way for ESL teachers to provide 

learners with a legitimate voice in language and literacy practices in order to allow learners to 

examine their life experiences. In doing so, learner diversity is affirmed rather than neglected. As 

the instructors in the church-based ESL programs, teachers can use linguistically and culturally 

inclusive pedagogy to integrate learners’ funds of knowledge, experiences and expectations into 

classroom interactions. In realizing culturally and linguistically inclusive pedagogy, this study 

indicates that teachers need to be aware of their attitudes and beliefs that they take for granted; 

they need to recognize differences in terms of students’ culture, home language, social class, 

gender, and age. Teachers’ failure of understanding student diversity may reproduce societal and 

cultural values through instructions.  

 The second tangible way for teachers to assist language learning is to provide learners 

with scaffolds as the needs arise. For instance, teachers may contextualize the abstract content, 

build conversational discourse, and form partnerships through activities. In order to engage 

learners in social and community activities, teachers may also offer learners positions such as 
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community speakers. These opportunities allow ESL learners to practice authentic language use 

and acquire appropriate sociocultural behaviors.   

 The third tangible way for teachers to advance ESL learners’ language practice is to 

enrich teaching and learning materials. The materials may cover a range of topics in everyday 

life. The ESL instructors in this study use local newspaper and grocery store advertisements to 

develop a situated and localized component in the curriculum. Thus, ESL teachers may include 

the media or others to teach, such as encouraging learners to watch television programs or 

inviting guest speakers. Doing so may increase learners’ local knowledge and promote their 

contacts with target language speakers.      

Future Research   

 Due to the limited nature of this research on sample size and research location, future 

studies can be conducted. First, even though this longitudinal ethnographic study provides 

thorough insight into church-based ESL programs and their impact on immigrant adults’ second 

language socialization and community-family connection, future research may be done by an 

interdisciplinary ethnographic team to triangulate interpretations of learners’ accounts and 

actions. This interdisciplinary team may include researchers in the fields of religious studies, 

second language education, and immigrant family studies. Such a collaborative inquiry may 

provide a better picture to understand church-based ESL programs from multiple perspectives. 

 Second, the mixed method approach adopted by Roberts and Baynham (2006) may 

herald a new way to interpret immigrant adults’ church-based ESL education. Survey items can 

be grounded in the themes of this study. In general, the items can be classified into four aspects: 

learner attitudes toward instructors, classroom instruction, community engagement, and 
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programs’ effects on home language maintenance. The survey may be conducted to generalize 

the findings of this study while maintaining an ethnographic inquiry eye. 

 Third, future qualitative inquiry can be conducted to explore how immigrant adults’ 

second language socialization may affect home language use. A case study method may be used 

to reveal the complexities and contradictions involved in immigrant adults’ increasing second 

language socialization. Do immigrant adult ESL education programs facilitate linguistic 

assimilation? Does immigrant parents’ increasing second language socialization influence their 

home language loss? Such a future inquiry will help address these questions.  

Conclusion 

 For newly arrived immigrant adults in English speaking countries, English proficiency is 

one of the prerequisites of their socialization, community engagement, school involvement, and 

integration into the host society. This ethnographic study focuses on community settings in 

which immigrant adult ESL education takes place. Specifically, this longitudinal ethnography 

explores how church-based ESL programs in a Southeastern U.S. city affect immigrant adult 

learners’ second language socialization. The study also examines how the learners’ increasing 

participation in the programs may promote community-family connecting and cultural capital in 

their families.  

 The findings of this study indicate that in newly arrived immigrant families where 

English is not the primary language of parents, these families encounter an increasing linguistic 

and cultural disjuncture and communication gap between parents and children. As a result, the 

intergenerational disjuncture leads to family estrangement and parental dysfunction. This is one 

of the main reasons why newly arrived immigrant adults participated in church-based ESL 

programs. The other reasons include learning English for work, community integration, 
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interaction with children’s schoolteachers, and ownership of Standard English. To meet 

immigrant adult learners’ sociocultural, familial, and community needs, ESL instructors act not 

merely as instructors, friends, and mentors, but they also serve as community brokers and 

advocates for social justice. The programs have developed places where immigrant adult learners 

are provided with legitimate speaking positions and their voices and linguistic and cultural 

identities are affirmed. Further, the programs create access to opportunities for immigrant adult 

learners’ social integration and authentic language practice in real life contexts. The findings of 

this study indicate that church-based ESL programs facilitate newcomer immigrant adults’ 

second language socialization and community participation.  

 Immigrant adult learners’ increasing language acquisition and socialization promotes 

cultural capital in their families and community-family connecting. The multiple effects of 

immigrant adult learners’ increasing participation in church-based ESL programs are discussed, 

such as immigrant parents’ increased school involvement, family-together language and literacy 

practices, reclaimed ownership of their home languages, and transformation into advocates for 

families and ethnic communities.  

 This study argues that church-based ESL programs are figured worlds that are not natural 

but nurtured and naturalized. ESL education in these figured worlds is a process of being and 

immigrant adults’ self-authoring agency empowerment. This study also suggests that cultural and 

religious dispositions embedded in the artifacts and classroom discourse seem to impose orders 

of power and Christianity on learners, which in turn can cause some immigrant adult learners’ 

resistance and non-participation in the programs.   
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